ATTACHMENT F

1059 Willamette Community Survey Results
and Emails Sent to Council and staff (through 5/24/21)
The City released a survey in March to gather community feedback on the 1059 Willamette
proposed project, the Montgomery. The survey was open for three weeks and received 327
responses. This attachment includes a summary of the survey, as well as an anonymized copy of all
responses. In addition, emails received with comments on the project during and after the survey
(through May 24) are also included in this attachment. Below is information on which ward
respondents were from, and whether they live or work downtown.
Ward
Ward 1
Ward 2
Ward 3
Ward 4
Ward 5
Ward 6
Ward 7
Ward 8
Don't live in Eugene

Respondents
86
63
41
23
27
11
35
23
16

Live or Work Downtown
Live
Work
Live and work downtown
Neither live nor work downtown

%
26%
19%
13%
7%
8%
3%
11%
7%
5%

Respondents
28
101
15
183

%
9%
31%
5%
56%

The survey asked respondents four open-ended questions. A general summary of responses is
included for each question.

1. What do you like most about the project?

Generally, respondents who indicated they liked the project cited the following reasons:
• Creation of more affordable housing units (117);
• Downtown location and the proximity to services and public transportation (78);
• Units dedicated for Womenspace (70);
• Introducing more density and housing (55);
• Mixed-income housing concept (54);
• The building’s design (33);
• Redevelopment of the building/property (25);
• Retail component (24) and mixed uses (23);
• Intention to pursue LEED (15);
• Inclusion of social services (12);
• Inclusion of art (12);
• Communal space (3); and
• The development team (2).
Some (14) respondents indicated they did not like anything about the project.

2. Is there something missing that you would have liked to have seen in this project?
Generally, respondents included the following items in response to this question:
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Nothing was missing from the project (47);
Different affordability components in the project (44), such as more income-qualified units,
lower affordability thresholds, units dedicated to unhoused populations, units dedicated to
elderly populations (2), units dedicated for employees of social service providers (1), units
used for housing vouchers (1);
More landscaping or green space incorporated into the project (28), including roof
amenities, like open or garden space (15), and or balconies (9);
Parking incorporated into the building (21);
More bike parking (18); incentives for non-auto use (2), space for electric bike/scooter
charging (1); Preservation of building (15) or specific design elements (4);
Better or different design (15);
Bigger project (12) vs. smaller project (1);
More green building features, such as solar panels and stormwater features (8) and electric
vehicle charging (3);
Larger unit sizes (8), more units dedicated to Womenspace (5), or more accessible units (2)
More social services incorporated into the project design, including a designated area for
social services (7);
The adjacent retail building incorporated into the redevelopment plans (6);
A pleasant pedestrian experience with building setback and awnings included (6);
Additional amenities such as childcare (5), public conference room (2), high speed internet
(3), fitness/gym space (4), more pet areas (1), laundry (1), security (2), and concierge (1);
The property should not be privatized (3), public funds should not be used for this project
or should be used elsewhere (2), and this should not be subsidized housing (1);
Commercial space should include including grocery store (3), restaurant (3), low-cost office
space (1), or space for art (3);
Ensuring good construction quality, including advocating for use of cross-laminated timber
and earthquake-quality construction (3); and
Use building as a homeless shelter (2), use building as City hall (1), and use building for job
creation (1).

3. Would this project contribute positively to the Downtown Eugene neighborhood?
(If no, why?)
249 (76%) respondents provided statements indicating ‘yes’, the project would contribute
positively to downtown Eugene, and 23 responses indicated ‘possibly’. Generally, these
respondents stated that the project:
•
•
•

Brings housing (37), affordable housing (28), density (8) to downtown;
Would bring vibrancy and people to downtown (36);
Include retail and mixed uses (13), offer social services for targeted populations (9), and
include artistic components (3);

•
•

Has a good design, fits within the neighborhood (4) and improves the pedestrian experience
and walkability (4); and
Encouraged downtown infill development (3) and result in the redevelopment of a vacant
building (14).

28 (9%) respondents provided statements indicating ‘no’, the project would not contribute
positively, and 20 indicated they were ‘unsure’. Generally, these respondents stated that the
project:
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Needs to be more affordable (8);
Would make downtown busier and increase the demand for parking (7);
Is too big or does not fit in the downtown area (8);
Does not address the ongoing downtown issues (6), would negatively contribute to the
issues (3), or would enable certain individuals (1);
Should preserve the existing building (3);
Would be a poor use of public funds (2) and should be preserved for public space (1); and
Should include owner-occupied units (1) and incorporate trees (1).

4. Is there anything else you’d like City Council or the development team to consider
regarding this proposal?
Generally, respondents included the following items in response to this question:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•

The project should include more affordable units or lower affordability threshold (31), or
have a longer affordability period (1).
The project should include more parking (12). There should be less parking (1), electric
vehicle charging (3), and more bike parking and accessibility (7).
Council should support the project (8), should get this project going quickly (7), and that
there should be more projects like this in Eugene (10).
The project should incorporate sustainability elements, including focus on natural systems
(6), and incorporating more green space (11).
Safety and security should be prioritized (6) and Council should consider downtown issues
when deciding (1).
The building should have a different proposed design (5).
There should be a different developer or a different approach to the project (5), including
pursuing a community land trust model (1).
There should be accountability measures to ensure the developer implements the proposed
project and service providers follow through (4), and that high-quality construction
materials are used (1).
The ground floor should integrate with the sidewalk (3).
Varied responses on retail – that there should be an active retail presence (1), the City
should support retail tenants (1), there should be a restaurant (1) or that there should be no
or minimal commercial uses on the 1st floor (3).
The project should be bigger (3) and have bigger units (2). The building should have lower
density (1) or include only market-rate units (1).
The existing building should be repurposed (2).
Council should consider the housing crisis when making a decision on the project (1) and
invest in projects that get people housed (1).

•
•
•
•
•

Units should be accessible (1), target seniors/disabled seniors (3), target unhoused
populations (1). There was a concern about building being used for student housing (1).
Amenities should include storage (1), gym (1), fiber (1), communal space (1), public
bathroom (1).
The property should be used for City Hall (1) or a homeless shelter (1).
The project should be given a MUPTE (1); MUPTE should not be used (1); No public funds
should be used to support the project (1).
The design should have a more open aesthetic (1) and incorporate natural materials (1).

Q1. What do you like most about the project?
That it's mixed use development. And the set aside units for survivors of domestic violence.
That the ground level will have retail space CONNECTED TO THE STREET. The disconnection from the street to buildings
in Eugene is a plague and this is by far my #1 concern with all buildings in downtown. So it is promising to see that there is
retailed space that can easily flow from the sidewalk into the building. I also like that there is an emphasis on affordable
housing.
I appreciate the addition of much-needed affordable housing in downtown Eugene.
LEED certification; consideration for seniors
I like that it adds more and denser housing to the city most.
Dense housing in the urban core.
It provides critically needed housing options. It is a walkable location, it brings commerce to the center of town -away from
the suburbs. I also like the attractive design. And I support the addition of taller building heights in the downtown, which
takes advantage of the city infrastructure already available in the downtown core, instead of ripping up fertile farmland near
or beyond the urban growth boundary.
multi-faceted, sensitive to affordable and market rate, historically sensitive, substantial capacity, great location, different
facades, mixed use great for community liveliness - onsite venue space is a bonus as we need more options for that
downtown, great collaboration between local and Edlen firm--brings great expertise
The merged building with the two facades looks great.

Expanding affordable housing downtown is great.
The development team. No one cares more about our community than this team that keeps showing up with ideas &
investments to make it better. I've watched the community just butcher this crew for years & their vigor is impressive. Seems
they are the real marathoners. Is there a finishline?
A much needed addition to Downtown
targets a needed population group
We simply need more housing in this "city". Building upwards is critically important.
units and services to low income individuals
I think the design and location fit well together.
1. Mixed income
2. Size -- the number of units
There is a large proportion of affordable, 80% AMI and below, studio units. I think studio units is needed in the housing
market.
That some of the units are 'affordable'.
It provides badly-needed housing downtown
Re-use of building /restoration aspects
I don't like it. Wrong place without job potential.
Brings needed housing to downtown. Activates vacant storefronts on Willamette and 13th.
We lived in Arlington, VA where this model is widely used around redeveloped subway stations. It brings vitality to the
neighborhood and offers opportunities to comingle with families across socio-economic classes. Evidence-based proven
success.
It will provide housing units downtown near transit and other services
Recycled use of an existing lot with the focus on providing additional bedrooms in the heart of the city.
People living downtown
Mixed-income housing
Units for victims of domestic violence, some low income units.
I like the idea that it sets aside rooms and services for women's space and has the opportunity to add to the art culture in
downtown Eugene.
Residential living in downtown Eugene is much needed to start to revitalize the downtown corridor. I also like the idea of
starting to move Eugene vertically.
Appropriate scale, high-density housing in downtown; close to transit station + EmX; looks like it will be constructed with
durable materials and thoughtfully designed.
I like that it will be mixed income housing and LEED certified.
Mixed income aspects.
I like that this proposal is designed for variable needs.
What I appreciate most is that the building facade is designed to match the scale and character on each side.
Eugene needs more housing, especially affordable housing. This seems to be a great way to address that!
The patio. Womenspace units. The mural.
We have partnered with Womenspace to provide 10 set aside units for victims of domestic violence and will provide targeted
support services for these set aside units. And the art!

Affordable units, proximity to LTD transit hub
Love that this is multi-story, mixed-use - densifying housing in the downtown core that will provide much-needed "eyes on
the street" after hours. And I love that there is an affordable housing component.
Reasonable building mass.
I like the inclusion of dedicated apartments for women with staff support.
That it at least provides some housing.
Support from WomenSpace and thoughtfulness for seniors and pets. It's designed to be liveable.
That its a mixed unit building and near a bus station
The housing
The collaboration with Womenspace and wall planning for a mural
The fact that once again the taxpayers will be stuck with the bill for your incompetence in making Eugene the gi to place for
the jobless and homeless to come to and stay.
SO MANY THINGS! Reserved housing for survivors of domestic violence would be my favorite thing. But also the reserved
for lower income, the services, the art.
The income restrictions allowing for a more diverse population in downtown Eugene
Incubator retail spaces
The affordability aspect.
That it will be mixed income—giving more housing opportunities to live downtown
Low income housing and units specifically for domestic violence victims.
That it adds affordable housing in downtown and across from the LTD station.
That the proposal addresses the anticipated needs of the people who actually live there.
The rates are based on income.
Downtown affordable housing
Affordable housing
I like the increased urban residential density for the heart of town. I like the historical reference to the Montgomery Ward
building.
I don't like this project.
I like that you are trying to do something with the space.
Downtown renewal, expanded housing. ANYTHING is better than what is there now.
LEED sustainability certification
Love it!
Housing. Affordable housing.
This is the type of thoughtful high quality housing we need in downtown. The architecture is exceptional. Too many new
projects are of poor quality and design. This projects fits well into Eugene’s downtown and will elevate the whole area. This
is an excellent proposal from a great local design and development group.
Of course, I love that a significant portion of the building will be for people who earn a lower income. I think the so-called
amenity spaces will be a wonderful asset also.
I like that there will be room reserved for women who are survivors of domestic abuse. And that there will be a mix of low
income and median income.
mixed income housing and affordable units which are in desperate supply in town.
I like the idea of helping people out of poverty, but providing government subsidized multi-family housing is not the way to do
it.
New construction housing downtown!
Good presence on Willamette Street. New housing in downtown. Replacement of decrepit building.
It has a calm solidity and quality of appearance and materiality like the Woolworth. It looks clean and contemporary without
trying to be anything trendy like the absolutely ridiculous monstrosity of the 515 building or the disastrous, shoddily
constructed piece of junk that is 13th and Olive. These eyesores will unfortunately be with us for decades.
Low income housing opportunities, mixed income. But also the incubator space, the art gallery, the design of the 11th Ave
side. Lots of positives.
That it will include housing at an affordable rate.

The masses and articulation work nicely with the neighboring buildings without wasting space. The project provides much
needed livable space downtown. The more livable space there is downtown the more people will take ownership of where
they live, helping to continue the process of revitalizing downtown Eugene. As a former resident of Eugene who worked
downtown it seems to me that a project such as this is a fantastic addition to the urban fabric and downtown community.
Bringing more folks downtown.
Provides access to affordable (I hope) housing for all, without segregating low income from higher income people. That
concept of segregation has always bothered me when it comes to low income housing. If higher income people want to live
with low income people, why shouldn't they?
I like that it adds more housing for poverty level people

10 units for Womanspace and low-income housing
While we desperately need more low income housing it is also important to provide housing for those that are on the boarder
of income limits. I also like that it will work to be environmentally friendly.
That it provides housing for low income individuals, and that it co-exists with those that rent at full market value.
I like the idea of putting the space to use for a change, after a decade as an eyesore.
LEED and all the mixed amenities going in: shopping with living spaces - important to keep a downtown alive.
Using property that is being wasted
More housing
Revitalizing downtown! And bringing residents there not just businesses. The empty office space isn't helpful for making
downtown more inviting. Plus love that it fills the gap for people who have "nearly made it". Maybe they are starting out and
on their way to a more secure middle class and this helps them get there.
I like that the project is focused more towards people who don’t qualify for traditional low-income housing but also don’t quite
make enough for market rate units.
The Womenspace (would like to see more than 10 units available; hoping ample security measures exist w/o making it feel
oppressive).
I like space for retail+ but we have so many vacant spaces DWT how do you envision filling the spaces?
multi-income, multi-use
I like the idea of mixed-income housing.
I like that this will bring a mix of affordable and market rate housing to downtown. Having more residents will make it more
vibrant and lively downtown and will support businesses. I like the inclusion of community space as well.
This is exactly the kind of thing downtown Eugene needs. Most important thing is the ground-floor retail. It looks like it will fit
will with some of the other new development in the area.
I like that it is a call back to the old Montgomery Ward building and that it is intended to help revitalize downtown with a mixed
use design.
I like the combination of mixed use development and affordable housing. I think these are two of the most important things
for downtown Eugene.
More housing downtown & next to public transit. Nice % of subsidized housing. Design seems okay too.
Housing downtown.
Anything that brings residents into Downtown is great. The renderings are nice as well.
I love this project! It's long overdue. I only wish that a greater percentage of units went to lower income individuals. 60%
maybe?
Actual street level retail design -- unlike the 13th and Olive catastrophe.
Concentrates a lot of housing into a small area, attached to an economic center (downtown).
More housing! Retail on ground floor! Set backs and street appeal!
I live that there will be more affordable housing but from what I have read it still sounds too expensive.
Womenspace connection.
What I like most about this project is the shops and services within walking distance
Nothing its over prices and not affordable at all too low income people.
Dense, mixed use, and mixed income. All of these are sorely needed in Eugene and downtown especially.
Nothing.
Absolutely nothing
I don't know enough yet to comment on the project, other than to say the key concepts sound good. I have one concern please see #4
Mix of space on the first floor.
Commitment to fitting in with the surrounding area
Below market rate housing; downtown housing
affordability ratio, partnership with WomenSpace, community spaces
There are very little affordable and safe housing options for middle to low income people. I have only seen high end housing
and apartments being developed.
Addresses need for more housing downtown, especially affordable housing.
location and that it has low income units
I like the idea of the mixed income building and keeping space for DV survivors.
The remodel of the building and affordable housing
First, that it includes housing for low income people. I also like that it has space for Womenspace, art, and incubator retail
space, as well as that it will be LEED certified.

The Womenspace partnership sounds promising, as well as reserving some residential and commercial units for below
market rates. I had an opportunity some time ago to speak with Mark Edlen for a project I was working on. I appreciate that
he sincerely does seem to consider larger issues like the environment and social problems as he approaches a real estate
project, at least more so than many developers. I believe his is also a UO graduate, so he has some history in Eugene as
well.
I like that the project will have both low-income and market rate apartments. I think that will ensure that the property is kept
up and maintained in a safe and attractive manner. I was happy to see accommodation for pets included (and I assume there
will some limit on size/weight).
Seems to have a variety of services for a diverse population. Looks nice enough on the sketches but doesn't seem to really
be in line with the "historical" look- just another block building
I live close to downtown and walk there frequently to go to Selco and the Eugene Library . Almost anything would be better
than the current situation at this address. Adding 66 units of affordable housing is the best part, but the potential for more
shopping opportunities for me is also a real plus.
I like multifamily housing downtown. 5 stories is about the right height.

I like the robust partnerships with local non profits (Cornerstone, WomanSpace, Lane Arts Council etc). I like the mix of
seniors, young professionals and income levels provided for. I like the inclusion of art, both inside and outside (mural,
gallery). I like that services for WomanSpace clients and seniors are addressed. Allowing, and providing for, companion
dogs is a thoughtful touch that will especially appeal to older, single residents. It appears a well thought out proposal.
The mixed use and mixed income uses.
This project sounds fantastic, a zillion times better than typical Eugene developments. I especially appreciate the inclusion of
potential meeting space (maybe?) because we really need more free and low-cost spaces for group meetings around town
after losing EWEB rooms, RAIN, etc.--especially downtown this would be really valuable.
Expenses affordable housing
Using unused space
Modern
Low income and downtown
Affordable housing and domestic violence units.
Nothing! These people need to help them selves
THe diversity of uses and design
More housing is needed,. Housing downtown is good for the downtown and good for people who don’t want to rely on cars.
Affordable housing is particularly needed
Affordable housing and location to LTD
Affordable housing in the downtown area. The current new buildings are all luxury apartments with rent for a 1b 1b creeping
over $1200 a month or more.
The fact that it adds new updated retail areas and rentals that could help folks who make less than the median income.
Affordable housing is a major issue.
Bringing more housing and affordable housing downtown.
Mixed occupancy, set aside reasonably priced units and women space help
It allows folks who need affordable housing to live in a centrally located area for services, shopping and recreation.
It has a retail element and street front presence that will bring life to a dull dead unfriendly and unsafe area of downtown.
Design
The fact that it's mixed income housing and has units for Women's Space. Mostly just happy that it's not another student only
housing building.
It brings life to a building that is currently lifeless and will create affordable housing opportunities across a spectrum of
individuals and families.
Affordable housing, woman space use
That it is mixed use and partnering with women’s space.
Affordable units & units for Womenspace
I like that it is mixed use and has some amenities such as gallery space, pet accommodations, club room and support
services
Helping seniors and displaced family due to domestic violence.
Homes for Women’s Space and mixed income
Apts reserved for seniors and low income folks
That it adds badly needed affordable housing downtown.
Affordability to low income persons/families.
Proposed building aesthetics.
Population served

• The way the building design recognizes the existing and historical elements of the surrounding structures and appears to be
in relationship to them.
• The secure ground level outdoor space.
• The setback from property line on 11th.
Affordable housing
It is building more housing at affordable rates.
Location, and the fact that it will have low income and market rate apartments.
LEED certified building (hopefully gold or platinum) - a responsible approach to building and providing housing in an era of
climate change.
Historic design- preserving the character of downtown.
Including low income housing with support, especially for Womenspace’s clients.
Includes affordable housing

I like that it will serve populations particularly in need with housing and services. I also appreciate that it looks like the
building will be well constructed, enduring, and relatively attractive in contrast to the dismal apartments built on 13th between
Charnelton and Olive that are a depressing eyesore. I also am happy that considering the environmental impact is a priority.
The fact that at least half of the units in the project at 1059 Willamette must be affordable to households earning 80% of AMI
or less.
puts empty space to use
It helps vulnerable communities in our neighborhood and helps the housing shortage
Partnership with Womenspace to provide housing for victims of domestic violence. Mixed used housing including low income.
The fact that there will be so much good, safe, and convenient low-cost housing in Eugene. It's fantastic. I love the fact that
people can have pets and that there are dedicated areas for pets.
mixed housing which will add more residents to downtown
More housing! Multi use building, with both commercial and residential in one place.
I like the idea of having more and better housing for low income people and/or marginalized people. We need systemic
solutions for poverty, precariousness, and homelessness and this project at least looks like a good start. Having
Womenspace onboard and anticipating the needs of elderly residents are good signs that we're on the same page here.
More low income housing
The increased density for both housing and commercial space is welcome, as well as just using a long shuttered site
downtown.
That it will have mixed-use housing in the downtown area! After years of the city council approving of high-income/luxury
and student accommodations I'm so glad they're finally going to start doing what other cities have been doing for years and
have mixed-use housing.
The partnership with womenspace and the supply of affordable housing
It shows that city cares about the people who live in Eugene. Action over words is inspiring.
The concept
I love the affordable housing and women’s space aspect! Lets help our vulnerable community members!
Provides housing close to services such as grocery stores, bus, restaurants, theatre thus promoting use of public
transportation/bike/walking.
'Three things:
- Maximizes units and unit types where they are needed (downtown).
- Creates a couple of new facades in downtown in highly visible locations, creating much needed sense of forward progress
in the downtown.
- Uses TIF to leverage private dollars into the downtown as the program was designed to do, and also is an innovative way to
address other kinds of affordability than just LIHTC.
The presence in downtown, the designation of considerable units for lower income residents, the harmonious design
'-The sense of community. I like the idea of mixed-income housing along with incubator spaces to hopefully remove some of
the stigma associated with subsided housing. I hope that the property disperses the different kinds of housing units around
the facility. (Maybe keep the Womenspace rooms together)
rent control units, mixed with market rate.
That it provides for low income people
Increased housing availability
It means that the LCC building will be removed!
Mixed use and mixed income
I like that it considers the needs of people healing from domestic abuse and the needs of the elderly. I like that it specifies a
rate of the median income.
Nothing really. I'm skeptical based on size and likely pricing.

That half of the units will be "affordable." I think the other half, too, should be affordable. I think attracting people to the
"market rate" units will be challenging.
Mixed use and inclusion of some affordable housing, of which we are in SUCH great need in our community
The affordable apartments
As a former Mayor and City Councilor in Creswell, I especially like the setting aside of 10 units for WomenSpace. I fully
support any effort to make sure the victims of domestic violence can be safe.
I like the mixed-income focus as there is a big shortage of affordable housing, while also making it an attractive place to live
in. It's not only affordable, the goal is that it's a good place to live. Also, the earmarked spaces for DV survivors is great as
well.
Affordable housing for some units. Dedicated units for Womenspace. Attention to architectural details of surrounding blocks
and businesses.
Affordable housing, mixed income ranges, spaces set aside for emergency housing (womenspace/victims of domestic
violence), and the main floor with shops on Willamette street and services on the bottom floor for residents.
The fact that it exists. We need more affordable housing in Eugene.
Low income housing near services
More downtown housing options
Addresses the needs of low income folks
Green building practices
Womenspace
ART
It’s to be built using LEED standards, inside the downtown core, affordable, and serving victims of domestic violence.
we need more mixed-income housing downtown!
Tough to say there is not a lot of detail here about planning amenities etc.. but overall I am in favor of more housing
downtown. The allotment for Womenspace is great.
More housing.
It is downtown, and not in less dense neighborhoods.
The affordable housing
The 66 affordable units. I wish the complex went higher so there could be more units.
Amenity space for tenants. Integration of Womenspace with apartments for suvivors of domestic violence.
Mixed income; units for Womenspace, caseworkers on site
More affordable housing for our area.
Units for Womenspace clients
Affordable housing downtown, with appropriate support services for the less fortunate. LEED certified, not car based.
More downtown housing and retail is essential!
Reuse of existing space. No sprawl!!!
That it includes "mixed income," but I think it should be used to house low income folks and the Womenspace sites. I think
there should be rent help initially so that potentially homeless people who may have jobs or the skills to acquire one can get
set up. The ugly microsites around town such as the one off 18th near Albertsons are not a solution.
Adding density near transit hubs in a walkable urban core and cross-subsidizing affordable housing with market rate!
Mixed use
The fact that it is AFFORDABLE. The inclusion of safe spaces for victims of domestic violence is awesome.
I like the mixed use and mixed income, the connection to women's space and the consideration of how the building visually
connects with downtown architecture.
I like that it's a move toward much-needed density in our urban core.
The aspect of affordable housing downtown.
Possibility of downtown rejuvenation and improved architecture
All inclusive
I like that it adds housing, especially low income housing, into the downtown core.
You plan to use the old MontgomeryWard/DowntownCenter building for low income housing. It is convertable without
building something new.
I like that the project will fill and old dead space in the city center.
The addition of mixed housing downtown.
that it brings more housing downtown.
Great idea but...I actually think this building is very ugly. Also... Willamette Street is our MAIN St. I feel that if something is
done here, it should be shops and a park area... to bring Eugeneans down to the core of our beautiful city.
I am aghast at the housing project on 13th & Lincoln. It too, is ugly, not creative and its falling apart! NO!!!

There are two elements that I like most. I like that they will try to have the Willamette facing side fit into the environment and
try to complement the few historic buildings left, and I like that there will be units for women working with Women's Space.

Mixed income levels living together downtown; a welcoming environment for Womenspace clients
Low income housing
I don't I think it should be all affordable housing and no retail spaces.
66 of the units would be restricted to households with incomes up to 80% of Area Median Income (AMI).
More housing...
It brings together a variety of income levels, which adds to the diversity so one can meet new people they wouldn't normally.
Services for residents is very useful. Common spaces will keep the area lively.
That it will be a LEED building
That it provides affordable housing, something that is DESPERATELY needed in Eugene
Mixed rental rates
The focus on creating spaces that are affordable, the affordance of space for victims of domestic violence, and the focus on
community spaces.
Affordable housing
I like that the project prioritizes the needs of the most vulnerable with its focus on affordable housing and providing services
to victims of domestic abuse. As a renter with low income, I can state that there clearly isn't enough decent, modern
affordable housing in Eugene. Its convenient location next to the LTD bus station is a bonus.
It is driven by people who really know Eugene and understand our culture. It addresses today's community's needs,
providing housing for those whose options are very limited. It is visionary and values driven
It is a nice propsal. Any change to this specific location would be an upgrade.

Dense, mixed-income rentals. Partnering with WomenSpace and providing low income units is highly desirable and needed.
affordability and space for victims of domestic violence
Could possibly add to downtown vibrancy
That it's mixed-income and will have support for domestic abuse victims and seniors.
Its high density and the idea of matching the historic architecture surrounding the building.
We need housing--especially housing that's affordable to the people already living here.
The set aside spaces for Womenspace. This is excellent. Thank you.
Denser metro is always good. More low income is great.
The housing for domestic violence victims
More housing is a plus.
The mix of housing with the social safety net aspects. The street presence and scale of the buildings to add more density to
downtown.
I like the partnership with Women's Space and that some of the units will be reserved for the most marginalized communities
among us. The design of the building is nice looking. I'm glad the city is addressing the need for more income-focused
housing.
It reserves space for women in need
nothing
It is replacing an old, unusable building, with something that can be useful. I appreciate the mix of rental options including
the Womenspace units.
that it provides housing and a lot of it in a small footprint. I think we should add another 4 or 5 floors though
Adds housing / replaces a blighted building with a new one
I encourage efforts that might help reverse the continued demise of Eugene. However, this projectd as proposed does not
even acknowledge much less address the fundamental issues of homelessness, mental illness, and crime that drive
businesses and residents away from the downtown community.
The large number of units designated for those making 80% or less of the median income
Trying to bring people back to downtown.
Finally seeing some actual affordable housing in this town (especially something that’s conveniently located and not out way
in west Eugene). Eugene’s “affordable” housing is an absolute joke.
Studio apartments and the single bedrooms. It’s a little tough to find single bedrooms in this city close to downtown.
I like the consideration for companion pets, the secure indoor courtyard for residents.
Affordable (?) housing downtown
The architectural integrity w/surrounding environment. The anticipated diversity of populations that this projects anticipates
serving.
I like that it's a "mixed income" project and that Womenspace will benefit with some of the unit
LEED certification, partnering with Womenspace, echoing the character of historic buildings.
Affordable housing
Affordable units and mixed use
architecture
Love it.

I like that the building will no longer be sitting there vacant. Also the low income qualifications and the apartments for
WomenSpace.
The set aside units for domestic violence escapees!
The "concept" of affordable housing - though this project does not meet that for most local residents.
It's more housing. I guess there's that.
More people LIVING in downtown Eugene. Cities need a vibrant downtown. Also good that spaces will be reserved for
victims of domestic violence.
It's an excellent location for living spaces, and it will be good to have more residents downtown.
The Womenspace units! I also like that the space is being upgraded-that area is a real black hole. I think it will be a great
addition to downtown!
That the space won't continue to sit vacant and unused.
The fact that it will help elderly and women who need housing have a stable place to live.
Affordable housing downtown
I hate it!
It's mixed-use and mixed-income.
That it has low income housing
LEED features; Womenspace housing accomodation; ground floor public access/non-living space.
Lower income residents with support services.
It's more housing in an environment where we need more housing
Affordable housing is so important! However I think having this project be 'mixed income' is a good idea, because those
paying full price would have the income and incentive to make sure the quality/value of the physical building is preserved. I
also appreciate that it seems that thought has been put into the architecture so that it fits into the area.
Provide good housing for low income citizens.
Bringing more housing and retail (and thus people) to downtown.
EUG Intent to provide housing for Low Income Families.
Finally maybe some housing for low to middle income families, not like the Obie giveaway. That was a joke!!
the apartments reserved for lower-income renters, and for WomenSpace. and the location,
across from the bus station.
Repurposed resources
green building measures
Making housing affordable.
It creates more affordable housing options.
Addition of urban-oriented retail space at ground level; affordable housing mixed with conventional; continued renewal and
upgrade of downtown
"We have partnered with Womenspace to provide 10 set aside units for victims of domestic violence and will provide
targeted support services for these set aside units." - this is the best part of the project!
That it is mixed use housing
The mixed economic levels.
The fact that many of the units will be rented to people with limited income.
The programming and committed uses
The Montgomery Project is innovative, thoughtful, and suits Eugene. The vision of a mixed use, mixed income building with
pertinent support services is forward thinking. When I read about this project in the RG, I felt hopeful and excited. Our City
needs The Montgomery.
Mixed use element - ground floor retail with housing above. We need resident in the downtown area to support all the
businesses.
Opportunity for those who need it!
The low income housing/mixed income housing with space designated for people fleeing domestic violence
affordable housing, coordination with Womenspace, matching style of nearby buildings, incubator space for small local
business, art gallery, common areas, planned mural
Utilizing a community asset that is currently sitting idle and deteriorating .
My favorite part of the project is the 10 units that will be allocated to victims of domestic violence.
mixed income housing
Common spaces, moderate rent.
Nothing. It is in stolen Kalapuya land and being built for profit.
Collab w womensspace

Mark Miksis, Dean Pape, Mark Edlin, Jill Sherman, John Rowell, and Gregory Brokaw have a predatory relationship with
public resources. It is 2021. There has been a call for reckoning with all structures of white supremacy. The City of Eugene's
plan to privatize 1059 Willamette should be rejected and rethought.
1059 Willamette presents an opportunity for BIPOC stewardship. The City of Eugene must proactively seek ways to address
Indigenous Dispossession and Black Exclusion in all its dealings and most certainly where the transfer of publicly held land is
at stake. As an example, the City of Eugene should not proceed with transactions around the land of 1059 Willamette prior to
public conciliation with Articles 8, 10, 11, 18, 20, 27, 28, 32, and 43 of the United Nations' Declaration on the Rights of
Indigenous Peoples (adopted in 2007). To fail to do this would be a perpetuation of white supremacy. As it is, nothing in the
City's RFP, nor in the deChase Miksis/Edlen proposal, addresses historical and current practices of Indigenous
dispossession and Black exclusion. That is unacceptable.
In concert with the opportunity for BIPOC stewardship, 1059 Willamette presents an opportunity for new economic modeling.
The euphemistically-called "public-private partnership" proposed by deChase Miksis/Edlen involves little more than the
transfer of the public asset (for free!) to ownership by a corporation, that is, by the deChase Miksis/Edlen LLC. So there's the
free transfer of public property to a corporation. What else?
1059 Willamette sits in a Trump Opportunity Zone. Opportunity Zones are the result of a federal tax scheme invented by
Donald Trump by which investors, like Mark Miksis and Mark Edlen of the deChase Miksis/Edlen LLC, don't have to pay
capital gains. The alleged purpose of Opportunity Zones is to bring jobs and development to impoverished neighborhoods,
yet as noted in a report by the Center for American Progress, the Opportunity Zone "incentive is finally being recognized for
what it truly is: government-sanctioned gentrification driven by the capital gains of America's wealthiest investors."
On top of federal tax avoidance, Miksis deChase seeks a ten-year tax break from the City of Eugene (MUPTE). They also
expect the city to provide $1.1M of taxpayer dollars directly toward their project. So let's understand this: the proposal on the
table involves tax exemptions at the local and federal levels amounting to many millions of dollars, plus the property given for
free, plus $1.1M of public money directly to the LLC.
That it helps low income people
I don't like it. Systemic Racism (and classism) has two faces--one is sticks, as we see in policing an an extensive punishment
system that finds its worst representation in consistent economic predation. . And the other is carrots, which are given to rich,
white, political insiders, as is the case with this project. This project, pushed through it seems during Covid, when so many
were struggling, advances the interest of Eugene "stakeholders" once again. I'm disgusted.
Can't think of any besides of socialism for rich people and superficial project of showing post to care community
Nothing.
I like the overall differentiation of the Willamette Street and 11th Ave facades. Based on some familiarity with the 32nd and
Hilyard project, I am fond of the architectural genetics of where this project might head.

Q2. Is there something missing that you would have liked to have seen in this project?
Not so far.
I think that the city should assist the developer in creating funding for the Montgomery to be LEED certified and adhere to
high-level environmental standards.
Balconies or communal garden space
I can't think of anything, I seemed a little vauge in the exerpts, but is there groud floor retail? Also is there going to be an ugly
parking lot next to it?
Something on the roof, perhaps?
I think that it ought to have underground, instead of street-level, parking,
EV charging capacity for allocated parking, substantial onsite bike parking
drugstore/hardware store ie an anchor retailer on the ground-floor which will be activated most hours on both sides & to know
the classroom/meeting room size...it also seems like this is a space that will house kids/single parents. Boy if there's a way to
squeeze in a jungle gym, I bet your neighbors would be able to create community really quick.
No
More affordable housing. Government should not subsidize ANY construction of "at market" rentals. Eugene "market"
rates are grossly skewed by the presence of a large university that houses only 25% of its students on campus. Thus there
is a large distortion in the overall rental market for the entire town. Morever, inequality in Eugene pushes a significant
discrepancy between the median income and the MODAL income. Thus we need the city push for a set aside for
apartments that are available to modal families.
A concierge or assistance desk for security, help in case of a lost key or sticky door, or general assistance. The concierge
could also call for medical assistance.

I would like to see units that are actually affordable and of a reasonable square footage included in this project. The
affordable units rent for almost $900/month, and are studios, most of which are less than 400 sq. ft. I'm not sure what
segment of Eugene's population that is meant to serve - single individuals reliant on Social Security/SSI can't afford
$900/month, the space isn't large enough for multi-person households, and it's LIHTC, so you can't rent the units to students.
We should be building affordable housing that people will want to live in. Eugene's downtown area isn't so neat or exciting
with such great public transportation that people are willingly giving up their vehicles and downsizing to tiny home-sized living
spaces to be there. These units will be full because of the housing crisis, not because they are livable or desirable.
Nope
Some project based voucher units or some other type of housing choice vouchers attached to it.
Low-income housing, as distinct from affordable housing.
Larger units and more 2 bedrooms specifically; more balconies
Unsure yet preserve/leverage original expansive ground floor AND mezzanine
Use the building for the city hall and develop housing where there can be jobs too.
Some acknowledgement or gesture to its history as the Montgomery Ward building.
Is there any car parking? What about bike storage facilities? - a bike garage and DIY bike repair services?
Personally I believe the building should be taller and accommodate additional units to warrant the MUPTE, but this is great
progress for the city.
balconies at rooms (not every room needs one) and/or more operable windows. Solar/roof or other stormwater mitigation
Units for households with incomes up to 60% of Area Median Income (AMI)
More low income units, need for people who are unhoused as well
More multiple bedroom units. One of the big things missing downtown are families.
I am interested in seeing how the commercial spaces on the ground floor turn out. Looking at the recent development at 5th
street market the commercial spaces were minimized in order to maximize developers profit. In order to make spaces that
will work in the long term space needs to be taken into consideration, especially as we see more and more businesses
moving out of downtown.
Pedestrian environment along 11th appears harsh without retail/tenant entries any shown and the building frontage appears
to reinforce a hard edge - looks like there is an opportunity to make better use of the small setback area
I would like to have seen details about landscaping and green space.
Amenities for toddler through middle school aged children
This project proposal is fairly inclusive (mixed income, connectes with womenspace, public gallery, a mural, elderly, etc in
mind). Perhaps it would benefit from a designated area in the lobby displaying community resources (affordable housing,
Willamette Family RAC, Whitebird, Hourglass Community Crisis Center, other social services, etc)

I feel a multi-modal transportation focus is missing. The proposal states "We also see 11th as a significant automobile, bus,
and bicycle street project." While it acknowledges that the downtown area is parking exempt, the only commitment to cyclists
is that "bike parking will be accommodated on the ground floor, with possible accommodations in other parts of the building
as we further develop the design."

How much demand for bicycle spaces might the project expect? For residents? For visitors? How many spaces are currently
being considered? Is there an estimate yet of the number of spaces that may be possible on the ground floor?
Not anything I can think of right now.
More landscaping.
Nope
No.
The contrasting facades looks goofy. The W. 11th facade looks scarily cheap (i.e. capstone).
Why are only half the apartments designated low income? We have the worst homeless problem in the country here in
Eugene and not enough safe living spaces designated to solve the problem.
There is no mention of using any of this space to provide secure bike parking. Eugene's bike modal share has dropped
considerably over the past decade and a lack of secure parking is killing our ability to ride the wave of e-bike use as an
alternative to wearing cars.
Also, I would have preferred that the city convert the existing structure into a transitional housing shelter for those
experiencing homelessness in our community.
A grocery store. People who are <80% average area income can't afford the Kiva or Whole Foods
More social services providers having the ability to get clients into units, or having a community room that invites social
services providers to hold workshops or classes, enrollments into program etc. Also maybe should of anonymized that
womenspace would be a partner for safety of their clients .
Unlimited affordability period for affordable units
Parking for residents
Zero taxpayer funds to be used. You want the money, get donations. If people have to be forced to pay for this then it’s theft
and extortion. If it can’t fly in its own, don’t do it.
I can’t think of anything
Green energy: ban gas heating, additional wind and solar generation of power and reclamation of rain to flush toilets.
A wider mix of lower income levels defined in the requirements
No
Whitebird clinic satellite branch w/ on-site counselors. Parking garage.
An attractive exterior - the proposed exterior looks downright neosoviet/"big block of concrete".
Rooftop garden for all residents
Grocery
Roof garden access would be nice!
Repurpose the existing building.
I wood like an older look and feel to the building as you are planning on one side, modern is UGLY.
I wish that existing 1 story retail property could be included in the redevelopment.
This is not affordable housing, which is what the city is in dire need of right now. 80% of the AMI for households in Eugene is
still making ~$39,000. It should be lowered to 50% of household AMI per best practices in producing affordable housing and
industry standards. Further, the domestic violence units should be at least 10% (12 units) of the total and done in addition to
the units already set aside for the 80% of household AMI
Living garden or solar panels on rooftop —- or rooftop community space.
Could it have penciled to have more units or different tiers (some @ 60% AMI)?
Can the city purchase the corner lot as well?
I would prefer to have the bottom level devote some space to greenery. Green spaces are so important when so much of
downtown is cement and building structures. What about adding a patio type area, or even a community garden in the middle
of the unit somehow. Or at the least, a space to plant bushes in front of the building to add some greens.
I firmly believe it should be a higher percentage of low income vs market value. The current market value is unattainable to
more people and families I know that it is attainable.
maybe a community accessible space for local artists to exhibit?
I would like to see a multi-family unit built without subsidized housing.
If the project must continue the way it has been proposed, I would like to see increased pet areas, otherwise you will end up
with pet excrement on the sidewalk out front.
No
Not that I can think of—even pet-sitting is included! 😂
Either all the housing is affordable, or it becomes a shelter for the unhoused with priority given to women and children

Even more affordable livable space!
I would have like to seen an artist incubator that supports all the arts with an emphasis on music.
provide the information about actual numbers, like what IS the number for 80% of area median income? (I looked it up and
for Lane County it's $47k)
I really feel like your missing a money piece. Your rent prices are higher Then a mortgage on my Three bedroom house. I
was living in apartments once it’s almost impossible to rent something at a reasonable place let alone a price that you were
asking. Even your low income option still is going to require people to suffer because one person households can’t afford to
pay that and work and pay taxes especially Oregon taxes!
More units for low-income housing and more units for womanspace
I would like to see 10-15 low income units added to the building. If we are looking to have a mixed income building then some
low income units should be added. Please stop isolating us to less desirable areas. We are poor not infected. I would like to
see solar panels installed as a supplemental energy source for the building.
I believe that child care services would be of great benefit to the residents.
I would like to see the plans developed locally, perhaps as a project for university architecture students.
restaurant, groceries
Green space
Actual affordable housing

More floors! Go big! Sell some fancy market rate penthouses at the top to help pay for expanded services, etc. I didn't see
this but also suggest making the majority of apartments mixed by floor so that the income adjusted ones are scattered
somewhat through the building vs. having the low income floors or sections of the building. Certainly make it anonymous, do
that you can't tell who is paying reduced rates and who is not. Finally, bike parking that's truly secure should be planned for.
Maybe a bit more parking. 19 spaces doesn’t seem like a lot for that many units, but I do understand that the long term goal
for Eugene is to get more people on alternate modes of transportation.
More green. We're such a cement & asphalt community. Add green roofing, trees & shrubs at ground level.
Would like to see residents have pets if they wish, so there needs space to walk & "potty" them.
Parking. This should contain an ample-sized parking garage to handle the housing, retail & support DWT vibrancy. The
access to busing will not mitigate lack of parking space (demonstrated by LCC apts. whose residents have vehicles & buy
space DWT).
This is not affordable housing. Please stop gentrifying our city with misleading claims and actually create low-income
housing. We have swarms of homeless and people on the brink of being homeless and you're making it worse every year
with deceitful projects like these.
zero carbon heating system, solar panel, green roof, fitness center, community meeting room.
A better figure for low-income housing.
It would be nice to hear more about incentives for non-auto oriented transportation for residents. Is there covered, secure
bike parking? Are there incentives for residents who do not have automobiles (bus passes, etc?)
Will there be ground-floor bike parking for residents and people visiting the retail spaces? We should be designing for carfree residents, and make it as easy as possible for them to live in a way that is compatible with the city's climate and vision
zero goals.
Green space
It's not clear if the bike parking room is easily accessible from the outside, and also it isn't clear how the bike workshop and
parking will exist in the same space. For a large building like this to accommodate residents who bike even on an occasional
basis, there most likely needs to be more bike parking. One approach to that is to add dedicated bike parking outside (ideally
covered!). At 129 units, there should be space on the property or nearby to store at least 100 bikes, in addition to bike
parking for the retail spaces (which isn't shown in the architectural renderings).

Also, the car parking should have electric charging stations.

STREET TREES and other greenery should be required. The on-street parking should be removed in order to allow for
large tree canopy on Willamette (two trees) and an additional two largge canopy trees shoudl be required on W 11, where
there is just one now. And, the conditions that enable trees to succeed should be required - enough soil volume, no
compaction etc.
Vines covering some of the vertical surface could provide addl coverage, heat regulation etc.
Alleys should have narrow planter beds as well (could be raised planters?) for stormwater treatment and/or more greenery.
On E 10th alley, this would entail some setback from the property line or planter insets into the building itself; the Oak Alley
edge already has setbacks that would allow for this. Stormwater treatment should absolutely not be on Willamette or W 11th we need the tree canopy more.
Would also like to see the residential units contain small balconies that would allow for plants in containers outside.

I think the label 'Community Open Space' is a bit misleading, as I'd assume it isn't for the general community but for the
residents. Should read 'Private Open Space' or similar. Also wonder what that will be like, considering its tucked behind
another building. If/when that bldg gets redeveloped the area might become completely enclosed. The illustration shows
three small trees tucked back in there, and I really wonder how that could be done considering the building is built out to the
property lines.

More levels of "affordable" housing. $1000/month is not particularly affordable. There is only one, one bedroom apartment
that is in the affordable. I think the mix should be closer to the same. Essentially the studios are just slightly more affordable
than market rate studios that don't exist. The comparison to the affordable one bedroom is unfair since there is only one of
them. (Did they make one so that they In addition, none of the two bedroom (which would be attractive to individuals fleeing
domestic
- their targeted
setthe
aside
group).
Essentially
none
of the affordable could
be used
families
this Isituation.
'The
affordability
aspect of
project
is puzzling.
I may
be misunderstanding
the math,
so iffor
that
is the in
case,
apologize. As I
read it, though, the median income for a single person household in Eugene is $31,400. 66 of the units will be set aside for
individuals earning 80% or less than the median income. That means that the maximum amount a single resident may earn
to reside in one of those units is $25,120. That represents a monthly income of $2,093. The 66 affordable units will be rented
at $1,059 per month, which means that a single resident earning the maximum amount allowable who is living in one of these
units will spend 50.6% of their monthly income on base rent (not including utilities).
According to the US Census Bureau (see here: https://www.census.gov/housing/census/publications/who-can-afford.pdf , I
apologize if this info is too dated to serve a useful purpose, but it was what was available online), anyone who spends 3049.9% of their income on housing faces a "moderate housing-cost burden," while those spending >50% face a "severe
housing-cost burden."
As this project is contemplated, this building adds 66 housing units to the economy that will place its residents into a "severe
housing-cost burden." When residents spend half of their income on base rent, their ability to live an economically secure life
is threatened.
Granted, there are some groups that would do well in the affordable units - retirees living off a blend of personal wealth and
fixed income, students who are subsidized by parents, and dual income couples with no children, and it is possible that this is
the intended market for such housing.
I guess the ultimate question for these units is around the goal of having "affordable" housing in the downtown core in the
first place. Truly affordable housing seems to run in the $600 - 800 range for someone earning 80% or less of the median
community income. It doesn't seem practical to offer housing at that price point in the downtown core, and to offer housing at
the pricing contemplated appears to be a program designed to lock residents into perpetual poverty, unless they raise their
income (at which point they are priced out of the housing units and must find something at market prices).
If we were interested in a housing program that actually set residents up for success, we ought to consider making this
housing temporary by design, and building in support structures that actually help the resident "get on their feet" and "move
up" out of subsidized housing. I would propose some version of the following program:
- Allow applicants to apply for housing in a lottery system.
I'm hoping that there will be common areas for social service provision. I'd also ask the city to insure that the highest
standards of construction are adhered to. It would be scandalous if another Capstone project was allowed that had faulty
workmanship.

More units. :-) If you're going to build, why not build bigger? I'm always interested in how the number of units gets
determined. Eugene can definitely bear more supply. Lots more supply.

It's not clear to me why there aren't more 2 bedroom units, or even a three-bedroom unit here and there. Related to that, it
would be good to have a few more of the bigger units be income qualified.
Consideration of our housing affordability problem.
No
The price for the low income units need to be more affordable. A one bedroom apartment shouldn’t be more then $800
Yes.. AFFORDABLE MONTHLY RENTS
Yah lower the price
Secure bike parking (if not already in plan)

Affordable housing for the most needy, true community spaces, actual green open space that can be shared with the public.
Yeah, ACTUAL AFFORDABLE HOUSING. The only thing eugene had going for it was cheaper housing compared to the
rest of the state, but now that you consider $1,059 per month for a tiny 500sf apartment affordable, there's absolutely nothing
keeping people here. Definitely not the trash and meth fueled crime that continues to grow. This isn't even mentioning the
market rate you want to charge. Hell, the average apartment in Hagen Germany is 300-500 euros, MARKET RATE for the
same size apt (350-590 USD). Why would anyone continue to live here? Even lowly Hagen is nicer than eugene. Let me
repeat what you consider to be "affordable". $1,059 for a 1 br, 500sf apartment! All of you are overpaid and delusional. When
the homeless crisis continues to be exacerbated by your delusions, you have only yourselves to blame. Eugene is a joke and
I can't wait to leave. But the real question is should I get the same priced apartment in Bend where I don't have to worry
about methheads stealing everything I own, or Germany, where I can get better healthcare, better wages, cheaper rent, and
a mandatory minimum paid 21 days paid vacation, plus everything else? Peace out. I hope all the new Cali transplants enjoy
your new "affordable" housing!
Actual family units; more community partners, such has senior services so units would be actually income based on their
social security/retirement; St Vincent or another local agency involved.
Green-scaping; parking considerations; secure bicycle storage
More green areas, investment in street trees, emphasis on transportation access (bike/ped facilities)
not that I can see so far
The bike parking seems hidden in the design- down a hallway and tucked away, rather than being visible, up front, and
convenient. Being right next door to LTD and so close to the active transportation network for walking/biking the space for
bike parking should be easy to see and get to. Place it closer to the elevators and parking area and not tucked away so much.
have them all be low income units
I'm dubious that even the affordable housing component will be actually affordable. I hope these will be further subsidized. I
heard somewhere around $1,000/mo for a studio. This isn't in scale with job opportunities in our community.
I hope that it will have more that the minimum required number of fully wheelchair accesible units.
Nothing jumps out
I wish there were open space on each level. I think people are more likely to socialize in small groups and where it is most
convenient.
Laundry facilities- too dangerous to go to laundramats at night around here these days.
Is the bike parking secure? Is there an elevator? I can't tell from the bid... No money in the bid for one.
Not sure it is missing at this stage, but charging facilities for electric bikes/scooters should be provided (great for seniors and
those young professionals) and above requirement recycling facilities provided, along with assistance in sorting and
preparation from the management.
No
Consider making conference room/patio available for public bookings. Does the retail plan include any eateries? We need a
coffeeshop downtown that is open into the evening, like until 10pm or later, now that Townshend's closed--someplace quiet
enough for conversations, work, or dates, not a bar!
Should have happened years ago
No
Parking underground. Taller buildings (we need to use our limited space better -- build them taller - other cities do).
We are in a climate crisis. Leed is a start, but it’s not enough. What can be done to reduce gigs during construction? What
features could be included to drive down energy costs further increasing affordability and reducing ghgs? Will secure bike
parking be incorporated?
People helping them selves just like normal people have to do
More lower income spaces, if possible
Not yet
More 2 bedroom units

Make it easy to own a bike in this building. Protected bike racks, a locking bike barn or something of the sorts.
No
Vehicle parking. Developing the corner at 11th and Willamette
I would like you to go out if you’re way to make it beautiful. I have to drive by that orange eyesore downtown often and I curse
that apartment building every time!
no
Parking. there is no additional parking that the city has planned or is willing to get behind
No
No, this sounds great! More apartment buildings like this, please!
A green space on the roof.
Your design seems to focus on the outward facade and not healthy livability for people. All rooms should have natural light
and windows that open. Each unit should have a balcony. The building should be environmentally sustainable, breathable.
There should be gathering spaces (living rooms) on each floor that encourage people on that floor to get together and chat,
play games or watch tv. This way, each low income unit does not need its own tv. There should be a roof top garden, yoga
space that help people heal and connect.
Units reserved for even lower income levels or transitional housing
More attractive design — does not add value to “echo” the original ugly building. Needs more parking — it’s already hard to
park downtown. What about nature? Natural materials, natural light, green spaces, access to outdoors are all important for
human health and well-being
More space for domestic abuse victims and families
roof garden and gym space
Rooftop garden for tenants.
No natural open space, no set back from the streets.
Where is the parking?
• Parking. I understand the concept and consideration for fewer parking spaces for the tenants; however, this plan allows
only 20 spaces for 129 units.
• Protection from rain. Along the building that faces W 11th, I believe an awning (especially at stairway entrance) is needed.
Perhaps the design plan does include one but it isn’t clearly shown.
No. Housing is in critical need and shouldn't require special considerations for art galleries/etc in order to be allowed.
Hi-speed internet at a price people can afford.
Bicycle parking provisions- secure yet artfully provided.
No
I think that the organizations working with the individuals being served, such as Womenspace, should have a large say in the
services and facilities design.

Also, in the way of environmental impact, I hope consideration and time is allowed for reclaiming what is useful from the
demolition of the old buildings.
Some element of green space - maybe on the roof.
not sure about parking situation
Make it taller or bigger, otherwise it’s nice
Trees
I notice that, other than the pet areas (which are great), most of the amenity spaces seem to be focused on young, working
professionals. This seems to indicate a preference for those with more money. If there is room to have places to socialize
and to network, it seems just as important to dedicate part of the building for exercise opportunities, perhaps a small gym,
since the units will likely be too small for exercising, and since most lower income people won't be able to afford the DAC. It
wouldn't need high-cost machines, but just a few basic areas for people to exercise, which included treadmill(s) and exercise
bike(s). If that isn't feasible, since there is going to be a big area for socializing, perhaps weekly classes (such as Tai Chi,
Yoga, etc.) could be provided in that area. I'm guessing that that area would otherwise be empty most of the working day. I'm
sure teachers would be willing and able to come in to teach the classes, and people could pay a minimal fee (one or two
dollars), which the teachers would receive as payment (with no fees or any other reduction taken out by management).
A bigger building
More! Build higher! Build more buildings like this! I don't care about preserving the historic look of Eugene. People come first
and people need a place to live.
No
There is the potential for missed development opportunity on the adjacent corner site. As designed, the new building strongly
limits much in terms future multi story development there.
Nope, this sounds great.
More affordable units is always better
None.

Attractiveness. The building is another block and, to me, ugly. It is difficult to see from the photos what sorts of materials are
proposed, but without attractive finishes and details, it is yet another ugly block, like the housing dotting Franklin's University
stretch.
Seems great! Love the multi use aspect too
Green space, some parking
Nothing jumps out as missing.
Just expediency in getting it built!
I would like to see a space between the sidewalk and the street and/or between the building and the sidewalk. Th building is
just way too close to the street. Also, I don't like that it's shaped like a hiking cube; the shape lacks interest.
Not at this time
Not sure
No
More green space, please.
There are many people working for nonprofit organizations at low pay. High turnover is not good for the work. Maybe we
could make the lower income part for those people. White Bird, Looking Glass, Shelter Care and the like are valuable to
Eugene.
I think a bigger focus could be to serve the elderly and otherwise people with higher needs. It probably goes into more detail
about the accessibility of the design, but that could be made more apparent. I think there should be a cap of what the dollar
amount can ever be, or it should be tied to a specific year so that if the median income(MI) raises significantly in several
years, the rent will stay low enough for people who aren’t gaining from that MI increase.
Not that I can tell. Except TRULY affordable pricing.
The design needs a little more dimension. I know that makes a project more expensive, but everything looks a little flat. Can
you fit in a street-side garden respite like Seattle and Portland's little pocket parks that people can escape into? Fountain?
Plants? Cobblestones? Quiet?
Vegetation? Anything planned for planting around the perimeter? We are also sorely needing more trees as has been
recently reported.
More of the apartments should be dedicated to people with lower than the area income. The biggest problem our area is
facing is lack of affordable housing. People need to be able to afford housing AND be able to afford to save money for an
emergency fund, medical bills, or possibly future homeownership.
I like all aspects of this plan.
I was going to say parking, but that is accounted for in the full proposal.
More green space, especially on the Willamette St. side. Maybe preserving some of the "original" feel of Montgomery Ward
is OK, but with so many more floors, it is looming, not welcoming. I also realize that economics are difficult because of trying
to provide affordable housing. Still, some sort of inner courtyard?? Set-back?
fewer studio apartments, double the number of two bedrooms, and double the number allotted for womenspace.
Unclear how the balcony shown on the 2-5 floor plans is accessed. Do only the adjacent units have access? A roof patio
accessible to all tenants would be a great addition, if cost allows.
Get a waiver and build it taller.
No
On site bike storage?
Strategize ways to had more natural greenery—trees, planters (at all levels), etc
please make sure the developer actually follows our setback rules (unlike the Capstone project)
I am not sure I understand the dichotomy between the two halves. It seems a bit discordant to me. I really like the South
facade and am not sure the Willamette side would not benefit from more of that thinking.
Taller, more housing.
Maybe a green roof? As our population grows we should try to maintain a ratio of green/open space per capita.
More units.
no
Some temporary units for homeless. Give them 2 years to upgrade their situation.
Sounds like these units may be pet friendly, which would be refreshing.
Rooftop access and developed area for tenants. Greenspace, recreation, etc
I did not see anything about secure bike parking with easy street access, and possibly room for trikes.
See above.
A neighborhood analysis of retail (i.e. what is needed to anchor the community-- a supermarket? etc.?)
Need more projects like this. 10 units for victims of domestic violence is far too few. Also, this project is a good step forward,
but is only one step.
I suppose this is out of scope, but it would be nice to see that lot in between the two wings of the building redeveloped as well.
Balconies or a rooftop gathering area/bar. The tenants need a way to have community with the outdoor space.
Farther set back from the street, wider sidewalk.

More emphasis on retail, restaurants
Not enough 2 bedroom apartments
While I see LEED certification is being pursued, I hope that solar panels would cover the roof. I don't see that referenced,
but I hope it's included.
What's missing is considering use of the existing boondoggle apartment buildings between Willamette and Charnelton and
11th and 13th that seem to have a low occupancy . . instead of a new highrise.

I did not see lots of parking that would also serve the surrounding area. Also adequate quick-park spaces for deliveries and
taxi/uber pick ups. I deliver groceries, restaurant orders, prescriptions and such. Gig workers who are delivering or picking
up people need a place to park/wait safely. Also, access to outdoor areas for residents without having to leave the building.
depth and dimension to the facade. PLEASE do not repeat the same mistake that is 13th and Olive eyesore
A park... spaces that include people and encourage them to be downtown. Places for children.
I don't see any trees or any mention of trees in this project. Our city is in desperate need of trees and greenery. Eugene was
beautiful at one point and it seems few developers care about this issue. Trees don't bring them profits, but the people living
and working in these spaces need them. PLEASE figure out a way to add trees to this project.
Will there be a screening process to maximize the chance of building a community of residents?
Mostly low income units
real help for the low income unhoused people in our area.
ALL units would be restricted to households with incomes up to 80% of Area Median Income (AMI).
Affordable housing for single people! It's not affordable if single people need to shack up two to a room! We can't even get
our own bedroom?! In fact, it's going to jack up rent for us hardworking adults already renting in the area. It's terrible.
I also hate how few trees and green spaces are included. This town is getting hot, dry, grey, and ugly. More green space,
more space for large trees!
Any outdoor benches or meeting spots?
Not so far
Increased set back from the street to allow for increase landscaping
This city needs more affordable housing for the working class. All of the spaces should be set to 80% of median income or
below.
Nope
Nowhere does the proposal mention earthquake-resistant construction technology that would help it withstand the Pacific
Northwest's overdue magnitude 9.0 earthquake. All new building projects need to include this if Oregon is to withstand the
Big One, and it's more economical to build using this technology than to retrofit a building after its construction. If the project
does intend to make the building earthquake-resistant, it needs to state this intent on its proposal.
I don't think they have missed a thing.
I think all of the units should be reserved for low income/victims of abuse housing.
No. Diverse income housing is what is needed.
LEED certification and/or a green roof
If something isn't done about safety / liveablility issues downtown, this won't be a successful project
I can't think of anything.
The use of cross-laminated timber and recycled building materials.
I don't see mention of cars. I hope it is assumed that residents will get around without cars, considering its perfect location
for alternatives to autos. If they own cars, parking should be off-site in some existing location.
Preserving the character of the historic building... Eugene has very few left. One of my favorite things about visiting places
like San Francisco is the history and character of the city that can be seen in the architecture. Eugene is lacking this... mostly
because it’s cheaper to demolish and build a structure with all of the character of a shipping container. If you do remove the
old building, please spend the money to include some of the Art Deco styling that makes architecture from this period so
beautiful. The renderings provided do not “echo” the character in my opinion. It truly resembles a buildings made out of legos.
Sculptures or murals please. Art makes everything better.
We need to house our homeless population. Make Eugene a trailblazer, and be the first city in Oregon to provide not a
shelter, but real housing to help our citizens get back on their feet. This project is a perfect opportunity.
Private, for-profit companies should never be involved in housing projects. This is a consensus, professional class project
that every city does that has not even slightly helped the housing crisis.
We need radical thinking and to take risks.
We should be pushing the boundary of what is legal in order to diminish the profits of landlords.
Are we at a crisis point or not? This project assumes the current status quo is acceptable.
No

Ideally, I would prefer that this site be used for unhoused populations instead of mixed income. However, if the city is set on
receiving payment for the units, then all of the units should be controlled by income-level instead of half of them (except the
units for WomenSpace). The restriction should be set lower than 80% of area median income. The way it's set now does not
protect the apartments against a drastic increase in the area median income like we've seen in Portland, Seattle, and San
Francisco. Such changes could force out lower income residents. There should be guarantees about rent control, ensuring
residents will not be forced out due to market changes. Downtown doesn't need more expensive, "market price" apartment
housing - it needs to take care of its most marginalized populations. Furthermore, it would be preferable to guarantee a
certain number of units to Indigenous and First Nations peoples, particularly members of the Kalapuuya and Grande Ronde
tribes. It would be preferable to see the store-fronts that are being created in the building reserved for local businesses that
need community support or are community selected. Finally, it's ridiculous that no parking has been included in the design of
the building. There is already such a parking shortage in downtown Eugene - why would you introduce 129 units and multiple
business fronts without adding at least one or two levels of parking?
Green space
hard to say. eugene downtown become low income people area.
No - I think it is well done.
Higher density. We have such a shortage of housing here, we could really use doubling the size of this building.
No
A more fundamental PLAN that prioritizes basic living needs rather than misguided archetectural design and services like
pet care. Look around the city, under the bridges, in the parks, along the river front. Face the real issues here.
No, as I kept reading more about the project there were amazing things already included in the design that I wouldn't have
considered.
Downtown is dying nobody wants to be down there with all the crime and homelessness. Put the money for better use.
Not off the top of my head. Happy to see a place that will be affordable, pet friendly, and environmentally conscious taking
shape.
I’d like more specific information on the application process and the costs of living when the project is closer to completion.
I am curious to know how security will be provided for residents, not only for persons accessing the building but for mail and
package deliveries, etc.
No
I see that EugNet will be part of this project - think this utility should be provided AT NO CHARGE to residents of the
Affordable Housing units.
It'd be neat to see if an early childcare space could be made available, I think this is lacking throughout the area.
Secure Parking? I don't see any parking and with the condition of downtown massively degraded from years ago, how will
you protect tenants property? People looking for affordable housing will be crushed by a $500 deductible after break ins.
No
Can we find a way as a community ($$$) to support including a substantial percentage of units for those with incomes at 30
and 50% of AMI? Need for more downtown service workforce housing nearby.
Some office space that is also below market rent to help startups. Having creative terms and below-market rates for a period
of time (1-2 years) makes sense. Then have them move out to market-rate space.
Parking. Where will parking be for the tenants?
We do NOT need more "market rate" housing, we need more TRUE affordable housing - the federal "market rate" calculation
is anything BUT affordable!
Considerably more affordable units, and lower rates. Stop building luxury housing when local residents cannot afford it.
Yes. Make it either low income or not. Preferably not.
This is basically an architects vision of the project--which is fine for the early planning stage. But in real life, we'll need more
detailed consideration of where residents would shop for the necessities of life. What about parking? What about deliveries
for business tenants? What about internet access? And what about building security? Especially, will there be protection for
the tenants who are victims of domestic violence?
I would have liked to see a few curves, something to recollect the arch over the current building's door.
What is the parking situation like? What is the green space within and surrounding the proposed facility like? Will the
developer have the authority to select the management company or will that happen via an outside source or method? As
this is sounding like a tax credit property, many variables come into play after the building is complete in order to continue
with successful occupancy.

If you are looking to help seniors, will there be adequate facilities including disability-accessible walkways, doors, floors, and
most importantly toilets and showers available? The most vulnerable among us are elderly, in wheelchairs living on the street
and they NEED a place to properly bathe and use the restroom. Portable shower benches are unstable and often too
unreliable for a disabled senior to use in their own. I am not speaking hypothetically, I know an elderly woman who had a
room at Valley River Inn and has been on the street, blind and in a wheelchair for over a year now. She is not the only person
like this, these people need more options than Eugene is offering. Most assisted living places are awfully negligent and illequipped.
Bike parking/storage
Yes! The building shows no respect for the existing Willamette Street buildings character. Don't copy but blend in!
The only thing that comes to mind is trees, though they may not be feasible in this space.
More low income housing and move the project 2 blocks south
More set-back from the curb; minus one story in height. Downtown wind-tunnel of tall building is not ideal
Proposed funding.
no
I was surprised that almost all the units will be studio or 1-bedroom. It seems like families with children would benefit greatly
from affordable housing (and considering that several of the units are being set aside for victims of domestic violence, might
some of those people have children?).
Parking with electric chargers.
A community room that could be reserved for free by anybody. Perhaps the "common conference room" could be changed
into something for everyone, not just young professionals, although I recognize how important this demographic is to
downtown development success.
At least 3 competitive and EUG qualified Development Proposals. Failure of EUG to develop 3 competing proposals causes
a FATAL FLAW to this planning from BEFORE the start.
Real commitment to affordable housing not so much “market rate” bs
some kind of green space, like a roof garden, or balconies with established plantings
on them, maintained by residents or staff. think about keeping the building cooler
and healthier in the coming years of global heat, especially downtown with all that
concrete around.
No
No
More affordable and low income housing units since this is a significant unmet need in our community.
It would be great if a portion of the income-qualified units could be reserved for households that are at 50% or less (or lower
than that) of area median income, to ensure that at least some of the housing is accessible for households in the lowest
income brackets.
not at this point
YES! The building looks stark, all uniform, no stylistic variation. Where is the greenery? It needs trees out front to soften the
impact. How about a green roof, with shaded lounge areas for use is warm weather? If not, then paint roof white to reflect
heat and lighten a/c load.
New projects in Eugene seem to always use household income rather than per-person income. That is unfair to the many
single people in Eugene.
Imagination. Decorating a box is not architecture and does not require the skills of an architect. This is a developer box with
a lot of marketing statements and no imagination. This building could be anywhere . This will be another addition to the
collection of boxes that has become the architecture of Eugene.
too bad about the 1-story corner building. That may look or feel odd.

What are the plans to accommodate the parking needs for the tenets and the general community accessing the building?
What green spaces are proposed for residents and any separate areas for pets outside and adjacent to the building?
I think the entire housing development needs to be 'affordable'. We have a huge homelessness crisis, and the only way to fix
it is to build unconditional, safe, stable housing for people who are currently unhoused. We need more market-rate housing,
too, but first we need to get people off the streets.
pool, exercise room/area, outside space for bbq'ing, gathering, smoking
Parking.
Units dedicated for every single person who is camped in Washington Jefferson Park and on 13th and Chambers and along
the Fern Ridge Bike Path and at 11th and Beltline and all the other nooks and crannies people are attempted to seek shelter.
Putting funding towards creating more services and shelters for unhoused folx.
Yes, more community involvement. Having this run by the white moneyed people is not the way to go.
We need less private space in the hands of rich white people. We need public space. If we are to make it private, then we
must give priority to Indigenous people who were forced from the land and/or black people who were excluded from Oregon.

The City of Eugene should not facilitate benefit of this "development incentive" tax break, created by Donald Trump should
not be used to

The City of Eugene is poised to facilitate the transfer with millions of dollars in tax breaks, and outright cash transfers. In
2021, the City of Eugene should not proceed with any plans by which public resources and unceded Kalapuyan land are
privatized. This proposal epitomizes the privatization of public land and resource into the hands of a few white men.
not in the name of "affordable housing," and not for any reason.
white men coming to own a public resource and the city's facilitation of common dispossession. this proposal should be
rejected. The
re-engage with the public with an unprecedented degree of outreach to the biopic community and
This land should not be privatized.
In the spirit of keeping a good measure of the historic lineage of the old Montgomery-Ward's, I think it would be cool and
meaningful to incorporate, either intact or in some other substantial form, the original staircase that led (still leads?) to the
mezzanine.. ..As I used it in taking LCC classes in the late 90's, I appreciated how it well-reflected(s) the substantive
character and sense of detail of large department store design of the period.
I'd also like to see more diversity and complexity in the scale, rhythm and design of the windows and an even greater
differentiation between the commercial and residential regions of the project, especially on the Willamette Street side.
I'd love to to encourage a roof garden on both the project and atop the corner neighbor which this project wraps.

Q3. Would this project contribute positively to the Downtown Eugene neighborhood?
(If no, why?)
Yes. A great way to create a vibrant Downtown is to have housing there so it's not a place that empties out after 5pm.
Yes, because of the semi permeable relationship between foot traffic on the sidewalk and public space on the bottom floor of
the building.
Yes! We need more affordable housing and density in downtown, and this project does exactly that. It is a good use of a
valuable plot of land in our town’s urban core.
Yes
Yes, it will, desner housing is better everywhere.
YES! (1) More urban core housing (2) More lower-income housing (3) I think the Woman Space housing is genius (4) will
bring more people downtown to the businesses there.
Yes. It will activate the downtown, and increase liveability
Absolutely
Yes, locating people near all those great downtown businesses like the Kiva and all those food trucks and Broadway
restaurants will make the downtown feel lively.
If these units have enough variety to house couples/families/and singles yes. People will contribute positively to the
Downtown neighborhood.
This will be a most positive addition to Downtown
Yes. But only because the bar for improvement is incredibly low. Any amount of non-luxury apartment construction is an
improvement.
yes! There are a great variety of businesses that use one floor, but few who use two or more. This would help provide more
housing for people wanting to live downtown - next to work or business or transportation.
Yes, I think there needs to be more housing and mixed retail space, and upward development in downtown.
Yes. More people downtown. More affordable units.
Yes

I see no reference to parking. If there isn't sufficient parking for residents and guests there could be a large negative impact.
Yes
Yes and will add vitality
No, it would add more helpless/homeless to the downtown area which is already overrun.
Yes. More people living downtown and housing targeted at people working in the downtown is important
Yes, especially if families can live here.
Yes
We need to continue to encourage core downtown development. We are still gravely short of an appropriate number of
bedrooms for the area but this is a step in right direction. The more folks that are personally invested in the Downtown
neighborhood, the better results we will all see in engagement and civic responsibility.
yes, it would be positive - even if it ended up being as schematic as shown. I live just off mid-town so with this being just up
from Capstone, I would forecast a significant opportunity for adjacent developments/community and neighborhoods such as
mine. More diversity in these developments is imperative
yes
Yes
Yes - but also see above - would love to see more accommodation for families.
Yes. It is a step in the right direction. Housing for young professionals that have decided to make Eugene home is tough to
find with the way the real estate market is right now. This gives people a good option downtown that isn't marketed as
"Luxury Apartments".
YES. Brings more people downtown, provides important services to residents, and will offer a visible example of high-quality
and affordable infill development.
Yes
Yes.
Yes. Downtown Eugene desperately needs flexible / affordable, mixed-use housing. I like the idea of building up a couple
stories on top existing businesses for housing and hopefully the trend will take off elsewhere downtown. To have housing
options that meet various needs close to amenities and increase community connections.
Yes
Yes! Downtown Eugene needs more life and less... vagrancy. This will help folks find affordable housing while increasing the
value of going downtown. I think this is a phenomenal idea.
Yes.
Yes!
Yes

More housing is needed downtown to provide greater ownership, eyes on the street at all hours and a critical mass of people
to support downtown businesses. This type of project will add to the liveliness of the city's core. and well-designed buildings
that complement the historic surroundings will create a more visually coherent and interesting streetscape than hideous
things like Capstone.
Yes. More opportunities to live downtown. Generally attractive.
Possibly. The addition of downtown living areas is good for Eugene. However, homelessness, drug use and bike theft are
also rampant, which may make residents uncomfortable and unsafe.
It's unclear whether this project will be a net positive for Eugene. It's awfully small for such a central location and it's
incredibly disappointing to see car storage included in the project. Good grief, if we can't have secure bike parking and skip
the car amenities right downtown next to our transit hub, our commitment to reducing our greenhouse gas emissions is just
so much wildfire smoke.
YESSSSSS
Probably
Yes
Nothing. Low income people shop at Walmart and trash things.
As a lifelong Eugenean, I am SO THRILLED to hear of this project! A project that combines humanitarianism and art and
culture and social progress. Well done!
Definitely, downtown is lacking in affordable rental.
I think it will contribute positively in general.
I believe it could be a major contribution in helping to revitalize the downtown area
Yes
Yes, get the homeless people of downtown off the street and into affordable units.
Yes!
Very much.
Yes
Yes
Yes!
No. Downtown Eugene is beginning to lose it's small independent businesses and community feeling. Giant housing projects
like this are not what Eugene needs to thrive and grow. This project would also create more traffic at an already busy
intersection. I would like to see more preservation of existing buildings and less destruction. I loved living here for so long
because you could actually see the sky, the butte and beautiful sunsets. I have already seen the loss of this to my former
home in downtown. Beautiful views blocked by a giant apartment and a parking garage.
I am really not sure. I doubt it will impact me over on river rd except that I will likely have a harder time parking downtown
and as a result I am just less likely to go there.
Yes. Having people living there would hopefully change the character of that block. It's not pleasant to walk right now.
Both business and downtown housing
Yes, significantly
Yes! More people will make downtown more vibrant!
Absolutely. It is the right scale that creates appropriate density in the heart of the city. This location next to the transit
station, DAC, McDonald Theater deserves quality housing for people in the middle. This type of projects is needed to
enliven downtown.
yes, I think it might help. However, I would prefer to see a building like this devoted entirely to low income since there are so
many high-end apartments around. And there are boundless numbers of people who can't afford a lot of the apartments
around town. It would be nice if at the lobby level, there could be provided some social services, counseling, financial
assistance referrals, job search help, etc.
I wonder if, the apartments could also be offered to houseless people in the area.
Yes
Yes, affordable units are always welcome and will generate more business for downtown venues.

No, anytime you include subsidized housing in a development plan a few things happen. The development team doesn’t
have the future income steam of high rent properties so it builds on a shoestring budget and cuts corners whenever possible.
Second, every single subsidized multi-family housing building I have ever been in has been surrounded by crime and drugs.
You don’t not want to introduce that into the downtown area.
Yes, this would be a huge improvement to the downtown core. It is an elegant proposal that will add vibrancy to the street,
and much desired housing in this part of Eugene.
YES!

This is a chance for downtown Eugene to continue to build upon the improvements that have been made, most recently and
notably by the new 5th Street Market development, and a few years ago with the LCC downtown building, the Woolworth and
Broadway Commerce buildings. We are starting to have a desirable downtown and not just a collection of single story dive
bars , pot shops, tattoo parlors, and Lazars Bazar type hovels. The area immediately across the from the bus station is
especially in need of help and we are in desperate need of both affordable and market rate housing.
Yes, it would add needed population density and new businesses, as well as customers for downtown stores.
Not sure. Downtown is so unpleasant right now with so many unhoused people wandering around, filth, and high rises that
produce a canyon effect.
Of course it would! As noted before it provides affordable living options for people to live right down town. To reach it's
potential Eugene needs more people living down town not just commuting in and out each day. Additionally, the retail / street
level allows for new business to take root and keeps the sidewalk active all day (as opposed to being stagnant in a housing
only building).
Yes, it will be a positive contribution to downtown Eugene.
yes! Living downtown is a boon for all! It gives people a real sense of community and engagement. I lived downtown in
Salem for 3 years and it was the first and only time in my life I truly loved Salem. A city's downtown has its own special kind
of energy and it's not just about business. It's about connectedness.
The only way you’re going to clean up downtown Eugene is if you get rid of the homeless so unless you make that a giant
homeless shelter I don’t think you’re going to do downtown any good.
We need more housing, we need more housing in the core and vertically developed housing to conserve space.
Yes
Yes, absolutely. The feeling one gets from having secure housing is immeasurable.
It would get rid of the old LCC eyesore.
yes
Yes. That area is gross
No. It’s still not affordable to many. How is a 1 bedroom, 568 square foot home that rents for over $1000/month affordable? I
make $96,000/year and I’m always worried about making the mortgage payment. It’s $2097/month and we are a family of
four.
Oh yes, without a doubt. Thank you for making downtown a better place.
I believe that this would contribute positively to the Downtown neighborhood. It will help bring more people into Downtown
which could help change people’s minds about it. I think a lot of people just think of downtown as a place to shop or pick up
food from good restaurants but I don’t think a lot of people think about actually living downtown. More projects like this could
change that mindset.
It can but like all new projects must be tended to over time.
YES!
I think it has the potential to.
It would bring a number of people living downtown, frequenting businesses and creating a vibrant space which will help the
restaurants and businesses.
Yes! We need more density downtown
Yes, I believe it will.
Oh definitely yes. This project will help downtown to grow and provide affordable housing for the Eugene community more
widely.
Yes, but really needs street trees to beautify and soften the aesthetics, freshen and oxygenate the air, reduce pollution,
provide cooling shade and reduce the heat island effect, detain & retain stormwater, etc etc. Eugene seems like a super tree
friendly place, but in actuality we have been losing tree canopy over recent years.
It seems very big in scale. Much bigger than the building it replaces. I think the current building is only 3 stories. This is
double that. There doesn't seem to be any "step back" approach either side of the building that might make it feel less
imposing.
The building as a whole would certainly be a positive. I do have some concern for the residents of the WomenSpace units, in
that their privacy and security ought to be paramount. How that can be effected so that other residents are unaware of which
units house vulnerable and abused women or families seems challenging, but a worthwhile goal.
My take on the architectural plans is that it does a good job of fitting into the environment.
Yes, absolutely. The more mixed use development downtown, the better.
Yes
Yes
Yes! We need more affordable housing!
The rents must be more realistic for everyone and not market value rent. We have enough housing in the city that people
cannot afford. Please see the tent communities in the downtown area of Eugene. This must be dealt with and I am unsure
why Eugene insists on allowing developers (from out of this region and out of state) to continue to build housing most people
can not afford.
No cuz it'll keep em broke.

Yes
No--it adds no amenities, makes parking more difficult and does nothing to alleviate our affordable housing crisis.
Doesn't really matter since the only people who go to downtown eugene are addicts and dealers. I literally watched open
heroin deals downtown, which I guess was better than the times I witnessed people openly defecating.
It has the potential to, but it's not addressing what Eugene needs at this time. Also, they point out their involvement in
Amazon Corners in south Eugene. I would be curious to know the occupancy of that building in the apartments.
Yes. Because of the wide range of uses of the building.
Yes but would prefer to see condominiums rather than apartments... owner-occupied living spaces bring more engagement
and investment in livability than renters.
Yes! More housing! More affordable housing!
Yes, there is not a lot of housing options down town and increasing the amount of housing will help for people who work or
frequent the down town area for transportation reasons.
Yes, having more housing downtown is essential to a vibrant city.
maybe

Yes. But I'm concerned that the building massing will be awkward with the buildings next door. Are those also slated for some
sort of redevelopment? Also, I'm concerned that we could use some more public open space close to this development.
Yes. It will bring life to a now-dead space. Eugene needs affordable housing.
Yes!
Yes, I think so. More people living downtown will be a good thing for downtown.
Yes. It makes a living space for people conveniently located to transportation, the library, and other downtown amenities.
Yes it opens space for people. I like the WomenSpace units to support that organization. It keeps more people in the
downtown core and hopefully will generate pride of place.
Yes
YES! We need more density.
Yes. More people, more services. Good for downtown.
Yes!
Yes!
Yes
Yes
yes
Let’s make sure it does!
Nothing because it’s a bad idea. Stop enabling homeless people
yes... the diversity is good and bringing people there to live is important
Yes. Anything that activates downtown in a positive way is good
Yes
Yes it will bring more working people to the downtown area and enrich our area. As well as fill empty buildings, nothing kills
an evening like hitting a portion of downtown that is just empty.
Yes
Yes
If you make it appealing to look at yes- look to the new building on Willamette that has Claim 52 brewery in it. That is a
wonderful addition to downtown. Look at the building next to Albertsons on Hilyard st in south Eugene. Wonderful!
yes
Yes - by adding beds. We will be severely short of office space one day soon, but for right now, everyone is jumping on the
"build beds" band wagon.
Yes
Absolutely!
Yes. It will benefit the businesses and people who inhabit downtown - and those who want to.
Yes
Only if it is planning on providing long term supportive living options. The building should have a built in counseling /
community resource center.
Yes, current building is an eye sore, incubator spaces are a great idea
Yes, definitely, as long as the building is more warm and welcoming and doesn’t make parking worse
It could if it wasn't priced so high for people to actually live there
yes, makes living there walkable and access to bus
Yes I believe so
Yes
I believe it will.
Yes, that building has been vacant forever. We need housing downtown and to keep it poppin.

I believe affordable housing needs (especially for seniors on fixed income) is going to continue to be a concern as our
population ages. The location seems like it would have a positive impact to our community as a whole.
Yes
Yes, because it would house people, at a time when we have a massive houseless population and housing crisis.
Yes, having more people living downtown will give people a stake in what happens downtown and an incentive to make
things better and it would help downtown businesses.
No - if the majority of units are below market rate. With the already large homeless/transient downtown population, in order to
create a truly vital downtown that feels safe to ALL Eugenians, elderly, young families, etc., housing needs to MINIMIZE
Section 8 residents in the city center. As a community we need to provide housing for all residents, but we need to be wise
about where that housing is provided.

Cases abound throughout the west coast and the country of downtowns ruined by affordable (section 8 eligible) housing
developments built in, or too near, areas meant to attract community gatherings.
Absolutely! The LCC building has been an eyesore for years. More residents downtown will create more of a neighborhood
feel.
Yes
I would think so, both by bringing more residents into downtown, and providing services that are easy and locally accessed,
thus reducing car traffic.
Yes because it attract a diverse range of people to live Downtown.
Yes
Yes.
Yes
Absolutely yes.
Yes
Absolutely!
Yes. More community, more people indoors. More/better commercial space.
Yes
Yes.
I sure hope it will. It sounds like it will.
Yes.
It would. Easing stress on the average hardworking person by way of affordable housing and transportation options, makes
for more productive output, and reduction of negative forms of stress relief.
Not if it is ugly. Please ask the architects to develop some interesting lines and details that will give it pride of place. The
project, of course, can contribute on the basis of bringing people downtown by having them live downtown. It also needs
more setback from the street to permit outdoor dining or gathering retail operations, with awnings (again an asset to its
beautification) and heaters. This is post-Covid development that should be learning from Covid.
Definitely! Lots of great space to work and shop plus housing is definitely a need right now
Yes. Affordable, brings people closer to services, provides services for Womenspace clients.
Yes, we should have probably 1,000s more housing units in the downtown by now, this project helps.
Absolutely
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes, the current building has been empty for years and is an eyesore. Anything there will be an improvement, but especially
more housing.
Yes.
Yes. There should be people living in the city core. When we moved here twenty years ago, that was a glaring problem.
Having only rich folks there makes no sense the way LTD is designed.
I hope it will increase long term relationships between individuals if there’s good community building and engagement
opportunities.
I think that much housing downtown will create too much people and auto congestion. It looks far too large for downtown.
More people living downtown will help liven thing up downtown. Gotta increase the number of jobs available downtown, too.
YES, absolutely! (Love the echo of the old Monkey Ward!)
Yes
Yes it would. It will help provide a safe and affordable solution to those struggling to make it in this difficult and challenging
world that we live in.
Yes. More folks being able to live affordably downtown with support services for populations that need it will help facilitate a
more vibrant community.
Yes, especially if more attention is given to pedestrian interaction.

Yes, I believe it would. It's a good place for it, uses the space well, encourages growth in downtown and offers affordable(ish)
housing downtown.
ABSOLUTELY! The design and construction teams have experience contributing to local projects. The mixture of tenants
and in-house social services will serve downtown Eugene very well.
Yes.
Yes - more downtown residents.
Yes
Yes ... diverse community building
Absolutely
Yes absolutely
Yes. Eugene needs the housing
Yes. It would add housing.
Sure. I don't see why not.
Yes. Would have more people living Downtown
More people stacked in downtown will mean more business for businesses. (Not too fond of the design, though)
Yes, it brings regular people back into downtown
Yes!
Yes! Why have an empty building? Let's utilize it!
Yes
Yes. More people living downtown to make it a more lively place.
Absolutely. Increasing housing downtown will translate into more foot traffic for the area's businesses. I remember when
nobody went downtown and shops were all boarded up. Downtown Eugene has come a long way in the last decade, but
there is still room for improvement.
Yes. I'm surprised how few apartments appear downtown
I think so. But there still needs to be homes available that are priced comfortably. Instead most efforts are on high end
apartment housing (Gordon Lofts and the waterfront project) or college apartments (thrown up quickly all over town (and
often substandard such as the ones on Olive and Willamette built by a Southern company). We are not all going to live in
apartments. This is at least thoughtfully designed.
Yes.
Yes - Increased housing , good design
Yes. More folks living in the community and thriving is a GOOD thing.

Yes. I think more residential space downtown is helpful for activity and public safety. I also think additional start-up/incubator
space is important especially as we emerge from covid protocols. And getting rid of a large vacant building is a plus overall.
Yes. We absolutely need more people living in our city center. A bustling urban core will improve the livability of our entire
region.
Yes.
I don’t agree with artificially depressing market prices which in the long run helps no one including those it intends to help. I
wish the city council would focus on jobs, the economy and generating prosperity which is the only long term solution to the
problems we have in Eugene. Without this focus I believe all efforts to support less fortunate are doomed to fail and we’ll
continue to lead the nation in homelessness and an underachieving economy.
With mix use, businesses on ground floor it has great potential.
Yes! It would be a huge, positive contribution to add this many residents to downtown.
No. Convert the old Downtown Center instead of tearing it down and installing a new building on that site.
Bringing more people to the area outside of normal business hours (8-5 Mon-Fri). Hopefully people will be more invested in
taking good care of their home community.
yes
Yes it would. More people living in downtown would help create a more vibrant feel and helps fill a vacuum that is currently
being filled by homeless.
No. another high rise building in the downtown area? It's ugly, too big and does not fit in with the ideas of Eugene as a
walkable, enjoyable place to spend time.
It will if it ends up actually creating some affordable housing. It will not if it is constructed as another soon-to- be- projects
site like the 13th & Olive monster that left no room at the sidewalk and no trees.
Absolutely! This project complements existing buildings like the SVDP and senior housing nearby.
Only if most units are designated low income
no, it adds even more people to the downtown area without mitigating traffic flows.
YES
Not unless the rent was affordable to single people living alone!
Yes. Empty buildings drag the energy down - "broken windows". Any housing is a good thing.

I don't think so. I don't think the affect would necessarily be negative, but it does look like just another big box. A smaller
scale Capstone.
I think mixed and low income housing units will be great anywhere in Eugene, downtown seems like a convenient place as
well. Although the parking situation might be tricky for some. I know some lower income individuals utilize LTD, but not
everyone does and parking downtown is expensive, so I hope you address that in the way of subsidies or dedicated parking
for those residents.
Not in favor of high raise contruction
Yes. The working class need to be able to live in the city where they work.
Yep. Eugene needs more affordable multifamily housing.
Yes.
Absolutley.... and I really hope it can go forward. The sooner the better.
Will anybody be able to afford to live here?
Yes. People.
Yes! Affordable housing is important to the city and its citizens. Downtown residences will help businesses. Proximity to LTD
will promote ridership and access around town.
Yes
Yes.
Yes, please do more projects like this.
Yes
Yes, the increased housing density helps a thriving downtown. Glad to see there will be retail space below.
Yes.
Depends
More positively than a vacant building, but are we willing to take risks ever?
Yes
I think as written it will only serve to further gentrify the area and create more parking headaches for the city. It's a fantastic
start, though!
I think so

no. it should be mixed low and middle income($70000-$100000). in my opinion. it would attract different crowd then it is now.
Bringing housing options to downtown is needed.
absolutely. more people living here would provide some vitality to downtown
Absolutely
No. It doesn't begin to address the reasons why businesses and residents are leaving the area.
Yes I think that it will have a tremendous positive impact in bringing more energy and diversity to downtown. The building is
conveniently located to some of the best amenities that Eugene has to offer. I hope that the influx of downtown residents will
help the local businesses as well
NO, Not in the least. Continue to add to the problem keep throwing gas on the fire the City Council is Clueless.
Yes, it will offer not only homes but art, retail, business, and opportunity to the area.
I believe it would if the apartments are mixed income. I think it would offer an opportunity for more people to live in downtown
who aren’t college students. Might be a nice chance for long term housing for single professionals and families to live closer
to downtown.
I believe it might create more of a market for the small markets and grocers in the area, which would improve the
neighborhood.
Yes, more people living downtown means a more vibrant downtown.
I hope so, though I do have concerns about the proximity of the LTD downtown bus station and the overlapping current
issues of homelessness, loitering, drug use, etc. that will tend to detract from the experience for residents (especially
families/young children, elderly). Also, parking seems inadequate.
Yes
Yes, that building has stood idle for too long and this could positively contribute to revitalization of downtown.
Only if properly secured. The city needs to take a much harder stance against anarchists and addicts. I would never consider
living downtown and rarely go anymore.
Absolutely
Yes, we certainly need more housing in the community.
Definitely. Helping startup companies with below-market rent is really needed as part of the ecosystem development work
happening in the community.
Yes! We need more affordable housing in town and this is prime real estate. With all of the commercial improvements
downtown it seems very practical to have housing for people downtown to patronize and work at the businesses.
Possibly, but only if you provide adequate parking facilities for all the residents - we don't need more on-street parking!

It could - if it were significantly more affordable. The projection for the price of the "affordable housing" units is outrageously
high. I live in an apartment complex down the street and pay considerably less for a nice one-bedroom. I could not afford to
live in the "affordable" units, despite having a stable full-time job of many years.

As it stands, this project will only further the lack of actually-affordable housing in the area, and contribute to the housing
crisis we have been suffering under for many years.
No. Low income housing in the downtown area will further block any attempt at revitalization of the area (in case anyone ever
actually attempts that). I'm really not sure why what should be the most vibrant and profitable part of town has been freely
handed over to vagrants and vandals already, let alone why we would add to the issue. It's like Eugene is allergic to a middle
class and tourism. Visit Eugene-maybe your kid will step on a drug needle! Exciting!
Yes, if planning also consider some of the issues above.
Definitely.
Yes. But there still needs to be better security or ways to keep people safe downtown.
I believe it would, if it is properly managed. But often times the facility is built, handed off to a management company, and the
entire operation takes a nose dive because the folks in charge view it as a job and not as a community stewardship.
Yes
Absolutely. There is a dire need for affordable housing for people who do not have kids and are not university students. With
increased participation in downtown "life" by residents; local businesses are boosted and opportunities for predatory street
behavior will find less traction.
No!!! It is totally out of proportion and shape for the area . Just another anonymous rectangular box.
Yes, it would add a good mix of people and business to downtown.
yes
more people living downtown is good.
No information readily available about anticipated traffic (human, bike, auto) for maximum occupancy; and the
accommodations for design.
Positively
Yes
Yes!
Yes!
Yes!
No. This project is a dead giveaway of EUG taxpayer moneys and now property to a favored and (assumed) corrupt
developer. Why can't EUG manage competitive proposals for development,; like starting with a Replacement City Hall???
It could
definitely, if the apartments are rented and the building managed well. there would
need to be an onsite manager.
Yes
Yes.
Yes
Yes9
Yes
Yes, I think so.
yes definitely
Potentially...with changes mentioned above to help attract tenants.
Yes.
Absolutely NOT. Why doesn't include the corner one story building? A way to embellish this important and historic corner
within the City? Buildings over 2-3 stories need to make a statement about their height and their relationship with the sky. If
the developer is seeking subsitity from the City the City should require imaginative design, a statement and something that
speaks to architecture not just another developer building. This proposal is like someone describing a framed poster which is
the right color hung behind the couch and calling it ART. Developers love coming to Eugene because if they have a good
story Eugene will accept anything. Example might be the large housing project developed a few years back in downtown
Eugene. WE CAN DO MUCH BETTER than what has been presented, sell or give this solution to another City.
Yes. The Montgomery Project will contribute positively to the Downtown.
We want people to live Downtown, not just work there. Plus-- Affordable housing opens up opportunities for people. Finally,
I think The Montgomery will engender a sense of belonging to a community.
Yes, bring more affordable units into downtown as well as activating the pedestrian realm.
Yes, the gentrification in Eugene is out of control
Yes! The art would make it lovely and it Heliodoro house people who need housing
Yes! we desperately need the affordable housing

Not sure if this particular project of another high rise housing development in an area that already has a concentration of
other somewhat similar, and other proposed building projects in the downtown core areas would benefit the city
No. There will still be homeless people in downtown. We need to get them off the streets and into safe housing.
unsure-- it depends on the tenants to some extent and the quality of support services that will be provided
No. It's too large.

If profit is the driving force then this is a great bet. If this housing is meant to be a response to the incredibly unaffordable
market, or to demonstrate any kind of concern for the un/underhoused, then it is a complete failure. What does it mean to
contribute positively to Downtown Eugene? According to the people begging for money to sustain any kind of livelihood?
According to business owners? Or consumers and tourists who want a feel good experience? Who are you trying to appeal
to? Does it matter in the end? What would the city council actually need to hear in order to turn down this singular offer?
No! Eugene needs public spaces! So many of our unhoused neighbors are criminalized strictly because they are house less!
Yes, if run by a combination of luw income people and BIPOC communities. We do not need more housing for the wealthy
run by the wealthy. We need people off the street with their dignity intact!
No. There is little or no return on the public investment. Honestly, it is ridiculous--if the City Council were my money
managers--they would be fired. They are giving away assets for no return--a few apartments for 80% of AMI? When the cost
of living is going to go up with another high percentage of luxury lofts going into downtown? Give me a break. The City
Managers office thinks the people are fools. I hope they are not right.
Not at all.
No.
Yes. We should keep working on the egalitarian truth of populations. Also, the continuing enrichment of life space by
developing mixed use environments.

Q4. Is there anything else you’d like City Council or the development team to consider
regarding this proposal?
As we move toward a post-Covid world, it is likely that there will be more opportunity for remote work. The conference room
is great for this regard. But I do worry that it mght end up facilitating the building to lean more toward student housing (like
13th & Olive nearby, or any of the American Campus Communities apartments) instead of housing for young professionals
and older.
Ensure that restaurants or coffee shops may utilize the sidewalk. Eugene is a patchwork of uninviting monolithic buildings
that have no relationship to the public expect for the few people who may work in them. Creating a lively space downtown
with many things to do and spaces to be is vital for the overall health of the city. Make it easy for people walking by to come
and go with shopping or food and drink.
No, but I would like to reiterate my support for this project to be developed as sustainably as possible. If a more
environmentally-conscious development comes with a steeper price tag, I’m sure that there is voter support for the city to
spend additional money should that be necessary.
No, but please do more of these type of projects!
This is pretty damn exciting!
not at this time
Continue to invest in solutions that get housing to people camping in tents, even if it's transitional housing like conestoga
huts.
It seems that we have tried a few versions of the incubator units. The ones across the street from The Dining Room haven't
ever taken off. Why? What makes these on Willamette unique and primed for success? How many years will we be piloting
those on 8th plus these too letting the vacancy set the tone for downtown? The brand new beautiful micro-units in the Market
District expansion are a recent example of this retail concept which shows an extremely blatant example of the best our city
has to offer...and unfortunately sit empty. I'd read up more fully on this, because perhaps it's a hole in our system to have
incubator units, but on first glance this is a huge missed opportunity to safely light up a very public space, that sounds like a
shortcut. When we welcome community members "home" downtown via LTD every day or guests to downtown, the street
level of 1059 (Willamette & 11th side) makes a difference. Using this moment to do our best to activate it with vibrant
business or activity is the Eugene I'd be proud of...and if you can show that those storefronts have a solid chance at being
around 10+ years you'd have me sold.
Support and engage the tenants as well as nearby businesses and neighbors to become community supporters. Stressing
"buy local", neighborhood pride and opportunity.
Yes. Lower the target income for the set asides, and do away with any amount of "market" rentals. Leave the most
expensive rentals for those at 80%, and set aside the rest for those making 50% or less.
Then, reduce the police budget
and re-invest this money in creating low and mixed income housing. Place a tax on parking lots within city limits to
encourage more development.
Please make all areas accessible for all people, wheelchairs, and those with a service companion.
Please make sure that we are building affordable housing that is desirable and what people actually want. The fact that the
housing market is a disaster in Eugene doesn't mean that people making 80% of AMI should have to live in a shoebox. If you
can go to those folks and get feedback that they are really wanting $900/month studios in downtown, then go ahead and
build them, but don't build something no one wants to live in because people need a place to live. These units are meant to
last 35 years - I'd rather put fewer units in this building and not have them all vacant in 10 years because they're too small
and expensive to be worth renting at any time other than the height of a housing crisis.
No
No
While this is a step in the right direction, we need low-income housing.
Please consider the city's housing crisis when evaluating this proposal
Ensure equity in units and mix of residents randomly
Either use this building or rent the unused building in the Springfield mall for the Eugene City Hall.
The council should find as many ways to positively support this important downtown project
Let's get it going, we need to push and encourage these opportunities. Delays and set-backs only add to the notion of how
unfriendly the city is to development and business.
Less emphasis on LEED - which doesn't mean anything to most people - and more emphasis on natural systems
(ventilation/carbon off-sets/solar/stormwater mitigation/etc) or things the community can relate to. How/what is the energy
use, do you get an EV service, is there natural ventilation? How are people going to control their own space?
Units for households with incomes up to 60% of Area Median Income (AMI)
We need more transitional and entry level and low income housing for unhoused folks! Please add more units dedicated to
low income in this project.
This proposal is great - very thoughtful and I can tell that the proposers care about our community. I'd like the City Council
and development team to consider WHY there aren't other similar projects in progress or planned for the still numerous
underutilized parcels throughout downtown.

No
I'd like to learn more about what is referred to as "support services" to meet tenants' needs.
No
Please maintain an open, less industrial aesthetic.

Please make sure that "affordable" housing is TRULY affordable. $1400 a month for a one bedroom unit is NOT affordable.
Although only one submission was received, it's wonderful that it is a team of local designers, developers and nonprofit
agencies - in comparison to other projects in the recent past, I think this is a team and proposal that truly has the city's best
interests at heart.
Specific materials. Should be real, ideally natural materials on facades.
It's ridiculous not to have more parking. I don't believe that the area parking garages are under utilized at all -- I worked
nights in that area and had a lot of trouble finding off street parking.
1. Ditch the car storage.
2. Add secure bike parking and make it available to the public.
3. It's too few units. Time for Eugene to grow up.
4. Median income in the next 'hood over from downtown is less than $25k. Consider requiring at least half of the so-called
affordable units to reach down to 50% of AMI.
Adding more buildings like this. Also maybe should consult with low income housing institute (lihi) in seattle because they
have been doing this for years.
Frankly, having a limit on the time period that the "affordable" units must remain "affordable" is devastating for the city's
future livability. So, the affordable units expire after 20, 30, 35 years--then what? Won't we still need affordable housing
then? This puts us on a trajectory to continue to need to build more and more affordable housing, elsewhere and otherwise,
neverendingly chasing our tail. Just have affordable units that must stay affordable!
Are apartments that are for families of 4 appropriate for multi-generational families (young adults caring for elderly parents) i.e., is the additional room nursery size or appropriate for multiple adults?
Stop wasting my money
I just love it and want more like it! I’d LOVE to see the next project focus on housing for native people like the Nessika Illahee
project in Portland.
Yes green green energy and disconnecting from EWEB and NWnatural- making building carbon neutral in their design.
Making them less hideous and more as ethically pleasing by making the inhabitants feel empowered by living there.
Please require a public restroom that does not require purchase to visit inside or adjacent to the retail spaces so that I and
others like me will feel comfortable shopping there.
No
Divide the low income housing into tiers, setting aside some for low/no income, <40% of median, and <80% of median
income. Social services needed by the people with the lowest income.
I would like to make sure that the homeless residents of Eugene get priority status if they apply.
The city should make this a viable as they can and promote more downtown housing buildings.
Repurpose existing buildings!
Where is everyone going to park? I know when people look to the future they never want to think about cars but REALLY,
who wants to never be able to leave town? We don't even have a bus to the airport anymore and trains are unreliable.
Sooner the better
Our housing crisis is severe in part due to lack of truly affordable housing. My partner makes 80% of the AMI and he has a
master’s degree. Most low-income but essential workers (bus drivers, nurses, bartenders) make below 80% of the household
AMI, and therefore would be priced out of this option despite the great location to jobs, transit, services, and entertainment.
Poor people deserve to live in places they can enjoy working, living in, and playing in too.
Further, because the other units are going for market rate and that will continue to increase until we enact something like a
rent cap— we should be setting aside even more truly affordable housing units as area median income is likely to increase
too, but not at the rate renting rates are.
Bike parking & e-vehicle charging outside?
Thank you!
Get it done. Please don’t delay the decision or second guess, we need city leader ship to swiftly make this project happen.
Has there been thought of including a parking ramp so as to not overwhelm the downtown parking situation? Also it would be
good to have bike racks which are locked and secured.
More like this and even more progressive measures measures insure housing security for all.
Some parking will be necessary.
No
Do more of them downtown please!

Please forget about the mixed usage (though I know that is an economic incentive) and provide what we need for the
homeless. Too many and more every day due to housing, mental illness.... MIxed use housing should be in neighborhoods
not in a sleazy downtown area.
Please focus more on music. Studies have shown that a music city is a very successful city in term of return on investment in
increased tourism dollars, increased tax dollars and created jobs. Lets build on our music heritage and existing music
infrastructure in this strategic location. Expand your creative mind.
You won't know until you try it! You will probably see more involvement from people who live downtown as more people are
doing it.
Yes a homeless shelter would be great get all of these homeless people out of our parks off our sidewalks out of our
backyards make our place is safe again without us having to worry about if our kids go to the park or they’re going to step on
a needle because you let them live in the parks
We need significantly more low income housing.
Please add a few low income units to the building.
I believe that more spaces should be made available to victims of DV.
How will the lower income units differ from the regular priced units?
Make actual affordable housing. Not this joke
I would also suggest some focus or qualifier to eliminate students. Maybe phD candidates make sense but I think you want
this building to have community, to have residents who feel invested in Eugene in the long term, to help those who maybe
don't have a path through college. This should not be the cheap deal for every undergrad who wants their own one bedroom
doesn't want to pay market rent and qualifies because they don't have any income...
I think some green space should be considered for pets. I see there’s a pet courtyard in the documents but I’m not sure if that
would really be a place where you could take your dog to go to the bathroom. I’m pretty sure the sidewalks on that block don’t
have any grass either so some sort of grass nearby would help people with dogs.
Just the importance of green-spaces (they are disappearing in Eugene, esp. the DWT core) & the value pets can have for
people even in the low-income scale & in transition.
Make it actually affordable for Eugene's general population instead of the rich.
Should be developed as a community Land Trust governed by resident cooperative. People should have opportunities to
rent-to-own and build equity. What can be adopted from this model?
https://web.sas.upenn.edu/sociospatialclimate/events/viaverde/

I think the plan for cost needs to be reevaluated. Doing half at 80% AMI, being $1049 per month for a single bedroom is
steep. As a student, there's no way I'd be able to afford living there without taking out even more loans. Even if I was working
full-time (which most students can't) at minimum wage, I'd barely be able to afford my other bills or have any money left for
myself per month. Students are a massive part of the rental market in and near downtown Eugene, and the market is
unaffordable as is. If you're going to have low-income housing options, you need to look at minimum wage to assess what
low-income is. Not area median income. I lived downtown as a student and there is nothing affordable about it.
I strongly support investing in redeveloping this space and moving forward to bring more residents to downtown -- and
include affordable housing.
Design to add people without cars. The most important thing we can do here is encourage density to meet our climate goals
and build a walking culture downtown.
I think the rent needs to be reevaluated. The market value for rent in Eugene is inflated. I make a little less than the median
salary in Eugene and $1500 a month for rent would take nearly 1/2 of my paycheck. I get that the rent is supposed to be no
more than 1/3 of gross income but gross income should not be used to make rent determinations. It should be net income or
a close approximation. That would allow those making 80% of median to pay around $700 per month and those making
median to pay around $1100 per month. When rent takes nearly 1/2 of net income, there is hardly opportunity to save
money to move up and out of one's financial situation.
With the current state of the 11th Ave bike lane, it will be quite challenging to enter and exit the building on bike from 11th
Ave. If at all possible, there should be a way for cyclists to enter and exit from Willamette (either instead or in addition to an
entrance via 11th).
Since the city owns the property I think they should partner with another company or agency that has a more realistic view of
what affordable is for current population including seniors and domestic violence survivors. I also then the facade of the
building should be built with a more stepped back approach so it won't feel so much like it is looming over downtown.
I'd like to see more housing in Downtown Eugene. This is a nice start.

The lede for this survey suggests that only 1 proposal was received during the RFP period. Are we doing something wrong?
No one wants to invest in downtown Eugene? Seems that the city should have received more submissions. Is that cause for
reflection of some kind? Regardless, it doesn't seem responsible to take the first (only) option that comes to the table.
I'd also like to see council/the developers consider how to make rent more reasonable. Maybe I don't understand the math,
but I'm not sure how the development team arrived at their $1050 number based on 30% of 80% of AMI. 1050 / (31500 / 12)
= 40%, not 30%, and that's individuals at the top end of the low-income cutoff. That percentage only grows for individuals
making less than 80% of AMI. Seems like "affordable housing" should be topping out closer to $800.
And $2.60+/sqft in rent at market rate is insane compared to other "up and coming mid-sized cities", especially for a space <
600 sqft. Out of state investors and transplants seem to be driving up housing costs while local incomes are priced out,
growing our already best-in-the-nation homeless population. I make over six figures myself between running two local
businesses, and I could never swallow paying $1600/mo for a single bedroom.
Is this proposal just lining someone's pockets on the assumption that seniors with PERS incomes will fill these units? What
gives?
Don't let anything like 18th and Olive ever happen again!
We need more affordable housing!!!!!
When student housing went up downtown, it made it feel cramped and shady. The only access to sunshine during the day is
when the sun is directly overhead. I find it to be depressing and claustrophobic to be by thw high rise student housing and
always try to avoid those streets.
I am hoping that this project will not be more of the same.
Theoretically the proposed project sounds good. HOWEVER, the plan for the "Affordable" one bedrooms at a cost of $1,059
is NOT affordable for someone earning $31,000! After taxes, someone earning that annual amount has a 2 week
paycheck of a little under $1000, so the whole paycheck and then some would go entirely for rent. That is over 50% of
someones disposable income. You must understand this simple math equation and stop calculating a persons income by
their annual gross income because it does not help someone live month by month. People will still be struggling and most
likely be evicted and become homeless because they can't sustain paying that much money every 4 weeks.
It's great - thank you!

Dear City Council,
Below are my complete comments:

1. Overall Impression
After a thorough reading of the full proposal, I found the presentation a cynical exercise in how to shape a development
proposal for maximum personal profits, rather than maximum civic benefits for the residents of Eugene. I found it very
disheartening.
2. Affordable Housing
To obtain the multiple financial benefits--free land, waived fees and taxes, tax benefits from Opportunity Zone designation-the developer has been required to provide 50% of units as affordable housing. The developer has chosen to provide the de
minimus to satisfy this requirement: 50% small studios at 80% AMI. As defined in proposal, 80% AMI is affordable to those
earning (rounded) $40,000 annually, and described by developers as "middle-income housing" when referencing another
development. After the city spent scarce Federal funds to buy the building for the explicit purpose of creating affordable
housing--this project of 50% market rate and 50% at 80% AMI, from a poor person's point of view, feels insulting.
According to Eugene's "Housing Affordability Infographics" of 2017, 14% of residents have a household income between
$35,000 and $49,999 (approximately 80% AMI), a category that already has a surplus of nearly 5,000 units. But 42% of
Eugene households can't afford any rentals. These are folks earning between $0 and $35,000 per year--where there is a lack
of at least 13,500 housing units.
These are our neighbors who are the most cost-burdened and likely to become homeless. This is the real affordable housing
need that must be our focus: those at 30% AMI or below. None of them--elderly single women, persons living with disabilities,
essential workers--could afford the (rounded) $1000 per month rents, because most don't even earn that amount. Why are
we not providing for the nearly 50% of our neighbors without adequate housing with all of the benefits being given to
developers?
Also, the "affordability" goes away little by little and then all at once with rent raises and a 30 year expiring lease. Let's at
least require no rent raises and the affordability in perpetuity.

(continued) 3. Support Services
As a selling point, the developers tout the provision of "support services"
that "addresses the need of all residents."

First, let's be clear, persons who are earning, or have access to the approximately $70,000 to $100,000 per year needed for
the market rate units, or the $40,000 per year for the "affordable" units, are not in need of support services. They already
have jobs/assets, housing, and presumably access to health care.
Second, the discussion of support service inclusion in proposal is shameful gaslighting. According to the proposal, only
$6,000 per year will be allocated for "resident services" and a matching $6,000 for "case management"--not even close to the
realistic numbers needed. A clear statement as to developers true priorities can be found in the next line item: $21,000
annual expenditures for advertising/marketing.
4. Special Needs Component: Domestic Violence Survivors
Setting aside 10 units for DV survivors is another bit of creative gaslighting.
I am a domestic violence survivor and for almost two years attended a support group at Womenspace. With the exceptions
of survivors still living with their abuser, or financially supported by a new partner--not one woman, including myself, would
ever be able to afford any of the units being proposed. It is not logically possible to fulfill the "special needs" component of
this project by waving the DV flag.
And the "targeted support services" for DV survivors? It's just empty words with no specificity except it will exist for only two
years and will be provided by Womenspace (not a favorite of many of us). This is gross pandering and non-responsiveness
to the real needs of survivors.

(continued) 5. Open/Outdoor Space
The downtown area is woefully lacking in open chill space. This project needs to plan for open space--and preferably space
that can be shared with the downtown community (think, the Amazon Corner shared space). The inclusion of a pet space and
a "pet grooming station" is a non-needed gimmick (and there is a pet grooming business three blocks away). The whole first
floor needs to be reconfigured (without some of the money-making commercial spaces) to create an outdoor space that can
be an asset both for the neighborhood as well as the occupants of the building. Include benches, a water feature, planter
vegetable beds and a BBQ.

6. Meeting Room and Incubator Retail Space
These sound suspiciously like the fraudulent WeWork enterprise. These should be eliminated in the reworking of the first
floor. Again, the focus on this development needs to be on the tenants, not profits.
7. Inside Common Spaces
The goal of multiunit buildings is use every opportunity to create a community among the occupants. To do so, three
components are needed: a large, sunny lobby for daily greetings and causal pick-up conversations; an adjacent large multipurpose room for community meetings/movies/celebrations; and smaller spaces tucked away on each floor with patios for
more intimate spaces to stretch legs and horizons.
None of these needs are met in the current design: the lobby is too small, there is no multi-purpose space, and the
"clubhouse" is ok but too small for any large group activity--but should be replicated on each floor for intimate gatherings and
a place to feel a breeze.
8. Parking
Parking is already in short supply in the downtown area. By creating only 20 parking spaces for 129 housing units, the
Montgomery will be exacerbating an already difficult urban problem. However, if the building housed 100% of residents at
30% or less AMI, the elimination of all parking spaces would make sense--because most of us living at 30% AMI do not own
cars. Another good reason to build for the nearly 50% of us in dire need of affordable housing!
(continued) Final Thoughts
I can hear it already: "But it won't pencil out!" From reading the proposal, this is not believable: written in is a "12% rate of
return"(which may be larger) and a rather high cost per unit ($309). A profit margin of 3 or 4% will still be healthy.
Besides, we honestly have no choice but to be in a new era of social responsibility where investors trade a little more social
impact for a little less return. Case in point, even though I am a poor person, I spent my own money creating a space in my
backyard for a homeless person to live in a Conestoga. I am currently figuring out how to attach a restriction to my deed so
my property can be affordable in perpetuity. This may not "pencil out," but this is the least I can do for the privilege of being
part of my community.
As to the property in question: we have so few opportunities to help the truly needy in our city--let's use this opportunity to
create a real "model" and help the least of us.
Yes, consider what the average working class citizen here actually makes for a living. Most people don't make a living wage
these days, but at least aren't as detached from reality as you appear to be. Take a pay cut and help the working class for
once in your life.
Any construction downtown should have easy, open flow between ground floor and outdoors, inviting public access (retail,
food, art). I hate the student housing on Olive (I forget the exact boundaries of that construction, partly because I now choose
other streets to walk on)--I had thought it would be a good addition to downtown, but it's bland and unappealing at best.
Please go back to the drawing board. We need to address this differently. My 30 year old couldn't afford that rent level on
his full time job. I
I would recommend pulling together community partners and the U of O school of architecture,
Come up with a more creative option that could serve our community in a great manner.
Security to protect businesses and residents from street people.
I would love to live down town but there are very little pet friendly and affordable options available
The 19 parking spaces for cars are easy and visible aspects of the project but the bike parking area is hidden away- make
bike parking MUCH more central and easy to use, see, and find.
Perhaps can be run by St Vinny's and be strictly low income housing which there is not enough of
If this isn't actually affordable than I'd rather not see it happen.
Please be sure to adequately enforce how things done where the building meets the right-of-way, that is, the sidewalks, bike
parking, etc. I'm still confused by the weird plastic sidewalks around the 13th & Olive project.

My husband and I are looking forward to selling our home and moving to downtown Eugene. We plan to keep one car and so
will need to be able to park nearby. Additionally, we will want to be able to easily get groceries; so, this location appears to be
a good one for us. I wish there were more two bedroom units because many of our friends are in the same situation; some
sleep in separate rooms now and others want to have room for an office and/or hobbies in their downsized space. I think the
City will be smart to consider the needs of older people in its planning generally.

For what period of time will the developer maintain the amenities described? How will rent control be enforced? What unit in
the city government will be responsible for monitoring the project over an EXTENDED period of time and ensure rent
restrictions are enforced? How long can a renter stay- indefinitely???? How do you assume that rent controlled residents will
move up and out to release space for others? Are the economics of the buildig sufficient to maintain the physical structure,
replacement of appliances/plumbing/electrical/ interior painting? What STRONG STRONG oversight will be provided by the
City to ensure that this won't look like the HORRIBLE Capstone blocks with no set-back, and inferior build out??
need more projects like this to increase housing density - preferably downtown or within 1 mile of city center.
I have some questions about protection for vulnerable women and seniors in any downtown location. The LTD station and
library are both assets to these groups, but also attract a population that can be a challenge at times.
I fully support this project and others that increase housing choices in or near downtown.
Keep it real and accountable on the commitments regarding mixed use, affordability, etc.
Taller buildings, rather than urban spread outward. Better use of acreage.
Stop enabling homeless people to be lazy homeless people !?
As many lower income spaces as possible while still feasible
Don’t require first floor commercial. It’s obviously difficult to fill those spaces these days.
No
Consider a restaurant space or two mixed in instead of just generic retail.
Solicit other developers proposals
Don’t be cheap and do the minimum. Parking underneath for residents.
no
We need additional parking in downtown. It is time to take your head out of the sand and own up to it. if the city has zero
parking plans because they are behind the electric car sharing / no one is going to drive in the future, then come out and say
it and let the voters decide. Parking is crucial to any and all developments (believe it or not)
No
Just more housing in general downtown that is not student housing.
A park within walking distance for kids and seniors.
Take your time, do it right. Exterior block design does not make or community greener. You should have green space on the
ground level and roof top
I personally think the proposed willamette facing facade is ugly. I think the whole thing should look like the proposed facade
on 11th
I support denser housing in the city core but there are a lot of creative ways to include more parking and the appearance of
this building does not reflect the PNW style that I cherish about Eugene. It looks like LA or SF.
More units for the elderly
No more first floor Retail space. Fewer people are shopping in person. Look at the number of empty first floor required retail
spaces in the city. Have gym -yoga-pool, recreational room and gathering/meeting space for residents .
Please do similar in west Eugene!
Offices for social services, senior services, mental health. Post office extension as in Hiron’s.
Ensure contract with Womenspace has very clear responsibility outlined. My experience is that the service provider flakes
out and begins providing less services a couple years into these agreements due to staff turnover and loss of historical
knowledge of the agreement. Please have scheduled update meetings monthly to ensure residents are receiving services as
required.
Consider the livability of the project as a whole. Thinking about the design, amenities, and location - is this facility a space
you’d live in or wish for someone you love to live in?
I worked in downtown Eugene off and on for total of 10 years and have lived in Eugene 65 years. I’ve seen lots of changes.
Returning vibrancy to the downtown area is important. Safety is the biggest concern for residents considering living in the
downtown area.
The fact that extraneous steps like these are necessary is partly responsible for the housing crisis in which we currently find
ourselves.
Revise the project to make the majority of units market rate units.
Try to work with the NIMBYites to show how this will be to their advantage, too. Avoid another us-them confrontation in
Eugene.
Build more like this if it succeeds.
I'm curious if this building qualifies for the percent for art requirement. If not, I hope that artists will be fairly compensated.
EV charging stations

Nope, other than making it bigger. We need more housing
Just get it done.
Trees, green
Don't take too long to complete the work. Perhaps the work could be completed floor by floor so that as each floor is
completed, people could begin to move in. In particular, I'm thinking of very low-income people who don't have affordable
housing right now.
Secure bike storage for residents, would be amazing
Build up, not out.
No
Do more of these! Stop approving of any high-income/luxury/student-only housing and start insisting that all housing of over
10 units in size within the city limits be mixed-income. This includes in the neighborhoods. We desperately need more mixedincome, high-density housing.
Would be great if if application approvals weren't automatically denied based on blemishes of renters history, and based
more on recent status/history of employment and housing.
Street setback. Architectural variety to set standards of beauty and style, not create ugly blocks.
This would be a great addition to our community! Lots of spaces for work and shopping while making accessible housing!
Off street parking. RG article mentions "garage doors", but article and this website does not mention how many parking
spaces will be available.
Not thinking of anything right now.
Thank you for embarking on this important project.
Aesthetics matter!!
One or two rooms in the space available for the public to rent/book for a day. To host things like hack-a-thons, AA, DnD,
whatever the community wants.
Safeguards to insure quality of facility is maintained.
A gym and hot tub for the residents.
See abov
I'm very skeptical. Whenever "affordable housing" is mentioned it never really is affordable to the lower and middle income
people. I make $60,000, but can't afford over $1000 in rent and still save and recreate properly. I also think that much
housing downtown will create too much people and auto congestion. It looks far too large for downtown.
I can't believe Womanspace allowed you to specifically use its name and say 10 units will be dedicated to victims of domestic
violence. NOW everyone knows this! How safe will those women and other residents feel if they think the abusers might
come into the building to find them?? It would have been better to say "We're partnering with a local social service agency,
who will utilize 10 units for its clients."
We need a greater density of less than market rate rental housing
Do your best to clean up the downtown area and make it feel more welcoming. When I attended meetings in the downtown
Eugene area, I did not feel safe because of the people lying around on the sidewalks and in the back alleys.
I'm curious to see what type of retail applicants apply for the spaces. Downtown isn't lacking for mini marts, but I think a
sundries store might do really well in this type of building.
I like the effort to meet LEED guidelines.
The "affordable" part of this proposal is based on the average area income rather than minimum wage or poverty line. It feels
like a sneaky way to exclude people who need housing - and can't afford it already. Perhaps that's been addressed in your
63 page document. If so, it needs to be communicated well without needing to read 63 pages of documentation.
Part of affordability will be utilities, I would hope that part of the focus on LEED certification and sustainability would include
geothermal heating/cooling, solar panels on the roof to assist with electricity needs, and solar/alternative water heating as
much as is possible.

The flat and simple west facade (facing Willamette Street) may have historic precedence for department store construction,
but seems cold for residential works. Any way to provide awnings and at least mitigate the direct west window exposure?
Do this. We need more affordable housing.
Not crazy about the cladding on 11th Street.
Grant them MUPTE and Urban Renewal funds - we need more housing, particularly downtown. This will be great for people
who want to live near transit. The building is currently unused, so anything is better than nothing.
please no housing units on the ground floor (for the sake of residents' privacy) - first floor should be commercial or social
services
Building Height Limits downtown.
Just think about population growth in general. Just how big is too big?
Make it bigger - more units.
no
Thanks for doing it!

Not sure how but it would be great to be able to apply for these apartments as a local before nonlocals as we have been
searching for affordable housing for awhile.
More housing is so needed and such a good thing, especially mixed income. Keep up these projects as more housing is
sorely needed especially when many projects and policies to aid in additional housing have been blocked by the NIMBY
mentality.
No natural gas please!
Solar power roof? Rooftop garden?
Ignore the Nimbys and Build Absolutely Nothing Anywhere Near Anyone (BANANA) folk.
Why the 63 units that will be overpriced?
I think we should consider various levels of subsidy - i.e. is there a reason to do 50% of units at 80% or is the subsidy better
used to target a smaller number of units at deeper affordability? Should be intentional about that choice.
Get it done quickly!
It's a shame there isn't another proposal, not because this one is bad, but because two proposals would help highlight
opportunities and deficiencies in both. However, with the property vacant as long as it has been, I think it's preferable to
move forward than to see additional bids.
Who owns the building currently? If it's the city, we should be able to get a fair market rate for the property and not need to
offer a bunch of tax breaks to get this done.
Please see my answer to # 3
Parking
Please move forward! We desperately need new housing, especially lower than market rate housing.
What is the occupancy of that existing, ugly 13th Avenue complex? It would make sense to use that for low income housing
instead of letting it stagnate and building something new, yes? Please reply: lewis2064@comcast.net
Security. Downtown needs to feel safer.
More design elements. This will basically be the gateway to Downtown Eugene if you are coming in from 11th. Make it look
welcome and inviting and not cheap and cold.
Give it up...
As I said in #2, find a way to add trees to the area. Even if you don't do it right on the site itself, maybe you can take some of
your sweet tax break money and use it to beautify the surrounding areas with trees and greenery.
I'd like them to approve it and get going!
If this project is truly. meant to benefit the community then most of the units should be able to be accessed by low income
folks; that’s what’s missing in our community !
Downtown is pretty cheap and gross. If this is done, make it pretty!
Maximize storage in the units. Will there be a manager working in the lobby to deter potential bad actors downtown?
Although the plan is to emulate the old Montgomery Ward building, I don't think the solid tan color of the rendering is very
interesting or attractive. I think the south facade is more interesting.
I don't think that the project should get a MUPTE exemption. Those tax exemptions have been abused in the past and
developers sell the building before the exemption is over and then the taxes never get collected. We need all the tax revenue
we can get to fund important community services (e.g. homeslessness, mental health, education, etc.)
Lower density more landscaping
Create more affordable housing. Pricing housing at market rate is heinous when that market rate is inaccessible to the
working class.
We need more affordable multifamily housing in many other places in Eugene too.
It is important the the council NOT push for excessive retail. We have a lot of vacant retail space as it is - and will have for
some time, until downtown thrives once again. Demanding or requiring too much retail will sink the project for the developer
and take with it all of the good that could be provided in housing options.
Helping the homeless population should be this cities #1 priority. It is difficult watching new buildings go up while the tent
neighborhoods continue to grow.
This kind of mixed income building is exactly what is needed.
More public safety efforts to counteract the increasing amount of crime and related livability issues
The use of cross-laminated timber, recycled building materials.
Certainly this project requires demolition of the current historic structure. Eugene has a pattern of removing these old
buildings. Why not build at the old county site downtown next to the booming 5th street market area? Not sure why the city
purchased a historic structure just so they can demolish it.
Please refer to question 1
Eliminating any cooperation with private companies.
No
Consider spending the money on creating free, safe housing for the city's unhoused populations.
Green spaces

create some area for $100,000 paycheck people. Looks like in Eugene priority garbage spreading people on street and Low
income people.
Adding more units
Adding more housing like this helps make downtown a neighborhood which brings with it intangible benefits it currently lacks
— people care about a place differently when they live there rather than only work or shop there
What is the ROI and value proposition for the tax paying, productive families in the community that represent hope for this
city? What has this proposal done for us?
Clean up downtown
Keep it affordable but make sure it’s done right. The massive apartments around 11th/13th and Olive proved to be a disaster.
Besides being massive eyesores, they were very poorly built (I think to the point that lawsuits were involved barely after
people had moved in). Affordability and quality should not be mutually exclusive.
Affordable rent. I hope there’s middle ground between high downtown one bedroom/studio rental rates and those of us who
fall just above the low income threshold, which is relatively low for singles.
As a domestic violence survivor, I would ask the Council not to underestimate the potential for violent incidents to occur. If it
becomes known in the community that victims are housed there, their violent partners may target the building for stalking or
other menacing behaviors which could include gun violence or other threats. This could endanger other residents or business
owners. Security needs to be a legitimate consideration for this building if these units are used for this type of shelter, which
is needed in the community.
No
I believe the city of Oshkosh, Wisconsin has one these buildings that is used on their downtown main street. It'd be
interesting to hear from other cities their successes and challenges
Clean up downtown! If you actually care about people, don't let the worst of us have over our economic and entertainment
centers.
No,you folks have it covered
Please engage further with the business community on workforce housing.
Parking for sure and communication to community members about this new living opportunity. Oh! No student housing!!!
Consider making all of the units "affordable" and lower the rates considerably so that local residents of average means can
actually afford to live there. It is insulting to see the city develop "affordable" housing that is so unaffordable for regular
people.

Consider designing more housing/buildings in a "brutalist" architectural style. I strongly dislike the number of newer buildings
around town that have cheap/unsightly/complex facades, and would prefer to see the city spending money on serving local
residents, not decorating buildings with unnecessary designs.
Yes. I would like every member of the City Council to resign.
Will special attention be paid to physical needs of senior citizen tenants? What about the noise from the bus station? Will
sound easement technology be needed for tenants in building?
Will windows open? How will it be heated/cooled?
***I don't live/work in downtown, but before the pandemic, I frequently spent time in downtown (shops, concerts, library, LCC
classes).
I like the mix of different pricing levels. I hope it's not floor by floor, compartmentalizing economic levels, but more distributed.
Careful selection of the developer and management agent, to ensure the property has a chance at successfully integrating
into the downtown area.
Please consider including disabled+disabled seniors to have options available for housing. They need it most and are
suffering on our streets.
Nuts and Bolts: Laundry and garbage disposal? Bike parking? Cleaning of community areas? Problem tenants?
How does the building top meet the sky? How about a little more three-dimensionality?
ADA access.
Do not give an exemption for set back requirement. Require underground parking - do not increase street parking.
no exemption to ideal setback.
We need a project like this downtown.
Consider a higher percentage of lower-income slots
Solar panels, electric car charging stations, and rainwater and greywater recycling systems.
People will complain about MUTPE. But even though it is probably not really true that "but for" MUPTE, this development
would not happen, I believe that there still is a risk for any developer to develop in downtown, and they should get something
for it. MUTPE seems like a good tool.
No more MUPTE giveaways to any single sourced proposals!
How about using some or all of the Comcast settlement and on going taxes (Comcast) for great fiber optic cable a d extend it
beyond just the downtown. I suppose my comments will not make it beyond the local trash folder

solar panels on the roof (built into the roof garden!) Yes, it will be built to Leed specs
but that is minimal, you can and should do more
No
Great location
Not specifically
not at this time
Is there any green space nearby...a park, for example? (Added selling points for city dwellers...)
No.
If you want to be a partner with the City then the City should become one of the owners and press for better.
I will be impressed if the development actually achieves all of the social and environmental goals set out in the proposal. I
would like the city to hold the developer to these promises if it does receive the $1.1 million in public funds.
It looks like a great proposal- almost too good - very idealistic. I wonder why there was only 1 proposal?? Is this developer
a very unusual socially responsible company that really wants to help our city at a reasonable cost?
How do you address the issues of safety for the residents referred by Women's Space and the other residents living in the
building?
How will the residents be integrated throughout the housing units?
Will there be a security system to access the residential portion of the building
Please consider the needs of everyone in the community, not just middle-income earners. We desperately need housing for
people who DO NOT HAVE IT.
Don't block the sunshine on the street like the newer LCC buildings do!

Consider housing first policies that provide truly affordable, sustainable and supportive opportunities to house those who are
actually homeless rather than giving a token 10 units to people in need. Give the entire building to people who need housing.
I am happy to meet about ALTERNATIVES.
See above
Yes, I'd like them to reject it. This property should be an Indigenous youth center or low income student housing for those
working and attending Lane Community College. Honestly, you all at the City Manager's office have to stop giving away my
assets, our community assets, in "deals" like this one to your pals. It is gross and people are becoming increasingly upset. I
pay Lane taxes--and a lot of them (over 10K)--and that money is going where I do not want it to go--into the pockets of the
richest people in Eugene. Stop it.
he City of Eugene’s plan to privatize 1059 Willamette should be rejected and rethought. The City is poised to gift the
downtown lot and building, along with millions of dollars in tax breaks and outright cash transfers, to a few wealthy, white
men. In 2021, the City of Eugene should not proceed with any plans by which public resources and unceded Kalapuyan land
are privatized. This proposal epitomizes and perpetuates settler colonialism and white supremacy, while accelerating
gentrification, in the name of so-called “affordable housing,” which is not at all affordable (studios starting at $1000 per
month), in a city with the highest per capita homeless population in the nation.
This land should remain public.
Please don't consider my not living in Eugene as being unfamiliar with or not loving of Eugene!.... .....I've lived in Eugene
over 20 of the 50 years I've lived in Eugene/Springfield and have conceived/created many innovative projects in Eugene for
>/than 15 years'-worth more time. I have been very active in Eugene's arts scene and in numerous projects in landscape
and building design and remodel. I've always taken a exceedingly keen interest in the import of Eugene's historic and natural
places, large and small, and in their continuing adaptation to changing times.
Encourage physical opportunities for this project's inhabitants to personalize their dwellings. Explore possibilities for small
outdoor spaces.

(No subject)
5034598607@mms.att.net <5034598607@mms.att.net>
Wed 4/7/2021 12:00 PM
To: D'SOUZA Amanda M <ADSouza@eugene-or.gov>

[EXTERNAL ⚠]
Dear Ms. DeSouza;
Hello.
I'm providing my downtown Eugene 1059 Willamette (former LCC) site survey through you, please.
I vote for 'high rise' office tower development only.
I'm stating 19 to 31 floor high, beautiful architecture.
Good sight lines without blocking the 'sacred' Skinner/Spencer butte views.
A solid corporate supported hotel such as Marriot, at least 11 floors, should be in the mix.
I strongly embrace the for profit development only in the citie's downtown core.
Frankly, I'm beyond mad with Eugene's focus providing unending social welfare housing.
Enough is enough with maintaining Eugene's extreme socialist only model.
This said, being fully aware of city code and back room agreements.
Thank you for the time reading my statement.
I was a resident in Eugene for many years finding it necessary to leave. I found the Seattle community
infinitely more willing to truly balance economics with the narrow minded.
Sincerely,
Gershon Pressman
gprebgershon18@gmail.com

Old LCC Center Opportunity
Andrew Zielinski <apzielinski62@gmail.com>
Sat 4/3/2021 9:50 AM
To: D'SOUZA Amanda M <ADSouza@eugene-or.gov>

[EXTERNAL ⚠]

Hey Amanda,
I'm writing after just reading the article mentioning the city's endeavour into the old LCC building
for affordable housing and retail space below. I love the idea and also have some creative ideas for
the spaces below the housing.
My colleagues and I actually toured the space on Willamette last year, to see about using it for a
multi-use creative space for everyone, like a more public service version of a maker space. It feels
even better to know that the building will be a healing home for people now, with retail and other
spaces below.
What I am suggesting is a community collaboration and creation center as one of the shops or a
section of this new building.
People with ideas, mother's and daughters, can go in with an idea and come out with a plan. A
hobby or a million dollar idea, either has a space to be facilitated and cultivated. We have a young
non profit called Dream Beam with this kind of mission. I would love to chat with you this
upcoming week about collaboration and opportunities that would help us build an even more
amazing community here in Eugene.
Please let me know what works for you, or give me a call anytime during business hours at (925)
963 2025
Thank you for your time, and have a great weekend!
Best,
Andrew

Montgomery Ward building
Craig Gibons <craig.gibons@multco.us>
Wed 4/7/2021 3:34 PM
To: D'SOUZA Amanda M <ADSouza@eugene-or.gov>

[EXTERNAL ⚠]

I noticed the news about the potential housing project in the old MW building at 11th and
Willamette. The project is to be called the Montgomery. Thank you for that nod to the city's history,
so much of which was destroyed by urban renewal.
And just for the record, the old Eugene City Hall/fire station was kitty corner from the building on
the southwest corner of the intersection.

-Craig Gibons
Executive Director
Tax Supervising &
Conservation Commission
Cell Phone: 541 520 5445

1059 Willamette
Marty Wilder <martyfwilder@gmail.com>
Sat 4/10/2021 5:18 AM
To: D'SOUZA Amanda M <ADSouza@eugene-or.gov>

[EXTERNAL ⚠]

Hello Amanda,
I just heard about the survey for the redevelopment of the old LCC building downtown. And it is
closed. I am really sorry that the outreach for this survey did not reach me as this is something I feel
strongly about.
We don't need mixed income housing downtown. Even if ALL the apartments were for 80% AMI,
the City is missing the obvious. What we need is shelter for the homeless!!
I am a father and a public school teacher and most of the time, I haven't really had the bandwidth
to keep abreast of city matters. During the pandemic, I have devoted what resources I have towards
re-imagining policing in Eugene as part of the Ad Hoc Committee on Police Policy. After spending
seven months diving deep into local and nationwide policy and learning all I can about public
safety, I have found that in Eugene, everything points back to the crisis of unhoused people in
Eugene.
There was a point many months ago that I went to the City Council site and looked at the agenda. I
laughed when I saw the issue of homeless sweeps alongside the issue of what to do with 1059
Willamette side by side on the agenda. I mean, how obvious can it be?
Think about it without dollar signs blocking the view for a minute. The bus station is a hub for
unhoused people. We have a crisis on our hands and the repeated cry is "Where can they go?" Let's
say you put a nice new apartment complex right there. To make the apartments sell, what's going
to happen? They are going to call the cops to get all those "despicable" homeless people off the
front porch. This needs to stop!
We need a shelter. We need a downtown crisis center. We need an ongoing 24/7 resource station.
1059 Willamette is perfectly stationed to be that location. City of Eugene, wake up. Do the right
thing by the people who need you most. Keep that public building public. Instead of putting all
your money into policing and court systems, invest in CARE.
Can we still put the brakes on this project/deal? We really have to. It's just the wrong thing to do on
so many levels.
How do I get on the list for public comment on Monday at the City Council meeting?
Flabbergasted,
Marty Wilder

1059 williamette
ersyla <ersyla@gmail.com>
Sat 4/10/2021 5:48 AM
To: D'SOUZA Amanda M <ADSouza@eugene-or.gov>

[EXTERNAL ⚠]

Amanda D'Souza at adsouza@eugene-or.gov
Dear Ms. D’Souza,
A friend of mine has alerted me to the wrong decision that the city has come up with. This city and
the entire country needs much more relief for poor people. Please do what you can to push for a
Homeless shelter or affordable housing which to my mind is less than $1000 for a single bedroom.
Thanks for your help this important matter during these dire times.
Ersyla nellajoy

1059 Willamette
Otis Haschemeyer <otis.hasch@gmail.com>
Mon 4/12/2021 9:06 AM
To: D'SOUZA Amanda M <ADSouza@eugene-or.gov>

[EXTERNAL ⚠]

To Amanda D'Souza,
I reject the current 1059 Willamette proposal. It epitomizes and perpetuates settler colonialism and
white supremacy, while accelerating gentrification.
The city should not give free land and subsidies in the name of so-called "affordable housing"
where the proposed units are not at all affordable (studios for nearly $1000 per month), in a city
with the highest per capita homeless population in the nation.
The city should reject this process and call a roundtable on projects that support equity and antiracism. Urban Renewal District Funds, MUPTE, free land, Trump Opportunity Zones, all of these
"incentives" should not be used for private development projects, but for the creation of innovative
projects with diffuse and lasting community benefit, such as a Community Land Trust with antiracist covenants.
Thank you,
Otis Haschemeyer
Ward 1

1059 Willamette
Matthew Yook <matthewyook@gmail.com>
Mon 4/12/2021 9:43 AM
To: D'SOUZA Amanda M <ADSouza@eugene-or.gov>

[EXTERNAL ⚠]

To Amanda D'Souza,
I appreciate some of the ideas but reject the current 1059 Willamette proposal. It epitomizes and
perpetuates settler colonialism and white supremacy, while accelerating gentrification.
The city should not give free land and subsidies in the name of so-called "affordable housing"
where the proposed units are not at all affordable (studios for nearly $1000 per month), in a city
with the highest per capita homeless population in the nation.
The city should reject this process and call a roundtable on projects that support equity and antiracism. Urban Renewal District Funds, MUPTE, free land, Trump Opportunity Zones, all of these
"incentives" should not be used for private development projects, but for the creation of innovative
projects with diffuse and lasting community benefit, such as a Community Land Trust with antiracist covenants.
Thank You,
Matthew Yook
He/Him/His

1059 Willamette
Moon <magicmoon458@yahoo.com>
Mon 4/12/2021 9:44 AM
To: D'SOUZA Amanda M <ADSouza@eugene-or.gov>

[EXTERNAL ⚠]

To Amanda D'Souza, I reject the current 1059 Willamette proposal. It epitomizes and perpetuates
settler colonialism and white supremacy, while accelerating gentrification. The city should
not give free land and subsidies in the name of so-called "affordable housing" where the proposed
units are not at all affordable (studios for nearly $1000 per month), in a city with the highest per
capita homeless population in the nation. The city should
reject this process and call a roundtable on projects that support equity and anti-racism. Urban
Renewal District Funds, MUPTE, free land, Trump Opportunity Zones, all of these "incentives" should
not be used for private development projects, but for the creation
of innovative projects with diffuse and lasting community benefit, such as a Community Land Trust
with anti-racist covenants. Thank you,

1059 Willamette
river <riverroars@yahoo.com>
Mon 4/12/2021 9:49 AM
To: D'SOUZA Amanda M <ADSouza@eugene-or.gov>

[EXTERNAL ⚠]

To Amanda D'Souza, I reject the current 1059 Willamette proposal. It epitomizes and perpetuates
settler colonialism and white supremacy, while
accelerating gentrification. The city should not give free land and subsidies in the name of socalled "affordable housing" where the proposed units are not at all affordable (studios for nearly
$1000 per month), in a city with the highest per capita homeless
population in the nation. The city should reject this process and call a roundtable on projects that
support equity and anti-racism. Urban Renewal District Funds, MUPTE, free land, Trump
Opportunity Zones, all of these "incentives" should not be used for private
development projects, but for the creation of innovative projects with diffuse and lasting
community benefit, such as a Community Land Trust with anti-racist covenants. Thank you,
Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android

1059 Willamette
Audrey Scully <scullya@my.lanecc.edu>
Mon 4/12/2021 9:53 AM
To: D'SOUZA Amanda M <ADSouza@eugene-or.gov>

[EXTERNAL ⚠]

To Amanda D'Souza,
I reject the current 1059 Willamette proposal. It epitomizes and perpetuates settler colonialism and
white supremacy, while accelerating gentrification.
The city should not give free land and subsidies in the name of so-called "affordable housing"
where the proposed units are not at all affordable (studios for nearly $1000 per month), in a city
with the highest per capita homeless population in the nation.
The city should reject this process and call a roundtable on projects that support equity and antiracism. Urban Renewal District Funds, MUPTE, free land, Trump Opportunity Zones, all of these
"incentives" should not be used for private development projects, but for the creation of innovative
projects with diffuse and lasting community benefit, such as a Community Land Trust with antiracist covenants.
Thank you,

1059 Willamette
Mahindra Kumar <kumar303mk@gmail.com>
Mon 4/12/2021 9:54 AM
To: D'SOUZA Amanda M <ADSouza@eugene-or.gov>

[EXTERNAL ⚠]
To Amanda D'Souza,
I reject the current 1059 Willamette proposal. It epitomizes and perpetuates settler colonialism and
white supremacy, while accelerating gentrification.
The city should not give free land and subsidies in the name of so-called "affordable housing" where
the proposed units are not at all affordable (studios for nearly $1000 per month), in a city with the
highest per capita homeless population in the nation.
The city should reject this process and call a roundtable on projects that support equity and antiracism. Urban Renewal District Funds, MUPTE, free land, Trump Opportunity Zones, all of these
"incentives" should not be used for private development projects, but for the creation of innovative
projects with diffuse and lasting community benefit, such as a Community Land Trust with anti-racist
covenants.
Thank you,

Best,
Mahindra

1059 Willamette St
Vickie M Nelson <vnelson42@gmail.com>
Mon 4/12/2021 9:54 AM
To: D'SOUZA Amanda M <ADSouza@eugene-or.gov>

[EXTERNAL ⚠]
To Amanda D'Souza,

Let's reject the current 1059 Willamette proposal. It will lead to more gentrification in our downtown area.
The city should not give free land and subsidies in the name of so-called "affordable housing" where the proposed
units are not at all affordable (studios for nearly $1000 per month), in a city with the highest per capita homeless
population in the nation.
The city should reject this process and call a roundtable on projects that support equity and anti-racism. Urban
Renewal District Funds, MUPTE, free land, Trump Opportunity Zones, all of these "incentives" should not be used
for private development projects, but for the creation of innovative projects with diffuse and lasting community
benefit, such as a Community Land Trust with anti-racist covenants.
Thank you,

Vickie Nelson
Ward 1
942 Van Buren St, Eugene, OR 97402

1059 Willamette
Justin Filip <jus_filip@yahoo.com>
Mon 4/12/2021 9:55 AM
To: D'SOUZA Amanda M <ADSouza@eugene-or.gov>

[EXTERNAL ⚠]

To Amanda D'Souza, I reject the current 1059 Willamette proposal. It epitomizes and perpetuates
settler colonialism and white supremacy, while
accelerating gentrification. The city should not give free land and subsidies in the name of socalled "affordable housing" where the proposed units are not at all affordable (studios for nearly
$1000 per month), in a city with the highest per capita homeless
population in the nation. The city should reject this process and call a roundtable on projects that
support equity and anti-racism. Urban Renewal District Funds, MUPTE, free land, Trump
Opportunity Zones, all of these "incentives" should not be used for private
development projects, but for the creation of innovative projects with diffuse and lasting
community benefit, such as a Community Land Trust with anti-racist covenants. Thank you for your
consideration,
Justin Filip
Eugene, OR
Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android

1059 Willamette
Candice Yemaya <raisedplanet@gmail.com>
Mon 4/12/2021 9:56 AM
To: D'SOUZA Amanda M <ADSouza@eugene-or.gov>

[EXTERNAL ⚠]

To Amanda D'Souza,
I reject the current 1059 Willamette proposal. It epitomizes and perpetuates settler colonialism and
white supremacy, while accelerating gentrification.
The city should not give free land and subsidies in the name of so-called "affordable housing"
where the proposed units are not at all affordable (studios for nearly $1000 per month), in a city
with the highest per capita homeless population in the nation.
The city should reject this process and call a roundtable on projects that support equity and antiracism. Urban Renewal District Funds, MUPTE, free land, Trump Opportunity Zones, all of these
"incentives" should not be used for private development projects, but for the creation of innovative
projects with diffuse and lasting community benefit, such as a Community Land Trust with antiracist covenants.
Thank you,
Candice King
Housing Liaison, Homes for Good LC Housing Navigator Meetup
Economic Policy Analyst
Culture Critic

1059 Willamette
Yola Gómez <yolaleligogo@gmail.com>
Mon 4/12/2021 10:00 AM
To: D'SOUZA Amanda M <ADSouza@eugene-or.gov>

[EXTERNAL ⚠]
To Amanda D'Souza,
I reject the current 1059 Willamette proposal. It epitomizes and perpetuates settler colonialism and
white supremacy, while accelerating gentrification.
The city should not give free land and subsidies in the name of so-called "affordable housing" where
the proposed units are not at all affordable (studios for nearly $1000 per month), in a city with the
highest per capita homeless population in the nation.
The city should reject this process and call a roundtable on projects that support equity and antiracism. Urban Renewal District Funds, MUPTE, free land, Trump Opportunity Zones, all of these
"incentives" should not be used for private development projects, but for the creation of innovative
projects with diffuse and lasting community benefit, such as a Community Land Trust with anti-racist
covenants.
Thank you,

Sent from my iPhone

1059 Willamette
itscolin81 <itscolin81@gmail.com>
Mon 4/12/2021 10:00 AM
To: D'SOUZA Amanda M <ADSouza@eugene-or.gov>

[EXTERNAL ⚠]

To Amanda D'Souza,
I reject the current 1059 Willamette proposal. It epitomizes and perpetuates settler colonialism and
white supremacy, while accelerating gentrification.
The city should not give free land and subsidies in the name of so-called "affordable housing"
where the proposed units are not at all affordable (studios for nearly $1000 per month), in a city
with the highest per capita homeless population in the nation.
The city should reject this process and call a roundtable on projects that support equity and antiracism. Urban Renewal District Funds, MUPTE, free land, Trump Opportunity Zones, all of these
"incentives" should not be used for private development projects, but for the creation of innovative
projects with diffuse and lasting community benefit, such as a Community Land Trust with antiracist covenants.
Thank you,
Colin Moran
Eugene, OR

1059 Willamette
mara mclaine <maggiemclainecares@gmail.com>
Mon 4/12/2021 10:03 AM
To: D'SOUZA Amanda M <ADSouza@eugene-or.gov>

[EXTERNAL ⚠]

To Amanda D'Souza,
I reject the current 1059 Willamette proposal. It epitomizes and perpetuates settler colonialism and
white supremacy, while accelerating gentrification.
The city should not give free land and subsidies in the name of so-called "affordable housing"
where the proposed units are not at all affordable (studios for nearly $1000 per month), in a city
with the highest per capita homeless population in the nation.
The city should reject this process and call a roundtable on projects that support equity and antiracism. Urban Renewal District Funds, MUPTE, free land, Trump Opportunity Zones, all of these
"incentives" should not be used for private development projects, but for the creation of innovative
projects with diffuse and lasting community benefit, such as a Community Land Trust with antiracist covenants.
Thank you,
Mara Lopez McLaine

1059 Willamette
Nicholas Chase <onecallednick@gmail.com>
Mon 4/12/2021 10:06 AM
To: D'SOUZA Amanda M <ADSouza@eugene-or.gov>

[EXTERNAL ⚠]

To Amanda D'Souza,
I reject the current 1059 Willamette proposal. It epitomizes and perpetuates settler colonialism and
white supremacy, while accelerating gentrification.
The city should not give free land and subsidies in the name of so-called "affordable housing"
where the proposed units are not at all affordable (studios for nearly $1000 per month), in a city
with the highest per capita homeless population in the nation.
The city should reject this process and call a roundtable on projects that support equity and antiracism. Urban Renewal District Funds, MUPTE, free land, Trump Opportunity Zones, all of these
"incentives" should not be used for private development projects, but for the creation of innovative
projects with diffuse and lasting community benefit, such as a Community Land Trust with antiracist covenants.
Thank you,

1059 Willamette
Elizabeth Utterback <elizabeth.utterback@gmail.com>
Mon 4/12/2021 10:11 AM
To: D'SOUZA Amanda M <ADSouza@eugene-or.gov>

[EXTERNAL ⚠]

To Amanda D'Souza,
I reject the current 1059 Willame e proposal. It epitomizes and perpetuates se ler colonialism and
white supremacy, while accelera ng gentriﬁca on.
The city should not give free land and subsidies in the name of so-called "aﬀordable housing" where
the proposed units are not at all aﬀordable (studios for nearly $1000 per month), in a city with the
highest per capita homeless popula on in the na on.
The city should reject this process and call a roundtable on projects that support equity and an racism. Urban Renewal District Funds, MUPTE, free land, Trump Opportunity Zones, all of these
"incen ves" should not be used for private development projects, but for the crea on of innova ve
projects with diﬀuse and las ng community beneﬁt, such as a Community Land Trust with an -racist
covenants.
Thank you,
Elizabeth

1059 Willamette
rachel pore <racpore@gmail.com>
Mon 4/12/2021 10:14 AM
To: D'SOUZA Amanda M <ADSouza@eugene-or.gov>

[EXTERNAL ⚠]

To Amanda D'Souza,
I reject the current 1059 Willamette proposal. It epitomizes and perpetuates settler colonialism and
white supremacy, while accelerating gentrification.
The city should not give free land and subsidies in the name of so-called "affordable housing"
where the proposed units are not at all affordable (studios for nearly $1000 per month), in a city
with the highest per capita homeless population in the nation.
The city should reject this process and call a roundtable on projects that support equity and antiracism. Urban Renewal District Funds, MUPTE, free land, Trump Opportunity Zones, all of these
"incentives" should not be used for private development projects, but for the creation of innovative
projects with diffuse and lasting community benefit, such as a Community Land Trust with antiracist covenants.
Thank you,

1059 Willamette
Stacie Keen <stacie.keen@gmail.com>
Mon 4/12/2021 10:22 AM
To: D'SOUZA Amanda M <ADSouza@eugene-or.gov>

[EXTERNAL ⚠]

To Amanda D'Souza,
I reject the current 1059 Willamette proposal. It epitomizes and perpetuates settler colonialism and
white supremacy, while accelerating gentrification.
The city should not give free land and subsidies in the name of so-called "affordable housing"
where the proposed units are not at all affordable (studios for nearly $1000 per month), in a city
with the highest per capita homeless population in the nation.
The city should reject this process and call a roundtable on projects that support equity and antiracism. Urban Renewal District Funds, MUPTE, free land, Trump Opportunity Zones, all of these
"incentives" should not be used for private development projects, but for the creation of innovative
projects with diffuse and lasting community benefit, such as a Community Land Trust with antiracist covenants.
Thank you, Stacie keen

1059 Willamette
Andy Darnall <to.andy.darnall@gmail.com>
Mon 4/12/2021 10:41 AM
To: D'SOUZA Amanda M <ADSouza@eugene-or.gov>

[EXTERNAL ⚠]
To Amanda D'Souza,
I reject the current 1059 Willamette proposal. It epitomizes and perpetuates settler colonialism and
white supremacy, while accelerating gentrification.
The city should not give free land and subsidies in the name of so-called "affordable housing" where
the proposed units are not at all affordable (studios for nearly $1000 per month), in a city with the
highest per capita homeless population in the nation.
The city should reject this process and call a roundtable on projects that support equity and antiracism. Urban Renewal District Funds, MUPTE, free land, Trump Opportunity Zones, all of these
"incentives" should not be used for private development projects, but for the creation of innovative
projects with diffuse and lasting community benefit, such as a Community Land Trust with anti-racist
covenants.
Thank you,
Andy Darnall
Sent from my iPhone

1059 Willamette
Patrick Decelles Jr. <pdecellesjr@gmail.com>
Mon 4/12/2021 10:41 AM
To: D'SOUZA Amanda M <ADSouza@eugene-or.gov>

[EXTERNAL ⚠]

To Amanda D'Souza,
I reject the current 1059 Willamette proposal. It epitomizes and perpetuates settler colonialism and
white supremacy, while accelerating gentrification.
The city should not give free land and subsidies in the name of so-called "affordable housing"
where the proposed units are not at all affordable (studios for nearly $1000 per month), in a city
with the highest per capita homeless population in the nation.
The city should reject this process and call a roundtable on projects that support equity and antiracism. Urban Renewal District Funds, MUPTE, free land, Trump Opportunity Zones, all of these
"incentives" should not be used for private development projects, but for the creation of innovative
projects with diffuse and lasting community benefit, such as a Community Land Trust with antiracist covenants.
Thank you,
Patrick DeCelles Jr.

1059 Willamette Should Remain Public
Rob Fisette <rob.fisette@gmail.com>
Mon 4/12/2021 10:48 AM
To: D'SOUZA Amanda M <ADSouza@eugene-or.gov>

[EXTERNAL ⚠]
To Amanda D'Souza,
I have concerns about the current 1059 Willamette proposal which I was
unable to properly reflect in the survey prepared by the city. I
understand that the city is pursuing $3.5m in funding through the
American Rescue Act for land acquisition for shelter and housing for
the unhoused. Here is this publicly owned resource right in our
neighborhood. This land should be developed directly into public
housing with public ownership maintained for low-income housing.
The city should not give free land and subsidies in the name of
so-called "affordable housing" where the proposed units are not at all
affordable (studios for nearly $1000 per month with even that modest
'affordability' sunsetting after some number of years to allow maximum
profit), in a city with the highest per capita homeless population in
the nation.
It epitomizes and perpetuates settler colonialism and white supremacy,
while accelerating gentrification. Public resources must remain
public, not be transferred to private interests while the public is
starved.
The city should reject this process and call a roundtable on projects
that support equity and anti-racism. Urban Renewal District Funds,
MUPTE, free land, Trump Opportunity Zones, all of these "incentives"
should not be used for private development projects, but for the
creation of innovative projects with diffuse and lasting community
benefit, such as a Community Land Trust with anti-racist covenants.
Thank you,
Rob Fisette, Ward 2

1059 Willamette
Briana Pierce <pierce.briana@gmail.com>
Mon 4/12/2021 10:51 AM
To: D'SOUZA Amanda M <ADSouza@eugene-or.gov>

[EXTERNAL ⚠]

To Amanda D'Souza,

I reject the current 1059 Willamette proposal. It epitomizes and perpetuates settler colonialism and
white supremacy, while accelerating gentrification.

The city should not give free land and subsidies in the name of so-called "affordable housing"
where the proposed units are not at all affordable (studios for nearly $1000 per month), in a city
with the highest per capita homeless population in the nation.

The city should reject this process and call a roundtable on projects that support equity and antiracism. Urban Renewal District Funds, MUPTE, free land, Trump Opportunity Zones, all of these
"incentives" should not be used for private development projects, but for the creation of innovative
projects with diffuse and lasting community benefit, such as a Community Land Trust with antiracist covenants.

Thank you,
Briana Pierce
-For my part I know nothing with any certainty, but the sight of the stars makes me dream.
— Vincent Van Gogh

1059 Willamette
Daniel Liev Williams <citizenliev@gmail.com>
Mon 4/12/2021 10:57 AM
To: D'SOUZA Amanda M <ADSouza@eugene-or.gov>

[EXTERNAL ⚠]

To Amanda D'Souza,
I reject the current 1059 Willamette proposal. It epitomizes and perpetuates settler colonialism and
white supremacy, while accelerating gentrification.
The city should not give free land and subsidies in the name of so-called "affordable housing"
where the proposed units are not at all affordable (studios for nearly $1000 per month), in a city
with the highest per capita homeless population in the nation.
The city should reject this process and call a roundtable on projects that support equity and antiracism. Urban Renewal District Funds, MUPTE, free land, Trump Opportunity Zones, all of these
"incentives" should not be used for private development projects, but for the creation of innovative
projects with diffuse and lasting community benefit, such as a Community Land Trust with antiracist covenants.
Thank you,
Daniel Liev Williams

1059 Willamette
Xia <dreamstar0302@gmail.com>
Mon 4/12/2021 10:57 AM
To: D'SOUZA Amanda M <ADSouza@eugene-or.gov>

[EXTERNAL ⚠]

To Amanda D'Souza,
I reject the current 1059 Willame e proposal. It epitomizes and perpetuates se ler colonialism and white
supremacy, while accelera ng gentriﬁca on.
The city should not give free land and subsidies in the name of so-called "aﬀordable housing" where the
proposed units are not at all aﬀordable (studios for nearly $1000 per month), in a city with the highest per
capita homeless popula on in the na on.
The city should reject this process and call a roundtable on projects that support equity and an -racism. Urban
Renewal District Funds, MUPTE, free land, Trump Opportunity Zones, all of these "incen ves" should not be
used for private development projects, but for the crea on of innova ve projects with diﬀuse and las ng
community beneﬁt, such as a Community Land Trust with an -racist covenants.
Thank you,
Xia Wang

Equity and housing for lower working class
Mysti Frost <mystifrost@yahoo.com>
Mon 4/12/2021 10:59 AM
To: D'SOUZA Amanda M <ADSouza@eugene-or.gov>

[EXTERNAL ⚠]
To Amanda D'Souza,
Re: 1059 Willamette housing project.
I understand the need for housing in our city. At this point, any housing is better than no housing
right? Well, maybe not so right after all. I see the appeal and lure our city planners feel when
approached by a developer with a good deal. But I urge you and our city to please negotiate better
terms and conditions. I earn 20$ an hours, more than so many folks in our community and I can
barely make the rent at $1000. If it’s true that these studios are going to “low” income individuals, I
ask that you all take a closer look at what low income is and who these studios truly are being built
for.
We are all so tired of the same deal being made in the name of “low income housing”. When clearly
it’s not low income! What do we have to do?! What? Please tell me what we have to do to make this
right?
I reject the current 1059 Willamette. Please do the same under the current proposal.
Thank you for your time Amanda.

Thank you,
Mysti Frost
Sent from my iPhone

1059 Willamette
Lisa Altonen <alienlisa@hotmail.com>
Mon 4/12/2021 10:59 AM
To: D'SOUZA Amanda M <ADSouza@eugene-or.gov>

[EXTERNAL ⚠]

To Amanda D'Souza, I reject the current 1059 Willame e proposal. It epitomizes and perpetuates se ler
colonialism and white supremacy, while accelera ng gentriﬁca on. The city should not give free land and
subsidies in the name of so-called "aﬀordable housing" where the proposed units are not at all aﬀordable
(studios for nearly $1000 per month), in a city with the highest per capita homeless popula on in the
na on. The city should reject this process and call a roundtable on projects that support equity and an racism. Urban Renewal District Funds, MUPTE, free land, Trump Opportunity Zones, all of these "incen ves"
should not be used for private development projects, but for the crea on of innova ve projects with diﬀuse
and las ng community beneﬁt, such as a Community Land Trust with an -racist covenants. Thank you, Lisa
Altonen

1059 Willamette
Donald Schneider <dons4th@gmail.com>
Mon 4/12/2021 11:04 AM
To: D'SOUZA Amanda M <ADSouza@eugene-or.gov>

[EXTERNAL ⚠]

To Amanda D'Souza,
I reject the current 1059 Willamette proposal. It epitomizes and perpetuates settler colonialism and
white supremacy, while accelerating gentrification.
The city should not give free land and subsidies in the name of so-called "affordable housing"
where the proposed units are not at all affordable (studios for nearly $1000 per month), in a city
with the highest per capita homeless population in the nation.
The city should reject this process and call a roundtable on projects that support equity and antiracism. Urban Renewal District Funds, MUPTE, free land, Trump Opportunity Zones, all of these
"incentives" should not be used for private development projects, but for the creation of innovative
projects with diffuse and lasting community benefit, such as a Community Land Trust with antiracist covenants.
Thank you,
Donald Schneider
President, Maslow's Mission
CEO, Charles Edward Enterprises, LLC

1059 Willamette
Pamela Krause <pamela_krause5@yahoo.com>
Mon 4/12/2021 11:04 AM
To: D'SOUZA Amanda M <ADSouza@eugene-or.gov>
Cc: P K <pamela_krause5@yahoo.com>

[EXTERNAL ⚠]

.To Amanda D'Souza, I reject the current 1059 Willamette proposal. It epitomizes and perpetuates
settler colonialism and white supremacy, while
accelerating gentrification. The city should not give free land and subsidies in the name of socalled "affordable housing" where the proposed units are not at all affordable (studios for nearly
$1000 per month), in a city with the highest per capita homeless
population in the nation. The city should reject this process and call a roundtable on projects that
support equity and anti-racism. Urban Renewal District Funds, MUPTE, free land, Trump
Opportunity Zones, all of these "incentives" should not be used for private
development projects, but for the creation of innovative projects with diffuse and lasting
community benefit, such as a Community Land Trust with anti-racist covenants. PLEASE and Thank
you,
Look at Our Neighbors in the area...the ones truly visible, most vulnerable and without shelter for
so long, and consider: will these dwelling units serve and provide soundly for them?
I dont think so. If you know otherwise, please let me know asap.
Pamela Krause
541 799 8902
Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android

1059 Willamette
Sylvia Titterington <sylviatitterington@gmail.com>
Mon 4/12/2021 11:17 AM
To: D'SOUZA Amanda M <ADSouza@eugene-or.gov>

[EXTERNAL ⚠]
To Amanda D'Souza,
I reject the current 1059 Willamette proposal. It epitomizes and perpetuates settler colonialism and
white supremacy, while accelerating gentrification.
The city should not give free land and subsidies in the name of so-called "affordable housing" where
the proposed units are not at all affordable (studios for nearly $1000 per month), in a city with the
highest per capita homeless population in the nation.
The city should reject this process and call a roundtable on projects that support equity and antiracism. Urban Renewal District Funds, MUPTE, free land, Trump Opportunity Zones, all of these
"incentives" should not be used for private development projects, but for the creation of innovative
projects with diffuse and lasting community benefit, such as a Community Land Trust with anti-racist
covenants.
Thank you,
Sylvia
Sent from my iPhone

1059 Willamette
D. Riddle <aqua4fun@hotmail.com>
Mon 4/12/2021 11:19 AM
To: D'SOUZA Amanda M <ADSouza@eugene-or.gov>

[EXTERNAL ⚠]

To Amanda D'Souza,
I reject the current 1059 Willame e proposal. It epitomizes and perpetuates se ler colonialism and white
supremacy, while accelera ng gentriﬁca on.
The city should not give free land and subsidies in the name of so-called "aﬀordable housing" where the
proposed units are not at all aﬀordable (studios for nearly $1000 per month), in a city with the highest per
capita homeless popula on in the na on.
The city should reject this process and call a roundtable on projects that support equity and an -racism. Urban
Renewal District Funds, MUPTE, free land, Trump Opportunity Zones, all of these "incen ves" should not be
used for private development projects, but for the crea on of innova ve projects with diﬀuse and las ng
community beneﬁt, such as a Community Land Trust with an -racist covenants.
Thank you,
Sent from Mail for Windows 10

1059 Willamette
Laoni Davis <fanny.echo1@gmail.com>
Mon 4/12/2021 11:21 AM
To: D'SOUZA Amanda M <ADSouza@eugene-or.gov>

[EXTERNAL ⚠]
To Amanda D'Souza,
I reject the current 1059 Willamette proposal. It epitomizes and perpetuates settler colonialism and
white supremacy, while accelerating gentrification.
The city should not give free land and subsidies in the name of so-called "affordable housing" where
the proposed units are not at all affordable (studios for nearly $1000 per month), in a city with the
highest per capita homeless population in the nation.
The city should reject this process and call a roundtable on projects that support equity and antiracism. Urban Renewal District Funds, MUPTE, free land, Trump Opportunity Zones, all of these
"incentives" should not be used for private development projects, but for the creation of innovative
projects with diffuse and lasting community benefit, such as a Community Land Trust with anti-racist
covenants.
Thank you,
Laoni Davis

Re: 1059 Willamette proposal
Lin Woodrich <linwoodrich3@outlook.com>
Mon 4/12/2021 11:29 AM
To: D'SOUZA Amanda M <ADSouza@eugene-or.gov>

[EXTERNAL ⚠]

To Amanda D'Souza,
I reject the current 1059 Willame e proposal.
The city should not give free land and subsidies in the name of so-called "aﬀordable housing" where the
proposed units are not at all aﬀordable (studios for nearly $1000 per month), in a city with the highest per
capita homeless popula on in the na on.
The city should reject this process and call a roundtable on projects that support equity and an -racism. Urban
Renewal District Funds, MUPTE, free land, Trump Opportunity Zones, all of these "incen ves" should not be
used for private development projects, but for the crea on of innova ve projects with diﬀuse and las ng
community beneﬁt, such as a Community Land Trust with an -racist covenants.
Thank you,
Lin Woodrich
Sent from Mail for Windows 10

1059 Willamette
Sara Lamog <saralamog@gmail.com>
Mon 4/12/2021 11:44 AM
To: D'SOUZA Amanda M <ADSouza@eugene-or.gov>

[EXTERNAL ⚠]
To Amanda D'Souza,
I reject the current 1059 Willamette proposal. It epitomizes and perpetuates settler colonialism and
white supremacy, while accelerating gentrification.
The city should not give free land and subsidies in the name of so-called "affordable housing" where
the proposed units are not at all affordable (studios for nearly $1000 per month), in a city with the
highest per capita homeless population in the nation.
The city should reject this process and call a roundtable on projects that support equity and antiracism. Urban Renewal District Funds, MUPTE, free land, Trump Opportunity Zones, all of these
"incentives" should not be used for private development projects, but for the creation of innovative
projects with diffuse and lasting community benefit, such as a Community Land Trust with anti-racist
covenants.
Thank you,

sara
(she/her/hers)
enviado desde mi iphone

1059 Willamette
Christian Campos <camposc@uoregon.edu>
Mon 4/12/2021 11:50 AM
To: D'SOUZA Amanda M <ADSouza@eugene-or.gov>

[EXTERNAL ⚠]

To Amanda D'Souza,
I reject the current 1059 Willamette proposal. It epitomizes and perpetuates settler colonialism and
white supremacy, while accelerating gentrification. That is not what the Eugene community is
about.
The city should not give free land and subsidies in the name of so-called "affordable housing"
where the proposed units are not at all affordable (studios for nearly $1000 per month), in a city
with the highest per capita homeless population in the nation.
The city should reject this process and call a roundtable on projects that support equity and antiracism. Urban Renewal District Funds, MUPTE, free land, Trump Opportunity Zones, all of these
"incentives" should NOT be used for private development projects, but for the creation of
innovative projects with diffuse and lasting community benefit, such as a Community Land Trust
with anti-racist covenants.
Thank you,
Campos,Christian.

1059 Willamette
dstrahan <dstrahan@aol.com>
Mon 4/12/2021 11:55 AM
To: D'SOUZA Amanda M <ADSouza@eugene-or.gov>

[EXTERNAL ⚠]

To Amanda D'Souza,
I reject the current 1059 Willamette proposal. It supports overpriced housing while accelerating
gentrification.
The city should not give free land and subsidies in the name of so-called "affordable housing"
where the proposed units are not at all affordable (studios for nearly $1000 per month), in a city
with the highest per capita homeless population in the nation.
Let's talk about truly low income housing rates!
The city should reject this process and call a roundtable on projects that support equity and antiracism. Urban Renewal District Funds, MUPTE, free land, Trump Opportunity Zones, all of these
"incentives" should not be used for private development projects, but for the creation of innovative
projects with diffuse and lasting community benefit, such as a Community Land Trust with antiracist covenants.
Thank you,
David Strahan
Hopeon Wheels Strahan
Nightingale Public Advocacy

Sent via the Samsung Galaxy Note8, an AT&T 5G Evolution capable smartphone

Housing Development
Ryan Moore <ryan.l.m1988@gmail.com>
Mon 4/12/2021 11:55 AM
To: D'SOUZA Amanda M <ADSouza@eugene-or.gov>

[EXTERNAL ⚠]

Hello Amanda,
Happy Monday, I hope you are well. I know you are likely getting several E-mails from concerned
community advocates about the 1059 Willamette proposal and I hope the discussion is remaining
respectful. I wanted to add my voice to the request to look for any possible alternatives that would
create a deeper (and more permanent) level of affordability than the current proposal. I understand
if we are already too far along in the process to consider changes but if it is at all possible, I think
this is an extremely important issue to the community and that it merits further community input.
Please let me know if I can be at all helpful to you in this process, and thank you for all of your hard
work!
-Ryan Moore

Public Comment: 1059 Willamette, Proposal by deChase Miksis +Edlen & Co
Max Rink <mrink@frontier.com>
Mon 4/12/2021 11:57 AM
To: D'SOUZA Amanda M <ADSouza@eugene-or.gov>

[EXTERNAL ⚠]

Dear Amanda D’Souza,
My name is Max Rink and I am a resident of Eugene, Ward 3.
I am writing today to express my opposition to the proposal tendered to the City of Eugene
by ‘deChase Miksis + Edlen & Co.’.
I believe this proposal amounts to a plan to transfer valuable public land, millions of dollars in
tax breaks, and over a million dollars in cash outright to a handful of already wealthy, white
men in exchange for little to no benefit for the residents of Eugene.
Despite the claims of the City of Eugene’s 1059 Willamette Housing Development Plan, I do
not believe this project will have any meaningful impact on the availability of truly affordable
housing in Eugene or other vital community resources that are currently lacking.
On October 12th, 2020, Mayor Vinis issued a proclamation on Indigenous Peoples Day
which she stated was “… one step on the path to replacing harmful historic untruths with
truth about displacement, genocide and loss, resilience and belonging. Indigenous People’s
Day pushes against erasure …” as well as “… We are inspired by local and regional
Indigenous people who continue to fight against the systemic racism and injustices inflicted
the United States government. We are committed to improving our City’s actions that pursue
a higher quality of life and well-being for our Indigenous communities.” and “As Mayor, I
stand with city leadership for inclusivity and the recognition of past harm and offer our
commitment to work towards change…”
I feel strongly that if the City accepts the one private, for profit proposal they received for
1059 Willamette they will be turning their back on their ‘commitment to work towards change’
in the systemic racism and injustices inflicted not just by the federal government of the US
but also the State of Oregon and City of Eugene.
Throughout the protests and other actions for racial justice that took place locally and
nationally last year (as well as the innumerable protests that preceded them in the years,
decades and centuries before) it was made clear that the type of public to private wealth
transfer currently being proposed is nothing more than a continuation of the injustices the
City claims it wishes to leave behind. Should this transfer take place it would be yet another
contemporary instance of the type of land theft and displacement of marginalized
populations that was once excused by the racist, white supremacist principles of Manifest
Destiny, and by the Doctrine of Discovery before that.
The City has claimed repeatedly that they want to hear feedback from the community on how
they can better promote justice and well-being for our communities Black, Indigenous and
People of Color. One of the things that I have heard many times from many BIPOC
community members is the wish for a fully functional BIPOC-led, multi-cultural center in
Eugene, for which 1059 Willamette seems like an ideal location. Yet there is no mention of
this in the City’s plans or the current proposal.
The City has claimed repeatedly that homelessness is a problem they wish to solve with
urgency and humanity and acknowledged repeatedly that we have an affordable housing
crisis here that is a major factor in Eugene having the highest per capita rate of

homelessness in the entire United States. I cannot see how adding 65 housing units, each
no larger than a studio or 1 bedroom, at estimated rents of $1000/mo will do anything
significant to alleviate these crises.
In sum, I believe this proposal is exactly the type of boilerplate that if enacted will contribute
heavily to the same type of de facto racialized gentrification I have already seen unfold firsthand in places such Emeryville and San Francisco, CA, where lofts for a wave of affluent
tech workers pushed long-term, poor, low-income, and even mid-income, disproportionately
BIPOC community members out of whole neighborhoods or even the entire city, while their
developers and financiers made handsome profits at public expense.
Thank you for your attention.
Sincerely,
Max Rink

1059 Willamette
Steve Kimes <stevekimes@gmail.com>
Mon 4/12/2021 11:58 AM
To: D'SOUZA Amanda M <ADSouza@eugene-or.gov>

[EXTERNAL ⚠]
To Amanda D'Souza,
I reject the current 1059 Willamette proposal. It epitomizes and perpetuates settler colonialism and
white supremacy, while accelerating gentrification.
The city should not give free land and subsidies in the name of so-called "affordable housing" where
the proposed units are not at all affordable (studios for nearly $1000 per month), in a city with the
highest per capita homeless population in the nation.
The city should reject this process and call a roundtable on projects that support equity and antiracism. Urban Renewal District Funds, MUPTE, free land, Trump Opportunity Zones, all of these
"incentives" should not be used for private development projects, but for the creation of innovative
projects with diffuse and lasting community benefit, such as a Community Land Trust with anti-racist
covenants.
Thank you,
Steve Kimes
Eugene Mennonite Church
Sent from my iPad

1059 Willamette
Pam Garrison <pamgarrison13@gmail.com>
Mon 4/12/2021 12:01 PM
To: D'SOUZA Amanda M <ADSouza@eugene-or.gov>

[EXTERNAL ⚠]
To Amanda D'Souza,
I reject the current 1059 Willamette proposal. It epitomizes and perpetuates settler colonialism and
white supremacy, while accelerating gentrification.
The city should not give free land and subsidies in the name of so-called "affordable housing" where
the proposed units are not at all affordable (studios for nearly $1000 per month), in a city with the
highest per capita homeless population in the nation.
The city should reject this process and call a roundtable on projects that support equity and antiracism. Urban Renewal District Funds, MUPTE, free land, Trump Opportunity Zones, all of these
"incentives" should not be used for private development projects, but for the creation of innovative
projects with diffuse and lasting community benefit, such as a Community Land Trust with anti-racist
covenants.
Thank you,

Pam

1059 Willamette
Elizabeth Grant <beeegrant@gmail.com>
Mon 4/12/2021 12:13 PM
To: D'SOUZA Amanda M <ADSouza@eugene-or.gov>

[EXTERNAL ⚠]

To Amanda D'Souza,
I reject the current 1059 Willame e proposal. It epitomizes and perpetuates se ler colonialism and white
supremacy, while accelera ng gentriﬁca on.
The city should not give free land and subsidies in the name of so-called "aﬀordable housing" where the
proposed units are not at all aﬀordable (studios for nearly $1000 per month), in a city with the highest per
capita homeless popula on in the na on.
The city should reject this process and call a roundtable on projects that support equity and an -racism. Urban
Renewal District Funds, MUPTE, free land, Trump Opportunity Zones, all of these "incen ves" should not be
used for private development projects, but for the crea on of innova ve projects with diﬀuse and las ng
community beneﬁt, such as a Community Land Trust with an -racist covenants.
Thank you,
Elizabeth Grant
Sent from Mail for Windows 10

1059 Willamette
Thomas Brown <TAWB2007@hotmail.com>
Mon 4/12/2021 12:30 PM
To: D'SOUZA Amanda M <ADSouza@eugene-or.gov>

[EXTERNAL ⚠]

To Amanda D'Souza,
I reject the current 1059 Willamette proposal. It epitomizes and perpetuates settler colonialism and
white supremacy, while accelerating gentrification.
The city should not give free land and subsidies in the name of so-called "affordable housing"
where the proposed units are not at all affordable (studios for nearly $1000 per month), in a city
with the highest per capita homeless population in the nation.
The city should reject this process and call a roundtable on projects that support equity and antiracism. Urban Renewal District Funds, MUPTE, free land, Trump Opportunity Zones, all of these
"incentives" should not be used for private development projects, but for the creation of innovative
projects with diffuse and lasting community benefit, such as a Community Land Trust with antiracist covenants.
Thank you,
Thomas Brown

1059 Willamette
Amanda Brown <amandalynnbb@gmail.com>
Mon 4/12/2021 12:46 PM
To: D'SOUZA Amanda M <ADSouza@eugene-or.gov>

[EXTERNAL ⚠]

To Amanda D'Souza,
I reject the current 1059 Willamette proposal. It epitomizes and perpetuates settler colonialism and
white supremacy, while accelerating gentrification.
The city should not give free land and subsidies in the name of so-called "affordable housing"
where the proposed units are not at all affordable (studios for nearly $1000 per month), in a city
with the highest per capita homeless population in the nation.
The city should reject this process and call a roundtable on projects that support equity and antiracism. Urban Renewal District Funds, MUPTE, free land, Trump Opportunity Zones, all of these
"incentives" should not be used for private development projects, but for the creation of innovative
projects with diffuse and lasting community benefit, such as a Community Land Trust with antiracist covenants.
Thank you,
Amanda Brown

1059 Willamette
Gail Karuna-Vetter <gailatthekaruna@gmail.com>
Mon 4/12/2021 12:55 PM
To: D'SOUZA Amanda M <ADSouza@eugene-or.gov>

[EXTERNAL ⚠]

To Amanda D'Souza,
I reject the current 1059 Willamette proposal. It epitomizes and perpetuates settler colonialism and
white supremacy, while accelerating gentrification.
The city should not give free land and subsidies in the name of so-called "affordable housing"
where the proposed units are not at all affordable (studios for nearly $1000 per month), in a city
with the highest per capita homeless population in the nation.
The city should reject this process and call a roundtable on projects that support equity and antiracism. Urban Renewal District Funds, MUPTE, free land, Trump Opportunity Zones, all of these
"incentives" should not be used for private development projects, but for the creation of innovative
projects with diffuse and lasting community benefit, such as a Community Land Trust with antiracist covenants.
Thank you,
Gail Karuna-Vetter

1059 Willamette
Leo Havens <leohavens@yahoo.com>
Mon 4/12/2021 12:58 PM
To: D'SOUZA Amanda M <ADSouza@eugene-or.gov>

[EXTERNAL ⚠]

To Amanda D'Souza,
I reject the current 1059 Willamette proposal. It epitomizes and perpetuates settler colonialism
and white supremacy, while accelerating gentrification.
The city should not give free land and subsidies in the name of so-called "affordable housing"
where the proposed units are not at all affordable (studios for nearly $1000 per month), in a city
with the highest per capita homeless population in the nation. My rent is 1200 for 800 square
foot house!
The city should reject this process and call a roundtable on projects that support equity and antiracism. Urban Renewal District Funds, MUPTE, free land, Trump Opportunity Zones, all of
these "incentives" should not be used for private development projects, but for the creation of
innovative projects with diffuse and lasting community benefit, such as a Community Land
Trust with anti-racist covenants.
Thank you,

Sent from my iPhone
Sent from Yahoo Mail for iPhone

1059 Willamette
Drea Smith <werkdrea@gmail.com>
Mon 4/12/2021 1:00 PM
To: D'SOUZA Amanda M <ADSouza@eugene-or.gov>

[EXTERNAL ⚠]
To Amanda D'Souza,
I reject the current 1059 Willamette proposal. It epitomizes and perpetuates settler colonialism and
white supremacy, while accelerating gentrification.
The city should not give free land and subsidies in the name of so-called "affordable housing" where
the proposed units are not at all affordable (studios for nearly $1000 per month), in a city with the
highest per capita homeless population in the nation.
The city should reject this process and call a roundtable on projects that support equity and antiracism. Urban Renewal District Funds, MUPTE, free land, Trump Opportunity Zones, all of these
"incentives" should not be used for private development projects, but for the creation of innovative
projects with diffuse and lasting community benefit, such as a Community Land Trust with anti-racist
covenants.
Thank you,

Sent from my iPhone

1059 Willamette
Robin Edwards <unnecessarychemistry3@gmail.com>
Mon 4/12/2021 1:41 PM
To: D'SOUZA Amanda M <ADSouza@eugene-or.gov>

[EXTERNAL ⚠]
To Amanda D'Souza,
I reject the current 1059 Willamette proposal. It epitomizes and perpetuates settler colonialism and
white supremacy, while accelerating gentrification.
The city should not give free land and subsidies in the name of so-called "affordable housing" where
the proposed units are not at all affordable (studios for nearly $1000 per month), in a city with the
highest per capita homeless population in the nation.
The city should reject this process and call a roundtable on projects that support equity and antiracism. Urban Renewal District Funds, MUPTE, free land, Trump Opportunity Zones, all of these
"incentives" should not be used for private development projects, but for the creation of innovative
projects with diffuse and lasting community benefit, such as a Community Land Trust with anti-racist
covenants.
Thank you,

Sent from my iPhone

1059 Willamette
Gyl Elliott <yoginigyl@gmail.com>
Mon 4/12/2021 2:20 PM
To: D'SOUZA Amanda M <ADSouza@eugene-or.gov>

[EXTERNAL ⚠]
To Amanda D'Souza,
I reject the current 1059 Willamette proposal. It epitomizes and perpetuates settler colonialism and
white supremacy, while accelerating gentrification.
The city should not give free land and subsidies in the name of so-called "affordable housing" where
the proposed units are not at all affordable (studios for nearly $1000 per month), in a city with the
highest per capita homeless population in the nation.
The city should reject this process and call a roundtable on projects that support equity and antiracism. Urban Renewal District Funds, MUPTE, free land, Trump Opportunity Zones, all of these
"incentives" should not be used for private development projects, but for the creation of innovative
projects with diffuse and lasting community benefit, such as a Community Land Trust with anti-racist
covenants.
Thank you,
Gyl Elliott
Eugene resident

1059 Willamette
Angela M <ameador_72@msn.com>
Mon 4/12/2021 3:04 PM
To: D'SOUZA Amanda M <ADSouza@eugene-or.gov>

[EXTERNAL ⚠]

To Amanda D'Souza,
I reject the current 1059 Willamette proposal. It epitomizes and perpetuates settler
colonialism and white supremacy, while accelerating gentrification.
The city should not give free land and subsidies in the name of so-called "affordable
housing" where the proposed units are not at all affordable (studios for nearly $1000 per
month), in a city with the highest per capita homeless population in the nation.
The city should reject this process and call a roundtable on projects that support equity and
anti-racism. Urban Renewal District Funds, MUPTE, free land, Trump Opportunity Zones, all
of these "incentives" should not be used for private development projects, but for the
creation of innovative projects with diffuse and lasting community benefit, such as a
Community Land Trust with anti-racist covenants.
Thank you,
Angela

1059 Willamette
Leigh Galbraith <galbrale@gmail.com>
Mon 4/12/2021 3:11 PM
To: D'SOUZA Amanda M <ADSouza@eugene-or.gov>

[EXTERNAL ⚠]

To Amanda D'Souza,
I reject the current 1059 Willamette proposal. It epitomizes and perpetuates settler colonialism and
white supremacy, while accelerating gentrification.
The city should not give free land and subsidies in the name of so-called "affordable housing"
where the proposed units are not at all affordable (studios for nearly $1000 per month), in a city
with the highest per capita homeless population in the nation.
The city should reject this process and call a roundtable on projects that support equity and antiracism. Urban Renewal District Funds, MUPTE, free land, Trump Opportunity Zones, all of these
"incentives" should not be used for private development projects, but for the creation of innovative
projects with diffuse and lasting community benefit, such as a Community Land Trust with antiracist covenants.
Thank you,
Leigh

1059 Willamette
Eleanor Soleil <eleanorsoleil@icloud.com>
Mon 4/12/2021 3:56 PM
To: D'SOUZA Amanda M <ADSouza@eugene-or.gov>

[EXTERNAL ⚠]
To Amanda D'Souza,
I reject the current 1059 Willamette proposal. It epitomizes and perpetuates settler colonialism and
white supremacy, while accelerating gentrification.
The city should not give free land and subsidies in the name of so-called "affordable housing" where
the proposed units are not at all affordable (studios for nearly $1000 per month), in a city with the
highest per capita homeless population in the nation.
The city should reject this process and call a roundtable on projects that support equity and antiracism. Urban Renewal District Funds, MUPTE, free land, Trump Opportunity Zones, all of these
"incentives" should not be used for private development projects, but for the creation of innovative
projects with diffuse and lasting community benefit, such as a Community Land Trust with anti-racist
covenants.
Thank you,
Eleanor Soleil

1059 Willamette
Ethan Klein <ejklein12@gmail.com>
Mon 4/12/2021 6:37 PM
To: D'SOUZA Amanda M <ADSouza@eugene-or.gov>

[EXTERNAL ⚠]
To Amanda D'Souza,
I reject the current 1059 Willamette proposal. It epitomizes and perpetuates settler colonialism and
white supremacy, while accelerating gentrification.
The city should not give free land and subsidies in the name of so-called "affordable housing" where
the proposed units are not at all affordable (studios for nearly $1000 per month), in a city with the
highest per capita homeless population in the nation.
The city should reject this process and call a roundtable on projects that support equity and antiracism. Urban Renewal District Funds, MUPTE, free land, Trump Opportunity Zones, all of these
"incentives" should not be used for private development projects, but for the creation of innovative
projects with diffuse and lasting community benefit, such as a Community Land Trust with anti-racist
covenants.
Thank you,
Ethan Klein
Sent from my iPhone

1059 Willamette
Geoffrey Gordon <ggordon1987@gmail.com>
Mon 4/12/2021 10:02 PM
To: D'SOUZA Amanda M <ADSouza@eugene-or.gov>

[EXTERNAL ⚠]
To Amanda D'Souza,
I reject the current 1059 Willamette proposal. It epitomizes and perpetuates settler colonialism and
white supremacy, while accelerating gentrification.
The city should not give free land and subsidies in the name of so-called "affordable housing" where
the proposed units are not at all affordable (studios for nearly $1000 per month), in a city with the
highest per capita homeless population in the nation.
The city should reject this process and call a roundtable on projects that support equity and antiracism. Urban Renewal District Funds, MUPTE, free land, Trump Opportunity Zones, all of these
"incentives" should not be used for private development projects, but for the creation of innovative
projects with diffuse and lasting community benefit, such as a Community Land Trust with anti-racist
covenants.
Thank you,
Dr. Geoffrey Gordon, Eugene resident
Sent from my iPad

1059 Willamette
Sue Barnhart <suebarnhart2@gmail.com>
Tue 4/13/2021 8:32 AM
To: D'SOUZA Amanda M <ADSouza@eugene-or.gov>

[EXTERNAL ⚠]
To Amanda D'Souza,
I reject the current 1059 Willamette proposal. It epitomizes and perpetuates settler colonialism and
white supremacy, while accelerating gentrification.
The city should not give free land and subsidies in the name of so-called "affordable housing" where
the proposed units are not at all affordable (studios for nearly $1000 per month), in a city with the
highest per capita homeless population in the nation.
The city should reject this process and call a roundtable on projects that support equity and antiracism. Urban Renewal District Funds, MUPTE, free land, Trump Opportunity Zones, all of these
"incentives" should not be used for private development projects, but for the creation of innovative
projects with diffuse and lasting community benefit, such as a Community Land Trust with anti-racist
covenants.
Thank you,

1059 Willamette
Penny R <penny_royale@riseup.net>
Tue 4/13/2021 9:32 AM
To: D'SOUZA Amanda M <ADSouza@eugene-or.gov>

[EXTERNAL ⚠]
To Amanda D'Souza,
I reject the current 1059 Willamette proposal. It epitomizes and perpetuates settler colonialism and
white supremacy, while accelerating gentrification.
The city should not give free land and subsidies in the name of so-called "affordable housing" where
the proposed units are not at all affordable (studios for nearly $1000 per month), in a city with the
highest per capita homeless population in the nation.
The city should reject this process and call a roundtable on projects that support equity and antiracism. Urban Renewal District Funds, MUPTE, free land, Trump Opportunity Zones, all of these
"incentives" should not be used for private development projects, but for the creation of innovative
projects with diffuse and lasting community benefit, such as a Community Land Trust with anti-racist
covenants.
Thank you,
Erin Grady

From: Andrew O s Haschemeyer <o shaschemeyer@me.com>
Sent: Monday, April 12, 2021 4:15 PM
To: *Eugene Mayor, City Council, and City Manager <MayorCouncilandCityManager@eugene-or.gov>
Subject: 1059 Willame e
[EXTERNAL

]

Mayor and City Council:
In response to your request for public input, I’ve wri en this ar cle and posted on Medium. I urge you to
reject your current proposal and seek further proposals that include Land Back to Indigenous people, or
ownership by those excluded from the poli cal and economic processes of Eugene and Oregon.
If you need help, I’m sure I can ﬁnd someone to help you in your ini al outreach.
h ps://o shaschemeyer.medium.com/carrots-s cks-and-white-supremacy-in-eugene-oregon-11a484fd5d90

From: Leahjo Carnine <leahjocarnine@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, April 13, 2021 8:59 AM
To: *Eugene Mayor, City Council, and City Manager <MayorCouncilandCityManager@eugene-or.gov>
Subject: Please do not priva ze 1059 Willame e!
[EXTERNAL

]

Dear Mayor and City Council members,

I am a homeowner and resident in Ward 7, a healthcare provider and a concerned citizen of
Eugene. I'm writing today to express my concern with the City's plan to privatize 1059
Willamette.
The City of Eugene’s plan to privatize 1059 Willamette should be rejected and
rethought. The City is poised to gift the downtown lot and building, along with millions of
dollars in tax breaks and outright cash transfers, to a few wealthy, white men. Amidst the
housing crisis we are experiencing, the City of Eugene should not proceed with any more
plans by which public resources are privatized. This proposal epitomizes and perpetuates
settler colonialism and white supremacy, while accelerating gentrification, in the name of socalled “affordable housing” --- which is not at all affordable. I implore you to not privatize
both 1059 Willamette or the Steam Plant building with its three acres of riverfront-- using
massive government handouts of PUBLIC resources. The City works for the public, not
private enterprise.
Thank you for considering,
Leah Jo Carnine, PA-C
Ward 7

1059 Willamette
erika.lincango@yahoo.com <erika.lincango@yahoo.com>
Wed 4/14/2021 11:39 AM
To: D'SOUZA Amanda M <ADSouza@eugene-or.gov>

[EXTERNAL ⚠]

To Amanda D'Souza, I reject the current 1059 Willamette proposal. It epitomizes and perpetuates
settler colonialism and white supremacy, while accelerating gentrification. The city should
not give free land and subsidies in the name of so-called "affordable housing" where the proposed
units are not at all affordable (studios for nearly $1000 per month), in a city with the highest per
capita homeless population in the nation. The city should
reject this process and call a roundtable on projects that support equity and anti-racism. Urban
Renewal District Funds, MUPTE, free land, Trump Opportunity Zones, all of these "incentives" should
not be used for private development projects, but for the creation
of innovative projects with diffuse and lasting community benefit, such as a Community Land Trust
with anti-racist covenants. Thank you,
Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android

1059 Willamette
Gonz <gonz_1986@live.com>
Fri 4/16/2021 8:17 AM
To: D'SOUZA Amanda M <ADSouza@eugene-or.gov>

[EXTERNAL ⚠]

To Amanda D'Souza,
I reject the current 1059 Willamette proposal. It epitomizes and perpetuates settler colonialism and
white supremacy, while accelerating gentrification.
The city should not give free land and subsidies in the name of so-called "affordable housing"
where the proposed units are not at all affordable (studios for nearly $1000 per month), in a city
with the highest per capita homeless population in the nation.
The city should reject this process and call a roundtable on projects that support equity and antiracism. Urban Renewal District Funds, MUPTE, free land, Trump Opportunity Zones, all of these
"incentives" should not be used for private development projects, but for the creation of innovative
projects with diffuse and lasting community benefit, such as a Community Land Trust with antiracist covenants.
Thank you
Juan Gonzalo Serrano

1059 Willamette
CLIFF GRAY <darkgray@aol.com>
Sat 4/17/2021 2:40 PM
To: D'SOUZA Amanda M <ADSouza@eugene-or.gov>

[EXTERNAL ⚠]
To Amanda D'Souza,
I reject the current 1059 Willamette proposal. It epitomizes and perpetuates settler colonialism and
white supremacy, while accelerating gentrification.
The city should not give free land and subsidies in the name of so-called "affordable housing" where
the proposed units are not at all affordable (studios for nearly $1000 per month), in a city with the
highest per capita homeless population in the nation.
The city should reject this process and call a roundtable on projects that support equity and antiracism. Urban Renewal District Funds, MUPTE, free land, Trump Opportunity Zones, all of these
"incentives" should not be used for private development projects, but for the creation of innovative
projects with diffuse and lasting community benefit, such as a Community Land Trust with anti-racist
covenants.
Thank you,

Sent from my iPhone

This is public resource theft, not affordable housing!
Leonard Higgins <leonard.higgins@visionthread.org>
Mon 4/26/2021 11:46 AM
To: VINIS Lucy K <LVinis@eugene-or.gov>; SEMPLE Emily <ESemple@eugene-or.gov>; KEATING Matt
<MKeating@eugene-or.gov>; ZELENKA Alan <AZelenka@eugene-or.gov>; YEH Jennifer K <JYeh@eugene-or.gov>; CLARK
Mike <MClark@eugene-or.gov>; EVANS Greg A <GEvans@eugene-or.gov>; SYRETT Claire M <CSyrett@eugene-or.gov>;
GROVES Randy B <RGroves@Eugene-or.gov>; MEDARY Sarah J <SMedary@eugene-or.gov>; *Eugene Mayor, City Council,
and City Manager <MayorCouncilandCityManager@eugene-or.gov>; D'SOUZA Amanda M <ADSouza@eugene-or.gov>

[EXTERNAL ⚠]
To Mayor Vinis, Councilor Semple, City Councilors, and City Manager Medary,
In a year of increased vulnerability and increased need, we have asked you to treat our unhoused
citizens with dignity and care. We ask you to allocate resources and funds to affordable housing and
services that create true public safety. We write to you as a growing alliance of community members
and organizations aware of the intersections between racial justice, land justice, housing justice,
climate justice, and the need to block conversion of public resources into the pockets of those who
already have adequate resources. We demand that you:
1. Reject the current development proposal for 1059 Willamette. It does not provide affordable
housing, doles out public resources to a privileged few.
2. Use the public property at 1059 Willamette to support the development of Community Land Trust
or Community-Owned Housing with pro-BIPOC, pro-disabled, pro-houseless, pro-poor, pro-queer,
and pro-trans covenants.
3. Reallocate 90% of Community Safety Initiative Funds (all but the 10% earmarked for Fire and
Emergency Services) to provisions of shelter and housing for people who are in poverty, BIPOC, of
targeted social status, survivors of domestic violence, and climate refugees.
4. Solicit comprehensive community input to establish anti-racist and anti-discriminatory policies
regarding the disposition of city-controlled Real Property and resources.
The development proposal put forth by deChase Miksis/Edlen LCC includes $10M worth of public
subsidy from the City of Eugene, including a transfer of the publicly held property at 1059 Willamette,
valued at $6.8M; a $1.1M direct payment (through the Downtown Urban Renewal District, generated
by taxpayers city-wide); and a ten-year property tax exemption valued at $2M.
In exchange for this $10M in public assistance, deChase Miksis/Edlen LCC proposes to build units that
are supposedly “affordable”--however they propose studios—that is, housing for individuals, not
families—to rent for nearly $1000/month. We know this is not affordable housing for the people of
Eugene who actually need housing.
According to a City webpage, 32% (roughly 50,000 residents) of Eugene households live on a
household income of less than $25K/year, most of whom can afford only $625/month or less. The
City has identified a 13,500 unit deficit of rentals affordable to the 50,000 people in this income

category. This is the population we need to use public resources to support housing for, not
$1,000/month studio apartments. The City has actually identified a 4,800 unit surplus of rentals
available to those who can afford $1000/month.
Rather than help create affordable and accessible housing that Eugene so desperately needs, this
development project will accelerate gentrification and homelessness. The numbers don’t line up.
Eugene needs to subsidize actual and permanent affordable housing for our marginally-housed and
working-class community members. Granting public subsidies for general housing that doesn’t meet
the needs of working class, marginally-housed Eugenians is trickle-down economics, with a negative
return. We have decades of proof that this never works for those at the bottom.
Furthermore, Eugene is founded on Indigenous Dispossession, Black Exclusion, and Racialized Labor
Exploitation. To stop further perpetuation of these harms, the City must proactively seek means for
redress in all its dealings, most certainly where the transfer of public land is at stake. Nothing in the
City’s November 2020 request for proposals, nor in the deChase Miksis/Edlen proposal, addresses
Indigenous Dispossession and Black Exclusion. Rather, the proposal would donate publicly-held Real
Property to a for-profit corporation controlled by white men. This is unacceptable.
We urge you to use the resources at your disposal to address the needs that will create true public
safety in our city; to reallocate 90% of the CSI budget to housing, to reject the development proposal
for 1059 Willamette and instead use the property to support the development of Community Land
Trust (or otherwise community-owned) housing for our most exploited communities.
Sincerely,
Leonard Higgins
2640 McMillan St
503-505-4100

From: Celeste Boom <greygjuardian@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, April 26, 2021 11:46 AM
To: VINIS Lucy K <LVinis@eugene-or.gov>; *Eugene Mayor, City Council, and City Manager
<MayorCouncilandCityManager@eugene-or.gov>
Subject: Reject the priva zing urban renewal development proposal
[EXTERNAL

]

Hello, my name is Celeste Boom and I am writing from ward 7.
Amidst a year of uprisings against police violence, the people of Eugene have urged the City to
address the housing crisis and allocate resources and funds to affordable housing and institutions
that create true safety.
I am writing today to ask that you reject the current urban renewal development proposals for 1059
Willamette and the Steam Plant at the riverfront. The 1059 Willamette development proposal put forth
by deChase Miksis/Edlen LCC includes $10M worth of public subsidies from the City of Eugene. In
exchange for this $10M in public assistance, deChase Miksis/Edlen LCC proposes to build units that
are supposedly “affordable”--however they propose studios—that is, housing for individuals, not
families—to rent for nearly $1000/month. We know this is not affordable housing for the over 50,000
people of Eugene who actually need housing. This proposal will not provide the affordable housing
that our city needs. I advise that you use the property at 1059 Willamette to support the development
of Community Land Trust or Community-Owned Housing for marginalized residents.
Additionally, please reallocate 80% of Community Safety Initiative Funds (currently earmarked for
police, courts, jails, and enforcement) to provisions of shelter and housing for the unhoused. Our City
needs housing, not more funds for policing. Don't hand this problem to the private sector and pretend
like you fixed it.
Sincerely,
Celeste Boom

From: Leahjo Carnine <leahjocarnine@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, April 26, 2021 11:39 AM
To: VINIS Lucy K <LVinis@eugene-or.gov>; *Eugene Mayor, City Council, and City Manager
<MayorCouncilandCityManager@eugene-or.gov>; SYRETT Claire M <CSyre @eugene-or.gov>
Subject: A healthcare provider's plea for aﬀordable housing, not handcuﬀs
[EXTERNAL

]

Hello Mayor, Council person Syrett, and all of you serving on City Council. Thank you for your
service. My name is Leah Jo Figueroa Carnine and I am writing from ward 7 as a community
member and a healthcare provider in downtown Eugene. I am joining with so many other
Eugenians, including my patients and much of my healthcare community to ask that you address
the housing crisis and allocate resources and funds to affordable housing and institutions that
create true safety-- rather than more resources for police! To begin, I am writing today to ask that
you reject the current urban renewal development proposals for 1059 Willamette and the Steam
Plant at the riverfront. I work in downtown Eugene, serving many marginally housed or unhoused
Eugenians, and my patients -- as well as the 50,000 Eugenians who most need housing--- will
far from benefit from these proposed developments. The 1059 Willamette development proposal
put forth by deChase Miksis/Edlen LCC includes $10M worth of public subsidies from the City of
Eugene. In exchange for this $10M in public assistance, deChase Miksis/Edlen LLC proposes to
build units that are supposedly “affordable”--however they propose studios—that is, housing for
individuals, not families—to rent for nearly $1000/month. We know this is not affordable housing
for the over 50,000 people of Eugene who actually need housing. This proposal will not provide
the affordable housing that our city needs. I advise that you use the property at 1059 Willamette
to support the development of Community Land Trust or Community-Owned Housing for
marginalized residents. Of utmost importance, please reallocate 80% of Community Safety
Initiative Funds (currently earmarked for police, courts, jails, and enforcement) to provisions of
shelter and housing for the unhoused. Our City needs housing, not more funds for policing. This
is truly close to my heart, as I am in direct contact with so many people who have had negative
or harmful experiences with police-- especially those who are poor, working class, people of
color or unhoused. These negative interactions create complex trauma responses for my
patients, and it is my duty to advocate for them by saying please listen to what so many of us
have been calling on you to do since the summer, and reallocate the rest of the CSI budget to
housing and prevention services, not police! Thank you. Sincerely,
Leah Jo Figueroa Carnine, PA-C

From: Tyler Stewart <wylertay@icloud.com>
Sent: Monday, April 26, 2021 11:41 AM
To: *Eugene Mayor, City Council, and City Manager <MayorCouncilandCityManager@eugene-or.gov>
Cc: Katrina Stewart <katrinavstewart@icloud.com>
Subject: A plea to for true low income housing and redirec ng CSI funding
[EXTERNAL

]

Greetings,
This is Katrina and Tyler Stewart from Ward 2 in South Eugene.
Given the year of violence and injustices by police nationwide that have been brought into the light,
the citizens of Eugene have urged the City to address the housing crisis and allocate resources and
funds to affordable housing and institutions that create true safety. We need true thriving for our poor
and houseless citizens.
We ask that you reject the current urban renewal development proposals for 1059 Willamette and the
Steam Plant at the riverfront.
The 1059 Willamette development proposal put forth by deChase Miksis/Edlen LCC includes $10M
worth of public subsidies from the City of Eugene. In exchange for this $10M in public assistance,
deChase Miksis/Edlen LCC proposes to build units that are supposedly “affordable”--however they
propose studios—that is, housing for individuals, not families—to rent for nearly $1000/month. We
know this is not affordable housing for the over 50,000 people of Eugene who actually need housing.
This proposal will not provide the affordable housing that our city needs. I advise that you use the
property at 1059 Willamette to support the development of Community Land Trust or CommunityOwned Housing for marginalized residents.
For reference, ~30% of the Eugene population earns ~$24K a year or less. At this level, affordable
housing is actually $600 a month, NOT $1000 a month (which these proposals denote as affordable
housing). We need substantially more housing that is truly low income.
Additionally, please reallocate 80% of Community Safety Initiative Funds (currently earmarked for
police, courts, jails, and enforcement) to provisions of shelter and housing for the unhoused. Our city
needs housing, not more funds for policing.
Thank you for hearing us out and your attention to our beloved city.
Katrina and Tyler Stewart
Ward 2
South Eugene

From: Ethan Klein <ejklein12@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, April 26, 2021 12:55 PM
To: VINIS Lucy K <LVinis@eugene-or.gov>; *Eugene Mayor, City Council, and City Manager
<MayorCouncilandCityManager@eugene-or.gov>
Cc: SEMPLE Emily <ESemple@eugene-or.gov>; SYRETT Claire M <CSyre @eugene-or.gov>; CLARK Mike
<MClark@eugene-or.gov>; YEH Jennifer K <JYeh@eugene-or.gov>; ZELENKA Alan <AZelenka@eugene-or.gov>;
KEATING Ma <MKea ng@eugene-or.gov>; EVANS Greg A <GEvans@eugene-or.gov>; GROVES Randy B
<RGroves@Eugene-or.gov>; MEDARY Sarah J <SMedary@eugene-or.gov>
Subject: Resident Concern About Downtown Development
[EXTERNAL

]

Hello, my name is Ethan Klein and I am wri ng from Ward 1.
Amidst a year of uprisings against police violence, racism, housing inequality and climate change, the people
of Eugene have urged the City to address the housing crisis and allocate resources and funds to aﬀordable
housing and ins tu ons that create true safety.
I am wri ng today to ask that city leadership rejects the current urban renewal development proposals for
1059 Willame e and the Steam Plant at the riverfront. The 1059 Willame e development proposal put forth
by deChase Miksis/Edlen LLC includes $10M worth of public subsidies from the City of Eugene. In exchange for
this $10M in public assistance, deChase Miksis/Edlen LLC proposes to build units that are supposedly
“aﬀordable”--however they propose studios—that is, housing for individuals, not families—to rent for nearly
$1000/month. We know this is not aﬀordable housing for the over 50,000 people of Eugene who actually need
housing. This proposal will not provide the aﬀordable housing that our city needs. I advise city leadership to
use the property at 1059 Willame e to support the development of Community Land Trust or CommunityOwned Housing for marginalized residents.
Addi onally, I ask that 80% of Community Safety Ini a ve Funds (currently earmarked for police, courts, jails,
and enforcement) be reallocate towards provisions of shelter and housing for the unhoused. Our City needs
housing, not more funds for policing.
Thank you.
Best,
Ethan Klein
Ward 1 Resident

Say NO to 1059 Willamette: this is public resource theft, not affordable housing!
Martha M. Bryson <marthab1955@me.com>
Mon 4/26/2021 12:20 PM
To: VINIS Lucy K <LVinis@eugene-or.gov>; SEMPLE Emily <ESemple@eugene-or.gov>; KEATING Matt
<MKeating@eugene-or.gov>; ZELENKA Alan <AZelenka@eugene-or.gov>; YEH Jennifer K <JYeh@eugene-or.gov>; CLARK
Mike <MClark@eugene-or.gov>; EVANS Greg A <GEvans@eugene-or.gov>; SYRETT Claire M <CSyrett@eugene-or.gov>;
GROVES Randy B <RGroves@Eugene-or.gov>; MEDARY Sarah J <SMedary@eugene-or.gov>; *Eugene Mayor, City Council,
and City Manager <MayorCouncilandCityManager@eugene-or.gov>; D'SOUZA Amanda M <ADSouza@eugene-or.gov>

[EXTERNAL ⚠]
RE: Proposal at 1059 Willamette
To Mayor, Councilors, and City Manager,
Amidst a year of uprisings against police violence, the people of Eugene have urged the City to
address the housing crisis and allocate resources and funds to affordable housing and institutions
that create true public safety. We write to you as a growing alliance of community members and
organizations aware of the intersections between racial justice, land justice, housing justice, climate
justice, and the need to end corporate welfare. We demand that you:
1. Reject the current development proposal for 1059 Willamette. It is corporate welfare. It does not
provide affordable housing.
2. Use the property at 1059 Willamette to support the development of Community Land Trust or
Community-Owned Housing with pro-BIPOC, pro-disabled, pro-houseless, pro-poor, pro-queer, and
pro-trans covenants.
3. Reallocate 90% of Community Safety Initiative Funds (all but the 10% earmarked for Fire and
Emergency Services) to provisions of shelter and housing for people who are in poverty, BIPOC, of
targeted social status, survivors of domestic violence, and climate refugees.
4. Solicit input toward an inclusive process to establish anti-racist and anti-discriminatory policies
regarding the disposition of city-controlled Real Property and resources.
The development proposal put forth by deChase Miksis/Edlen LCC includes $10M worth of public
subsidy from the City of Eugene, including a transfer of the publicly held property at 1059 Willamette,
valued at $6.8M; a $1.1M direct payment (through the Downtown Urban Renewal District, generated
by taxpayers city-wide); and a ten-year property tax exemption valued at $2M.
In exchange for this $10M in public assistance, deChase Miksis/Edlen LCC proposes to build units that
are supposedly “affordable”--however they propose studios—that is, housing for individuals, not
families—to rent for nearly $1000/month. We know this is not affordable housing for the people of
Eugene who actually need housing.
According to a City webpage, 32% (roughly 50,000 residents) of Eugene households live on a
household income of less than $25K/year, most of whom can afford only $625/month or less. The

City has identified a 13,500 unit deficit of rentals affordable to the 50,000 people in this income
category. This is the population we need to use public resources to support housing for, not
$1,000/month studio apartments. The City has actually identified a 4,800 unit surplus of rentals
available to those who can afford $1000/month.
Rather than help create affordable and accessible housing that Eugene so desperately needs, this
development project is likely to accelerate gentrification and homelessness. The numbers don’t line
up. Eugene needs to subsidize actual and permanent affordable housing for our marginally-housed
and working-class community members. Granting public subsidies for general housing that doesn’t
meet the needs of working class, marginally-housed Eugenians is trickle-down economics, with a
negative return. We have decades of proof that this never works for those at the bottom.
Furthermore, Eugene is founded on Indigenous Dispossession, Black Exclusion, and Racialized Labor
Exploitation. To stop further perpetuation of these harms, the City must proactively seek means for
redress in all its dealings, most certainly where the transfer of public land is at stake. Nothing in the
City’s November 2020 request for proposals, nor in the deChase Miksis/Edlen proposal, addresses
Indigenous Dispossession and Black Exclusion. Rather, the proposal would donate publicly-held Real
Property to a for-profit corporation controlled by white men. This is unacceptable.
We urge you to use the resources at your disposal to address the needs that will create true public
safety in our city; to reallocate 90% of the CSI budget to housing, to reject the development proposal
for 1059 Willamette and instead use the property to support the development of Community Land
Trust (or otherwise community-owned) housing for our most exploited communities.
Sincerely,
Martha Bryson
1350 CHARNELTON STREET
EUGENE OR 97401

From: Andrew O s Haschemeyer <o shaschemeyer@me.com>
Sent: Tuesday, April 27, 2021 9:43 AM
To: *Eugene Mayor, City Council, and City Manager <MayorCouncilandCityManager@eugene-or.gov>
Subject: 1059 Willame e and Corrup on
[EXTERNAL

]

I’ve wri en a longer ar cle that I’d like to draw your a en on to: h ps://o shaschemeyer.medium.com
/corrup on-or-ignorance-in-eugene-city-council-d7f9e45301ee?sk=d5ad465acce632b08f900554df515b11
The points are these:
1. This is an investment that will result in a capital loss of $3Million dollars. I feel this poten ally opens the
door to a class ac on lawsuit. No investment professional would advise inves ng toward a capital loss.
2. The presenta on of One Proposal by City Staﬀ points to corrup on in the City Manager’s Oﬃce.
I hope you will read my longer ar cle if you do not understand these points. I also suggest we begin to make
moves toward solu ons to corrup on in the City Manager’s oﬃce.
All best, O s Haschemeyer

From: Sco Rogers <sco r@eugenechamber.com>
Sent: Tuesday, April 27, 2021 12:30 PM
To: *Eugene Mayor, City Council, and City Manager <MayorCouncilandCityManager@eugene-or.gov>
Subject: Support for 1059 Willame e Project
[EXTERNAL

]

April 27, 2021
RE: Support for 1059 Willamette Project
Dear Mayor and Council Members:
This Wednesday, City Council will have a work session to review the RFP that was submitted
for 1059 Willamette Street. This site, located in our downtown core, has long been in need
of redevelopment.
This proposed project uses CDBG funds which requires that at least 51% of the housing
units be affordable to households earning 80% of area median income. The other 49% of the
units will be rented at market rates.
This proposal met and/or exceeds all of the goals laid out in the RFP.
There was broad support from everyone on the review committee to recommend council
support the proposal. Further, there was no opposition to the project brought up during the
review process by the public.
At last night’s City Council meeting there was some opposition to the proposal from
homeless advocates, as they felt the rent rate was too high for low-income people. This is
despite the fact that it meets the 80% of median income threshold outlined by the
requirements in the RFP.
This proposal brings much needed housing to our community, provides for low income and
workforce housing, contains designated units for Women's Space, ground floor commercial
space to support street level vibrancy, and 24-hour activation of downtown.
The fact is, we’re in a housing crisis and the community desperately needs clear leadership
that prioritizes people and housing over special interests and delay.
It was determined through Envision Eugene that our community will need to accommodate
approximately 15,000 new homes within our urban growth boundary (UGB) by 2032.

This proposed project brings 129 much needed housing units to downtown Eugene. We
encourage you to express your support for the project at 1059 Willamette Street that helps
with our community’s housing shortage and positively impacts the downtown economy.
Sincerely,
Scott Rogers

-Sco Rogers
Pronouns: He/Him/His
Director of Business Advocacy
Eugene Area Chamber of Commerce
Cell: (541) 720-2028

Say NO to 1059 Willamette: this is public resource theft, not affordable housing!
Xia <dreamstar0302@gmail.com>
Tue 4/27/2021 5:01 PM
To: VINIS Lucy K <LVinis@eugene-or.gov>; SEMPLE Emily <ESemple@eugene-or.gov>; KEATING Matt
<MKeating@eugene-or.gov>; ZELENKA Alan <AZelenka@eugene-or.gov>; YEH Jennifer K <JYeh@eugene-or.gov>; CLARK
Mike <MClark@eugene-or.gov>; EVANS Greg A <GEvans@eugene-or.gov>; SYRETT Claire M <CSyrett@eugene-or.gov>;
GROVES Randy B <RGroves@Eugene-or.gov>; MEDARY Sarah J <SMedary@eugene-or.gov>; *Eugene Mayor, City Council,
and City Manager <MayorCouncilandCityManager@eugene-or.gov>; D'SOUZA Amanda M <ADSouza@eugene-or.gov>

[EXTERNAL ⚠]
RE: Proposal at 1059 Willamette
To Mayor, Councilors, and City Manager,
Amidst a year of uprisings against police violence, the people of Eugene have urged the City to
address the housing crisis and allocate resources and funds to affordable housing and institutions
that create true public safety. We write to you as a growing alliance of community members and
organizations aware of the intersections between racial justice, land justice, housing justice, climate
justice, and the need to end corporate welfare. We demand that you:
1. Reject the current development proposal for 1059 Willamette. It is corporate welfare. It does not
provide affordable housing.
2. Use the property at 1059 Willamette to support the development of Community Land Trust or
Community-Owned Housing with pro-BIPOC, pro-disabled, pro-houseless, pro-poor, pro-queer, and
pro-trans covenants.
3. Reallocate 90% of Community Safety Initiative Funds (all but the 10% earmarked for Fire and
Emergency Services) to provisions of shelter and housing for people who are in poverty, BIPOC, of
targeted social status, survivors of domestic violence, and climate refugees.
4. Solicit input toward an inclusive process to establish anti-racist and anti-discriminatory policies
regarding the disposition of city-controlled Real Property and resources.
The development proposal put forth by deChase Miksis/Edlen LCC includes $10M worth of public
subsidy from the City of Eugene, including a transfer of the publicly held property at 1059 Willamette,
valued at $6.8M; a $1.1M direct payment (through the Downtown Urban Renewal District, generated
by taxpayers city-wide); and a ten-year property tax exemption valued at $2M.
In exchange for this $10M in public assistance, deChase Miksis/Edlen LCC proposes to build units that
are supposedly “affordable”--however they propose studios—that is, housing for individuals, not
families—to rent for nearly $1000/month. We know this is not affordable housing for the people of
Eugene who actually need housing.
According to a City webpage, 32% (roughly 50,000 residents) of Eugene households live on a
household income of less than $25K/year, most of whom can afford only $625/month or less. The

City has identified a 13,500 unit deficit of rentals affordable to the 50,000 people in this income
category. This is the population we need to use public resources to support housing for, not
$1,000/month studio apartments. The City has actually identified a 4,800 unit surplus of rentals
available to those who can afford $1000/month.
Rather than help create affordable and accessible housing that Eugene so desperately needs, this
development project is likely to accelerate gentrification and homelessness. The numbers don’t line
up. Eugene needs to subsidize actual and permanent affordable housing for our marginally-housed
and working-class community members. Granting public subsidies for general housing that doesn’t
meet the needs of working class, marginally-housed Eugenians is trickle-down economics, with a
negative return. We have decades of proof that this never works for those at the bottom.
Furthermore, Eugene is founded on Indigenous Dispossession, Black Exclusion, and Racialized Labor
Exploitation. To stop further perpetuation of these harms, the City must proactively seek means for
redress in all its dealings, most certainly where the transfer of public land is at stake. Nothing in the
City’s November 2020 request for proposals, nor in the deChase Miksis/Edlen proposal, addresses
Indigenous Dispossession and Black Exclusion. Rather, the proposal would donate publicly-held Real
Property to a for-profit corporation controlled by white men. This is unacceptable.
We urge you to use the resources at your disposal to address the needs that will create true public
safety in our city; to reallocate 90% of the CSI budget to housing, to reject the development proposal
for 1059 Willamette and instead use the property to support the development of Community Land
Trust (or otherwise community-owned) housing for our most exploited communities.
Sincerely,

Sent from my iPhone

Say NO to 1059 Willamette: this is public resource theft, not affordable housing!
Mahindra Kumar <kumar303mk@gmail.com>
Tue 4/27/2021 5:10 PM
To: VINIS Lucy K <LVinis@eugene-or.gov>; SEMPLE Emily <ESemple@eugene-or.gov>; KEATING Matt
<MKeating@eugene-or.gov>; ZELENKA Alan <AZelenka@eugene-or.gov>; YEH Jennifer K <JYeh@eugene-or.gov>; CLARK
Mike <MClark@eugene-or.gov>; EVANS Greg A <GEvans@eugene-or.gov>; SYRETT Claire M <CSyrett@eugene-or.gov>;
GROVES Randy B <RGroves@Eugene-or.gov>; MEDARY Sarah J <SMedary@eugene-or.gov>; *Eugene Mayor, City Council,
and City Manager <MayorCouncilandCityManager@eugene-or.gov>; D'SOUZA Amanda M <ADSouza@eugene-or.gov>

[EXTERNAL ⚠]
RE: Proposal at 1059 Willamette
To Mayor, Councilors, and City Manager,
Amidst a year of uprisings against police violence, the people of Eugene have urged the City to
address the housing crisis and allocate resources and funds to affordable housing and institutions
that create true public safety. We write to you as a growing alliance of community members and
organizations aware of the intersections between racial justice, land justice, housing justice, climate
justice, and the need to end corporate welfare. We demand that you:
1. Reject the current development proposal for 1059 Willamette. It is corporate welfare. It does not
provide affordable housing.
2. Use the property at 1059 Willamette to support the development of Community Land Trust or
Community-Owned Housing with pro-BIPOC, pro-disabled, pro-houseless, pro-poor, pro-queer, and
pro-trans covenants.
3. Reallocate 90% of Community Safety Initiative Funds (all but the 10% earmarked for Fire and
Emergency Services) to provisions of shelter and housing for people who are in poverty, BIPOC, of
targeted social status, survivors of domestic violence, and climate refugees.
4. Solicit input toward an inclusive process to establish anti-racist and anti-discriminatory policies
regarding the disposition of city-controlled Real Property and resources.
The development proposal put forth by deChase Miksis/Edlen LCC includes $10M worth of public
subsidy from the City of Eugene, including a transfer of the publicly held property at 1059 Willamette,
valued at $6.8M; a $1.1M direct payment (through the Downtown Urban Renewal District, generated
by taxpayers city-wide); and a ten-year property tax exemption valued at $2M.
In exchange for this $10M in public assistance, deChase Miksis/Edlen LCC proposes to build units that
are supposedly “affordable”--however they propose studios—that is, housing for individuals, not
families—to rent for nearly $1000/month. We know this is not affordable housing for the people of
Eugene who actually need housing.
According to a City webpage, 32% (roughly 50,000 residents) of Eugene households live on a
household income of less than $25K/year, most of whom can afford only $625/month or less. The

City has identified a 13,500 unit deficit of rentals affordable to the 50,000 people in this income
category. This is the population we need to use public resources to support housing for, not
$1,000/month studio apartments. The City has actually identified a 4,800 unit surplus of rentals
available to those who can afford $1000/month.
Rather than help create affordable and accessible housing that Eugene so desperately needs, this
development project is likely to accelerate gentrification and homelessness. The numbers don’t line
up. Eugene needs to subsidize actual and permanent affordable housing for our marginally-housed
and working-class community members. Granting public subsidies for general housing that doesn’t
meet the needs of working class, marginally-housed Eugenians is trickle-down economics, with a
negative return. We have decades of proof that this never works for those at the bottom.
Furthermore, Eugene is founded on Indigenous Dispossession, Black Exclusion, and Racialized Labor
Exploitation. To stop further perpetuation of these harms, the City must proactively seek means for
redress in all its dealings, most certainly where the transfer of public land is at stake. Nothing in the
City’s November 2020 request for proposals, nor in the deChase Miksis/Edlen proposal, addresses
Indigenous Dispossession and Black Exclusion. Rather, the proposal would donate publicly-held Real
Property to a for-profit corporation controlled by white men. This is unacceptable.
We urge you to use the resources at your disposal to address the needs that will create true public
safety in our city; to reallocate 90% of the CSI budget to housing, to reject the development proposal
for 1059 Willamette and instead use the property to support the development of Community Land
Trust (or otherwise community-owned) housing for our most exploited communities.
Sincerely,
Mahindra

Say NO to 1059 Willamette: this is public resource theft, not affordable housing!
Pamela Krause <pamela_krause5@yahoo.com>
Tue 4/27/2021 5:36 PM
To: VINIS Lucy K <LVinis@eugene-or.gov>; SEMPLE Emily <ESemple@eugene-or.gov>; KEATING Matt
<MKeating@eugene-or.gov>; ZELENKA Alan <AZelenka@eugene-or.gov>; YEH Jennifer K <JYeh@eugene-or.gov>; CLARK
Mike <MClark@eugene-or.gov>; EVANS Greg A <GEvans@eugene-or.gov>; SYRETT Claire M <CSyrett@eugene-or.gov>;
GROVES Randy B <RGroves@Eugene-or.gov>; MEDARY Sarah J <SMedary@eugene-or.gov>; *Eugene Mayor, City Council,
and City Manager <MayorCouncilandCityManager@eugene-or.gov>; D'SOUZA Amanda M <ADSouza@eugene-or.gov>
Cc: P K <pamela_krause5@yahoo.com>

[EXTERNAL ⚠]

RE: Proposal at 1059 Willamette
To Mayor, Councilors, and City Manager,
Amidst a year of uprisings against police violence, the people of Eugene have urged the City to
address the housing crisis and allocate resources and funds to affordable housing and institutions
that create true public safety. We write to you as a growing alliance of community members and
organizations aware of the intersections between racial justice, land justice, housing justice, climate
justice, and the need to end corporate welfare. We demand that you:
1.%2%0%2%0 Reject the current development proposal for 1059 Willamette. It is corporate welfare.
It does not provide affordable housing.
2.%2%0%2%0 Use the property at 1059 Willamette to support the development of Community
Land Trust or Community-Owned Housing with pro-BIPOC, pro-disabled, pro-houseless, pro-poor,
pro-queer, and pro-trans covenants.
3.%2%0%2%0 Reallocate 90% of Community Safety Initiative Funds (all but the 10% earmarked for
Fire and Emergency Services) to provisions of shelter and housing for people who are in poverty,
BIPOC, of targeted social status, survivors of domestic violence, and climate refugees.
4.%2%0%2%0 Solicit input toward an inclusive process to establish anti-racist and antidiscriminatory policies regarding the disposition of city-controlled Real Property and resources.
The development proposal put forth by deChase Miksis/Edlen LCC includes $10M worth of public
subsidy from the City of Eugene, including a transfer of the publicly held property at 1059
Willamette, valued at $6.8M; a $1.1M direct payment (through the Downtown Urban Renewal
District, generated by taxpayers city-wide); and a ten-year property tax exemption valued at $2M.
In exchange for this $10M in public assistance, deChase Miksis/Edlen LCC proposes to build units
that are supposedly %2��affordable%2��--however they propose studios%2��that is,
housing for individuals, not families%2��to rent for nearly $1000/month. We know this is not
affordable housing for the people of Eugene who actually need housing.

According to a City webpage, 32% (roughly 50,000 residents) of Eugene households live on a
household income of less than $25K/year, most of whom can afford only $625/month or less. The
City has identified a 13,500 unit deficit of rentals affordable to the 50,000 people in this income
category. This is the population we need to use public resources to support housing for, not
$1,000/month studio apartments. The City has actually identified a 4,800 unit surplus of rentals
available to those who can afford $1000/month.
Rather than help create affordable and accessible housing that Eugene so desperately needs, this
development project is likely to accelerate gentrification and homelessness. The numbers
don%2��t line up. Eugene needs to subsidize actual and permanent affordable housing for our
marginally-housed and working-class community members. Granting public subsidies for general
housing that doesn%2��t meet the needs of working class, marginally-housed Eugenians is
trickle-down economics, with a negative return. We have decades of proof that this never works for
those at the bottom.
Furthermore, Eugene is founded on Indigenous Dispossession, Black Exclusion, and Racialized
Labor Exploitation. To stop further perpetuation of these harms, the City must proactively seek
means for redress in all its dealings, most certainly where the transfer of public land is at stake.
Nothing in the City%2��s November 2020 request for proposals, nor in the deChase Miksis/Edlen
proposal, addresses Indigenous Dispossession and Black Exclusion. Rather, the proposal would
donate publicly-held Real Property to a for-profit corporation controlled by white men. This is
unacceptable.
We urge you to use the resources at your disposal to address the needs that will create true public
safety in our city; to reallocate 90% of the CSI budget to housing, to reject the development
proposal for 1059 Willamette and instead use the property to support the development of
Community Land Trust (or otherwise community-owned) housing for our most exploited
communities.

My Script follows in support of this detailed Plea.
i am not in greatest in-need-of-shelter AND the Cost of a U

nit would be 50+% of my income...Not Functional!!

NO. THIS IS NOT RIGHT. CEASE and Refigure a Helpful Option, please.
Sincerely,
Pamela Krause

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android

Say NO to 1059 Willamette: this is public resource theft, not affordable housing!
CLIFF GRAY <darkgray@aol.com>
Tue 4/27/2021 6:23 PM
To: VINIS Lucy K <LVinis@eugene-or.gov>; SEMPLE Emily <ESemple@eugene-or.gov>; KEATING Matt
<MKeating@eugene-or.gov>; ZELENKA Alan <AZelenka@eugene-or.gov>; YEH Jennifer K <JYeh@eugene-or.gov>; CLARK
Mike <MClark@eugene-or.gov>; EVANS Greg A <GEvans@eugene-or.gov>; SYRETT Claire M <CSyrett@eugene-or.gov>;
GROVES Randy B <RGroves@Eugene-or.gov>; MEDARY Sarah J <SMedary@eugene-or.gov>; *Eugene Mayor, City Council,
and City Manager <MayorCouncilandCityManager@eugene-or.gov>; D'SOUZA Amanda M <ADSouza@eugene-or.gov>

[EXTERNAL ⚠]
RE: Proposal at 1059 Willamette
To Mayor, Councilors, and City Manager,
Amidst a year of uprisings against police violence, the people of Eugene have urged the City to
address the housing crisis and allocate resources and funds to affordable housing and institutions
that create true public safety. We write to you as a growing alliance of community members and
organizations aware of the intersections between racial justice, land justice, housing justice, climate
justice, and the need to end corporate welfare. We demand that you:
1. Reject the current development proposal for 1059 Willamette. It is corporate welfare. It does not
provide affordable housing.
2. Use the property at 1059 Willamette to support the development of Community Land Trust or
Community-Owned Housing with pro-BIPOC, pro-disabled, pro-houseless, pro-poor, pro-queer, and
pro-trans covenants.
3. Reallocate 90% of Community Safety Initiative Funds (all but the 10% earmarked for Fire and
Emergency Services) to provisions of shelter and housing for people who are in poverty, BIPOC, of
targeted social status, survivors of domestic violence, and climate refugees.
4. Solicit input toward an inclusive process to establish anti-racist and anti-discriminatory policies
regarding the disposition of city-controlled Real Property and resources.
The development proposal put forth by deChase Miksis/Edlen LCC includes $10M worth of public
subsidy from the City of Eugene, including a transfer of the publicly held property at 1059 Willamette,
valued at $6.8M; a $1.1M direct payment (through the Downtown Urban Renewal District, generated
by taxpayers city-wide); and a ten-year property tax exemption valued at $2M.
In exchange for this $10M in public assistance, deChase Miksis/Edlen LCC proposes to build units that
are supposedly “affordable”--however they propose studios—that is, housing for individuals, not
families—to rent for nearly $1000/month. We know this is not affordable housing for the people of
Eugene who actually need housing.
According to a City webpage, 32% (roughly 50,000 residents) of Eugene households live on a
household income of less than $25K/year, most of whom can afford only $625/month or less. The

City has identified a 13,500 unit deficit of rentals affordable to the 50,000 people in this income
category. This is the population we need to use public resources to support housing for, not
$1,000/month studio apartments. The City has actually identified a 4,800 unit surplus of rentals
available to those who can afford $1000/month.
Rather than help create affordable and accessible housing that Eugene so desperately needs, this
development project is likely to accelerate gentrification and homelessness. The numbers don’t line
up. Eugene needs to subsidize actual and permanent affordable housing for our marginally-housed
and working-class community members. Granting public subsidies for general housing that doesn’t
meet the needs of working class, marginally-housed Eugenians is trickle-down economics, with a
negative return. We have decades of proof that this never works for those at the bottom.
Furthermore, Eugene is founded on Indigenous Dispossession, Black Exclusion, and Racialized Labor
Exploitation. To stop further perpetuation of these harms, the City must proactively seek means for
redress in all its dealings, most certainly where the transfer of public land is at stake. Nothing in the
City’s November 2020 request for proposals, nor in the deChase Miksis/Edlen proposal, addresses
Indigenous Dispossession and Black Exclusion. Rather, the proposal would donate publicly-held Real
Property to a for-profit corporation controlled by white men. This is unacceptable.
We urge you to use the resources at your disposal to address the needs that will create true public
safety in our city; to reallocate 90% of the CSI budget to housing, to reject the development proposal
for 1059 Willamette and instead use the property to support the development of Community Land
Trust (or otherwise community-owned) housing for our most exploited communities.
Sincerely,

Sent from my iPhone

Say NO to 1059 Willamette: this is public resource theft, not affordable housing!
Margaret Smith <margaretrmsmith@gmail.com>
Tue 4/27/2021 6:31 PM
To: VINIS Lucy K <LVinis@eugene-or.gov>; SEMPLE Emily <ESemple@eugene-or.gov>; KEATING Matt
<MKeating@eugene-or.gov>; ZELENKA Alan <AZelenka@eugene-or.gov>; YEH Jennifer K <JYeh@eugene-or.gov>; CLARK
Mike <MClark@eugene-or.gov>; EVANS Greg A <GEvans@eugene-or.gov>; SYRETT Claire M <CSyrett@eugene-or.gov>;
GROVES Randy B <RGroves@Eugene-or.gov>; MEDARY Sarah J <SMedary@eugene-or.gov>; *Eugene Mayor, City Council,
and City Manager <MayorCouncilandCityManager@eugene-or.gov>; D'SOUZA Amanda M <ADSouza@eugene-or.gov>

[EXTERNAL ⚠]

RE: Proposal at 1059 Willamette
To Mayor, Councilors, and City Manager,
Amidst a year of uprisings against police violence, the people of Eugene have urged the City to
address the housing crisis and allocate resources and funds to affordable housing and institutions
that create true public safety. We write to you as a growing alliance of community members and
organizations aware of the intersections between racial justice, land justice, housing justice, climate
justice, and the need to end corporate welfare. We demand that you:
1. Reject the current development proposal for 1059 Willamette. It is corporate welfare. It does
not provide affordable housing.
2. Use the property at 1059 Willamette to support the development of Community Land Trust or
Community-Owned Housing with pro-BIPOC, pro-disabled, pro-houseless, pro-poor, pro-queer,
and pro-trans covenants.
3. Reallocate 90% of Community Safety Initiative Funds (all but the 10% earmarked for Fire and
Emergency Services) to provisions of shelter and housing for people who are in poverty, BIPOC, of
targeted social status, survivors of domestic violence, and climate refugees.
4. Solicit input toward an inclusive process to establish anti-racist and anti-discriminatory policies
regarding the disposition of city-controlled Real Property and resources.
The development proposal put forth by deChase Miksis/Edlen LCC includes $10M worth of public
subsidy from the City of Eugene, including a transfer of the publicly held property at 1059
Willamette, valued at $6.8M; a $1.1M direct payment (through the Downtown Urban Renewal
District, generated by taxpayers city-wide); and a ten-year property tax exemption valued at $2M.
In exchange for this $10M in public assistance, deChase Miksis/Edlen LCC proposes to build units
that are supposedly “affordable”--however they propose studios—that is, housing for individuals,
not families—to rent for nearly $1000/month. We know this is not affordable housing for the
people of Eugene who actually need housing.
According to a City webpage, 32% (roughly 50,000 residents) of Eugene households live on a
household income of less than $25K/year, most of whom can afford only $625/month or less. The

City has identified a 13,500 unit deficit of rentals affordable to the 50,000 people in this income
category. This is the population we need to use public resources to support housing for, not
$1,000/month studio apartments. The City has actually identified a 4,800 unit surplus of rentals
available to those who can afford $1000/month.
Rather than help create affordable and accessible housing that Eugene so desperately needs, this
development project is likely to accelerate gentrification and homelessness. The numbers don’t line
up. Eugene needs to subsidize actual and permanent affordable housing for our marginally-housed
and working-class community members. Granting public subsidies for general housing that doesn’t
meet the needs of working class, marginally-housed Eugenians is trickle-down economics, with a
negative return. We have decades of proof that this never works for those at the bottom.
Furthermore, Eugene is founded on Indigenous Dispossession, Black Exclusion, and Racialized
Labor Exploitation. To stop further perpetuation of these harms, the City must proactively seek
means for redress in all its dealings, most certainly where the transfer of public land is at stake.
Nothing in the City’s November 2020 request for proposals, nor in the deChase Miksis/Edlen
proposal, addresses Indigenous Dispossession and Black Exclusion. Rather, the proposal would
donate publicly-held Real Property to a for-profit corporation controlled by white men. This is
unacceptable.
We urge you to use the resources at your disposal to address the needs that will create true public
safety in our city; to reallocate 90% of the CSI budget to housing, to reject the development
proposal for 1059 Willamette and instead use the property to support the development of
Community Land Trust (or otherwise community-owned) housing for our most exploited
communities.
Sincerely,
Margaret Smith

From: zondie zinke <zondiez@hotmail.com>
Date: April 27, 2021 at 7:44:17 PM PDT
To: "*Eugene Mayor, City Council, and City Manager" <MayorCouncilandCityManager@eugeneor.gov>
Subject: RE: 1059 Willamette, letter from NAACP, BSWC, CALC, 350, et al.

[EXTERNAL ⚠]

To Mayor, Council, and City Manager,
A ached you'll ﬁnd the le er I referenced during public forum last night signed by over a dozen
local organiza ons. You'll note that most of the organiza ons who have signed onto the le er
represent people who are systemically marginalized.
When I look at the composi on of the City's Evalua on Commi ee for this project, I see no
representa on of marginalized people and marginalized points of view. In light of this omission, I
hope you will give par cular weight to the perspec ves relayed in this le er. Such structural
omissions perpetuate systemic racism and other discrimina ons. I believe this le er provides a
founda on for correc on.
Where the City's Commi ee approves of the current proposal, you'll ﬁnd the organiza ons signing
here wholeheartedly do not. We look forward to alterna ves.
Sincerely,
Zondie Zinke
w/Decriminalize Homelessness

1059 Willamette Proposal

To Mayor, Councilors, and City Manager,
Amidst a year of uprisings against police violence, the people of Eugene have urged the City to
address the housing crisis and allocate resources and funds to affordable housing and institutions
that create true public safety. We write to you as a growing alliance of community members and
organizations aware of the intersections between racial justice, land justice, housing justice,
climate justice, and the need to end corporate welfare. We demand that you:
1. Reject the current development proposal for 1059 Willamette. It is corporate welfare. It
does not provide affordable housing.
2. Use the property at 1059 Willamette to support the development of Community Land
Trust or Community-Owned Housing with pro-BIPOC, pro-disabled, pro-houseless, propoor, pro-queer, and pro-trans covenants.
3. Reallocate 90% of Community Safety Initiative Funds (all but the 10% earmarked for
Fire and Emergency Services) to provisions of shelter and housing for people who are in
poverty, BIPOC, of targeted social status, survivors of domestic violence, and climate
refugees.
4. Solicit input toward an inclusive process to establish anti-racist and anti-discriminatory
policies regarding the disposition of city-controlled Real Property and resources.
The development proposal put forth by deChase Miksis/Edlen LLC includes $10M worth of
public subsidy from the City of Eugene, including a transfer of the publicly held property at 1059
Willamette, valued at $6.8M; a $1.1M direct payment (through the Downtown Urban Renewal
District, generated by taxpayers city-wide); and a ten-year property tax exemption valued at
$2M.
In exchange for this $10M in public assistance, deChase Miksis/Edlen LLC proposes to build
units that are supposedly “affordable”--however they propose studios—that is, housing for
individuals, not families—to rent for nearly $1000/month. We know this is not affordable
housing for the people of Eugene who actually need housing.
According to a City webpage, 32% (roughly 50,000 residents) of Eugene households live on a
household income of less than $25K/year, most of whom can afford only $625/month or less.
The City has identified a 13,500 unit deficit of rentals affordable to the 50,000 people in this
income category. This is the population we need to use public resources to support housing for,
not $1,000/month studio apartments. The City has actually identified a 4,800 unit surplus of
rentals available to those who can afford $1000/month.
Rather than help create affordable and accessible housing that Eugene so desperately needs, this
development project is likely to accelerate gentrification and homelessness. The numbers don’t
line up. Eugene needs to subsidize actual and permanent affordable housing for our marginallyhoused and working-class community members. Granting public subsidies for general housing

1059 Willamette Proposal
that doesn’t meet the needs of working class, marginally-housed Eugenians is trickle-down
economics, with a negative return. We have decades of proof that this never works for those at
the bottom.
Furthermore, Eugene is founded on Indigenous Dispossession, Black Exclusion, and Racialized
Labor Exploitation. To stop further perpetuation of these harms, the City must proactively seek
means for redress in all its dealings, most certainly where the transfer of public land is at stake.
Nothing in the City’s November 2020 request for proposals, nor in the deChase Miksis/Edlen
proposal, addresses Indigenous Dispossession and Black Exclusion. Rather, the proposal would
donate publicly-held Real Property to a for-profit corporation controlled by white men. This is
unacceptable.
We urge you to use the resources at your disposal to address the needs that will create true public
safety in our city; to reallocate 90% of the CSI budget to housing, to reject the development
proposal for 1059 Willamette and instead use the property to support the development of
Community Land Trust (or otherwise community-owned) housing for our most exploited
communities.
Submitted by:
NAACP
Lane East Asian Network (LEAN)
Community Alliance of Lane County (CALC)
BIWOC Rising (Black Indigenous Women of Color Rising)
Black Sex Worker Collective
Cooperation Eugene
350 Eugene
Eugene DSA
SURJ (Standing Up for Racial Justice)
Solidarity Not Cops
Neighborhood Anarchist Collective
Human Rights, Human Stories
Transponder
Stop The Sweeps Network
ESSN (Eugene-Springfield Solidarity Network; provisionally approved pending procedural
completion; signed by J. Linda Peterson, ESSN JwJ Secretary)
Prominent Members of Latine Communities:
Juan Carlos Valle
Patricia Toledo Robbins
Silverio Mogart
Yolanda M. Gómez
Prominent Members of Indigenous Communities:
Sandra Shotridge
Erika Lincango
Jane Ch'áak

1059 Willamette Proposal

Say NO to 1059 Willamette: this is public resource theft, not affordable housing!
Michelle Hsu <hsuscherle@gmail.com>
Tue 4/27/2021 8:26 PM
To: VINIS Lucy K <LVinis@eugene-or.gov>; SEMPLE Emily <ESemple@eugene-or.gov>; KEATING Matt
<MKeating@eugene-or.gov>; ZELENKA Alan <AZelenka@eugene-or.gov>; YEH Jennifer K <JYeh@eugene-or.gov>; CLARK
Mike <MClark@eugene-or.gov>; EVANS Greg A <GEvans@eugene-or.gov>; SYRETT Claire M <CSyrett@eugene-or.gov>;
GROVES Randy B <RGroves@Eugene-or.gov>; MEDARY Sarah J <SMedary@eugene-or.gov>; *Eugene Mayor, City Council,
and City Manager <MayorCouncilandCityManager@eugene-or.gov>; D'SOUZA Amanda M <ADSouza@eugene-or.gov>

[EXTERNAL ⚠]
RE: Proposal at 1059 Willamette
To Mayor, Councilors, and City Manager,
Amidst a year of uprisings against police violence, the people of Eugene have urged the City to
address the housing crisis and allocate resources and funds to affordable housing and institutions
that create true public safety. We write to you as a growing alliance of community members and
organizations aware of the intersections between racial justice, land justice, housing justice, climate
justice, and the need to end corporate welfare. We demand that you:
1. Reject the current development proposal for 1059 Willamette. It is corporate welfare. It does not
provide affordable housing.
2. Use the property at 1059 Willamette to support the development of Community Land Trust or
Community-Owned Housing with pro-BIPOC, pro-disabled, pro-houseless, pro-poor, pro-queer, and
pro-trans covenants.
3. Reallocate 90% of Community Safety Initiative Funds (all but the 10% earmarked for Fire and
Emergency Services) to provisions of shelter and housing for people who are in poverty, BIPOC, of
targeted social status, survivors of domestic violence, and climate refugees.
4. Solicit input toward an inclusive process to establish anti-racist and anti-discriminatory policies
regarding the disposition of city-controlled Real Property and resources.
The development proposal put forth by deChase Miksis/Edlen LCC includes $10M worth of public
subsidy from the City of Eugene, including a transfer of the publicly held property at 1059 Willamette,
valued at $6.8M; a $1.1M direct payment (through the Downtown Urban Renewal District, generated
by taxpayers city-wide); and a ten-year property tax exemption valued at $2M.
In exchange for this $10M in public assistance, deChase Miksis/Edlen LCC proposes to build units that
are supposedly “affordable”--however they propose studios—that is, housing for individuals, not
families—to rent for nearly $1000/month. We know this is not affordable housing for the people of
Eugene who actually need housing.
According to a City webpage, 32% (roughly 50,000 residents) of Eugene households live on a
household income of less than $25K/year, most of whom can afford only $625/month or less. The

City has identified a 13,500 unit deficit of rentals affordable to the 50,000 people in this income
category. This is the population we need to use public resources to support housing for, not
$1,000/month studio apartments. The City has actually identified a 4,800 unit surplus of rentals
available to those who can afford $1000/month.
Rather than help create affordable and accessible housing that Eugene so desperately needs, this
development project is likely to accelerate gentrification and homelessness. The numbers don’t line
up. Eugene needs to subsidize actual and permanent affordable housing for our marginally-housed
and working-class community members. Granting public subsidies for general housing that doesn’t
meet the needs of working class, marginally-housed Eugenians is trickle-down economics, with a
negative return. We have decades of proof that this never works for those at the bottom.
Furthermore, Eugene is founded on Indigenous Dispossession, Black Exclusion, and Racialized Labor
Exploitation. To stop further perpetuation of these harms, the City must proactively seek means for
redress in all its dealings, most certainly where the transfer of public land is at stake. Nothing in the
City’s November 2020 request for proposals, nor in the deChase Miksis/Edlen proposal, addresses
Indigenous Dispossession and Black Exclusion. Rather, the proposal would donate publicly-held Real
Property to a for-profit corporation controlled by white men. This is unacceptable.
We urge you to use the resources at your disposal to address the needs that will create true public
safety in our city; to reallocate 90% of the CSI budget to housing, to reject the development proposal
for 1059 Willamette and instead use the property to support the development of Community Land
Trust (or otherwise community-owned) housing for our most exploited communities.
Sincerely,
Michelle Hsu
Ward 3

Say NO to 1059 Willamette: this is public resource theft, not affordable housing!
Juniper Garey <juniper.daisy.forever@gmail.com>
Thu 4/29/2021 2:10 AM
To: VINIS Lucy K <LVinis@eugene-or.gov>; SEMPLE Emily <ESemple@eugene-or.gov>; KEATING Matt
<MKeating@eugene-or.gov>; ZELENKA Alan <AZelenka@eugene-or.gov>; YEH Jennifer K <JYeh@eugene-or.gov>; CLARK
Mike <MClark@eugene-or.gov>; EVANS Greg A <GEvans@eugene-or.gov>; SYRETT Claire M <CSyrett@eugene-or.gov>;
GROVES Randy B <RGroves@Eugene-or.gov>; MEDARY Sarah J <SMedary@eugene-or.gov>; *Eugene Mayor, City Council,
and City Manager <MayorCouncilandCityManager@eugene-or.gov>; D'SOUZA Amanda M <ADSouza@eugene-or.gov>

[EXTERNAL ⚠]

RE: Proposal at 1059 Willamette
To Mayor, Councilors, and City Manager,
Amidst a year of uprisings against police violence, the people of Eugene have urged the City to
address the housing crisis and allocate resources and funds to affordable housing and institutions
that create true public safety. We write to you as a growing alliance of community members and
organizations aware of the intersections between racial justice, land justice, housing justice, climate
justice, and the need to end corporate welfare. We demand that you:
1. Reject the current development proposal for 1059 Willamette. It is corporate welfare. It does
not provide affordable housing.
2. Use the property at 1059 Willamette to support the development of Community Land Trust or
Community-Owned Housing with pro-BIPOC, pro-disabled, pro-houseless, pro-poor, pro-queer,
and pro-trans covenants.
3. Reallocate 90% of Community Safety Initiative Funds (all but the 10% earmarked for Fire and
Emergency Services) to provisions of shelter and housing for people who are in poverty, BIPOC, of
targeted social status, survivors of domestic violence, and climate refugees.
4. Solicit input toward an inclusive process to establish anti-racist and anti-discriminatory policies
regarding the disposition of city-controlled Real Property and resources.
The development proposal put forth by deChase Miksis/Edlen LCC includes $10M worth of public
subsidy from the City of Eugene, including a transfer of the publicly held property at 1059
Willamette, valued at $6.8M; a $1.1M direct payment (through the Downtown Urban Renewal
District, generated by taxpayers city-wide); and a ten-year property tax exemption valued at $2M.
In exchange for this $10M in public assistance, deChase Miksis/Edlen LCC proposes to build units
that are supposedly “affordable”--however they propose studios—that is, housing for individuals,
not families—to rent for nearly $1000/month. We know this is not affordable housing for the
people of Eugene who actually need housing.
According to a City webpage, 32% (roughly 50,000 residents) of Eugene households live on a
household income of less than $25K/year, most of whom can afford only $625/month or less. The

City has identified a 13,500 unit deficit of rentals affordable to the 50,000 people in this income
category. This is the population we need to use public resources to support housing for, not
$1,000/month studio apartments. The City has actually identified a 4,800 unit surplus of rentals
available to those who can afford $1000/month.
Rather than help create affordable and accessible housing that Eugene so desperately needs, this
development project is likely to accelerate gentrification and homelessness. The numbers don’t line
up. Eugene needs to subsidize actual and permanent affordable housing for our marginally-housed
and working-class community members. Granting public subsidies for general housing that doesn’t
meet the needs of working class, marginally-housed Eugenians is trickle-down economics, with a
negative return. We have decades of proof that this never works for those at the bottom.
Furthermore, Eugene is founded on Indigenous Dispossession, Black Exclusion, and Racialized
Labor Exploitation. To stop further perpetuation of these harms, the City must proactively seek
means for redress in all its dealings, most certainly where the transfer of public land is at stake.
Nothing in the City’s November 2020 request for proposals, nor in the deChase Miksis/Edlen
proposal, addresses Indigenous Dispossession and Black Exclusion. Rather, the proposal would
donate publicly-held Real Property to a for-profit corporation controlled by white men. This is
unacceptable.
We urge you to use the resources at your disposal to address the needs that will create true public
safety in our city; to reallocate 90% of the CSI budget to housing, to reject the development
proposal for 1059 Willamette and instead use the property to support the development of
Community Land Trust (or otherwise community-owned) housing for our most exploited
communities.
Sincerely,
J. G.

Say NO to 1059 Willamette: this is public resource theft, not affordable housing!
Brennan Mcgee <breathingismagic@gmail.com>
Thu 4/29/2021 1:46 PM
To: VINIS Lucy K <LVinis@eugene-or.gov>; SEMPLE Emily <ESemple@eugene-or.gov>; KEATING Matt
<MKeating@eugene-or.gov>; ZELENKA Alan <AZelenka@eugene-or.gov>; YEH Jennifer K <JYeh@eugene-or.gov>; CLARK
Mike <MClark@eugene-or.gov>; EVANS Greg A <GEvans@eugene-or.gov>; SYRETT Claire M <CSyrett@eugene-or.gov>;
GROVES Randy B <RGroves@Eugene-or.gov>; MEDARY Sarah J <SMedary@eugene-or.gov>; *Eugene Mayor, City Council,
and City Manager <MayorCouncilandCityManager@eugene-or.gov>; D'SOUZA Amanda M <ADSouza@eugene-or.gov>

[EXTERNAL ⚠]
RE: Proposal at 1059 Willamette
To Mayor, Councilors, and City Manager,
Amidst a year of uprisings against police violence, the people of Eugene have urged the City to
address the housing crisis and allocate resources and funds to affordable housing and institutions
that create true public safety. We write to you as a growing alliance of community members and
organizations aware of the intersections between racial justice, land justice, housing justice, climate
justice, and the need to end corporate welfare. We demand that you:
1. Reject the current development proposal for 1059 Willamette. It is corporate welfare. It does not
provide affordable housing.
2. Use the property at 1059 Willamette to support the development of Community Land Trust or
Community-Owned Housing with pro-BIPOC, pro-disabled, pro-houseless, pro-poor, pro-queer, and
pro-trans covenants.
3. Reallocate 90% of Community Safety Initiative Funds (all but the 10% earmarked for Fire and
Emergency Services) to provisions of shelter and housing for people who are in poverty, BIPOC, of
targeted social status, survivors of domestic violence, and climate refugees.
4. Solicit input toward an inclusive process to establish anti-racist and anti-discriminatory policies
regarding the disposition of city-controlled Real Property and resources.
The development proposal put forth by deChase Miksis/Edlen LCC includes $10M worth of public
subsidy from the City of Eugene, including a transfer of the publicly held property at 1059 Willamette,
valued at $6.8M; a $1.1M direct payment (through the Downtown Urban Renewal District, generated
by taxpayers city-wide); and a ten-year property tax exemption valued at $2M.
In exchange for this $10M in public assistance, deChase Miksis/Edlen LCC proposes to build units that
are supposedly “affordable”--however they propose studios—that is, housing for individuals, not
families—to rent for nearly $1000/month. We know this is not affordable housing for the people of
Eugene who actually need housing.
According to a City webpage, 32% (roughly 50,000 residents) of Eugene households live on a
household income of less than $25K/year, most of whom can afford only $625/month or less. The

City has identified a 13,500 unit deficit of rentals affordable to the 50,000 people in this income
category. This is the population we need to use public resources to support housing for, not
$1,000/month studio apartments. The City has actually identified a 4,800 unit surplus of rentals
available to those who can afford $1000/month.
Rather than help create affordable and accessible housing that Eugene so desperately needs, this
development project is likely to accelerate gentrification and homelessness. The numbers don’t line
up. Eugene needs to subsidize actual and permanent affordable housing for our marginally-housed
and working-class community members. Granting public subsidies for general housing that doesn’t
meet the needs of working class, marginally-housed Eugenians is trickle-down economics, with a
negative return. We have decades of proof that this never works for those at the bottom.
Furthermore, Eugene is founded on Indigenous Dispossession, Black Exclusion, and Racialized Labor
Exploitation. To stop further perpetuation of these harms, the City must proactively seek means for
redress in all its dealings, most certainly where the transfer of public land is at stake. Nothing in the
City’s November 2020 request for proposals, nor in the deChase Miksis/Edlen proposal, addresses
Indigenous Dispossession and Black Exclusion. Rather, the proposal would donate publicly-held Real
Property to a for-profit corporation controlled by white men. This is unacceptable.
We urge you to use the resources at your disposal to address the needs that will create true public
safety in our city; to reallocate 90% of the CSI budget to housing, to reject the development proposal
for 1059 Willamette and instead use the property to support the development of Community Land
Trust (or otherwise community-owned) housing for our most exploited communities.
Sincerely,
Lydia Scott

Sent from my iPhone

Say NO to 1059 Willamette: this is public resource theft, not affordable housing!
rachel pore <racpore@gmail.com>
Thu 4/29/2021 5:09 PM
To: VINIS Lucy K <LVinis@eugene-or.gov>; SEMPLE Emily <ESemple@eugene-or.gov>; KEATING Matt
<MKeating@eugene-or.gov>; ZELENKA Alan <AZelenka@eugene-or.gov>; YEH Jennifer K <JYeh@eugene-or.gov>; CLARK
Mike <MClark@eugene-or.gov>; EVANS Greg A <GEvans@eugene-or.gov>; SYRETT Claire M <CSyrett@eugene-or.gov>;
GROVES Randy B <RGroves@Eugene-or.gov>; MEDARY Sarah J <SMedary@eugene-or.gov>; *Eugene Mayor, City Council,
and City Manager <MayorCouncilandCityManager@eugene-or.gov>; D'SOUZA Amanda M <ADSouza@eugene-or.gov>

[EXTERNAL ⚠]

RE: Proposal at 1059 Willamette
To Mayor, Councilors, and City Manager,
Amidst a year of uprisings against police violence, the people of Eugene have urged the City to
address the housing crisis and allocate resources and funds to affordable housing and institutions
that create true public safety. We write to you as a growing alliance of community members and
organizations aware of the intersections between racial justice, land justice, housing justice, climate
justice, and the need to end corporate welfare. We demand that you:
1. Reject the current development proposal for 1059 Willamette. It is corporate welfare. It does
not provide affordable housing.
2. Use the property at 1059 Willamette to support the development of Community Land Trust or
Community-Owned Housing with pro-BIPOC, pro-disabled, pro-houseless, pro-poor, pro-queer,
and pro-trans covenants.
3. Reallocate 90% of Community Safety Initiative Funds (all but the 10% earmarked for Fire and
Emergency Services) to provisions of shelter and housing for people who are in poverty, BIPOC, of
targeted social status, survivors of domestic violence, and climate refugees.
4. Solicit input toward an inclusive process to establish anti-racist and anti-discriminatory policies
regarding the disposition of city-controlled Real Property and resources.
The development proposal put forth by deChase Miksis/Edlen LCC includes $10M worth of public
subsidy from the City of Eugene, including a transfer of the publicly held property at 1059
Willamette, valued at $6.8M; a $1.1M direct payment (through the Downtown Urban Renewal
District, generated by taxpayers city-wide); and a ten-year property tax exemption valued at $2M.
In exchange for this $10M in public assistance, deChase Miksis/Edlen LCC proposes to build units
that are supposedly “affordable”--however they propose studios—that is, housing for individuals,
not families—to rent for nearly $1000/month. We know this is not affordable housing for the
people of Eugene who actually need housing.
According to a City webpage, 32% (roughly 50,000 residents) of Eugene households live on a
household income of less than $25K/year, most of whom can afford only $625/month or less. The

City has identified a 13,500 unit deficit of rentals affordable to the 50,000 people in this income
category. This is the population we need to use public resources to support housing for, not
$1,000/month studio apartments. The City has actually identified a 4,800 unit surplus of rentals
available to those who can afford $1000/month.
Rather than help create affordable and accessible housing that Eugene so desperately needs, this
development project is likely to accelerate gentrification and homelessness. The numbers don’t line
up. Eugene needs to subsidize actual and permanent affordable housing for our marginally-housed
and working-class community members. Granting public subsidies for general housing that doesn’t
meet the needs of working class, marginally-housed Eugenians is trickle-down economics, with a
negative return. We have decades of proof that this never works for those at the bottom.
Furthermore, Eugene is founded on Indigenous Dispossession, Black Exclusion, and Racialized
Labor Exploitation. To stop further perpetuation of these harms, the City must proactively seek
means for redress in all its dealings, most certainly where the transfer of public land is at stake.
Nothing in the City’s November 2020 request for proposals, nor in the deChase Miksis/Edlen
proposal, addresses Indigenous Dispossession and Black Exclusion. Rather, the proposal would
donate publicly-held Real Property to a for-profit corporation controlled by white men. This is
unacceptable.
We urge you to use the resources at your disposal to address the needs that will create true public
safety in our city; to reallocate 90% of the CSI budget to housing, to reject the development
proposal for 1059 Willamette and instead use the property to support the development of
Community Land Trust (or otherwise community-owned) housing for our most exploited
communities.
Sincerely,

Say NO to 1059 Willamette: this is public resource theft, not affordable housing!
Patrick Matthew Farr <pmfarr@email.arizona.edu>
Fri 4/30/2021 4:55 PM
To: VINIS Lucy K <LVinis@eugene-or.gov>; SEMPLE Emily <ESemple@eugene-or.gov>; KEATING Matt
<MKeating@eugene-or.gov>; ZELENKA Alan <AZelenka@eugene-or.gov>; YEH Jennifer K <JYeh@eugene-or.gov>; CLARK
Mike <MClark@eugene-or.gov>; EVANS Greg A <GEvans@eugene-or.gov>; SYRETT Claire M <CSyrett@eugene-or.gov>;
GROVES Randy B <RGroves@Eugene-or.gov>; MEDARY Sarah J <SMedary@eugene-or.gov>; *Eugene Mayor, City Council,
and City Manager <MayorCouncilandCityManager@eugene-or.gov>; D'SOUZA Amanda M <ADSouza@eugene-or.gov>

[EXTERNAL ⚠]
RE: Proposal at 1059 Willamette
To Mayor, Councilors, and City Manager,
Amidst a year of uprisings against police violence, the people of Eugene have urged the City to
address the housing crisis and allocate resources and funds to affordable housing and institutions
that create true public safety. We write to you as a growing alliance of community members and
organizations aware of the intersections between racial justice, land justice, housing justice, climate
justice, and the need to end corporate welfare. We demand that you:
1. Reject the current development proposal for 1059 Willamette. It is corporate welfare. It does not
provide affordable housing.
2. Use the property at 1059 Willamette to support the development of Community Land Trust or
Community-Owned Housing with pro-BIPOC, pro-disabled, pro-houseless, pro-poor, pro-queer, and
pro-trans covenants.
3. Reallocate 90% of Community Safety Initiative Funds (all but the 10% earmarked for Fire and
Emergency Services) to provisions of shelter and housing for people who are in poverty, BIPOC, of
targeted social status, survivors of domestic violence, and climate refugees.
4. Solicit input toward an inclusive process to establish anti-racist and anti-discriminatory policies
regarding the disposition of city-controlled Real Property and resources.
The development proposal put forth by deChase Miksis/Edlen LCC includes $10M worth of public
subsidy from the City of Eugene, including a transfer of the publicly held property at 1059 Willamette,
valued at $6.8M; a $1.1M direct payment (through the Downtown Urban Renewal District, generated
by taxpayers city-wide); and a ten-year property tax exemption valued at $2M.
In exchange for this $10M in public assistance, deChase Miksis/Edlen LCC proposes to build units that
are supposedly “affordable”--however they propose studios—that is, housing for individuals, not
families—to rent for nearly $1000/month. We know this is not affordable housing for the people of
Eugene who actually need housing.
According to a City webpage, 32% (roughly 50,000 residents) of Eugene households live on a
household income of less than $25K/year, most of whom can afford only $625/month or less. The

City has identified a 13,500 unit deficit of rentals affordable to the 50,000 people in this income
category. This is the population we need to use public resources to support housing for, not
$1,000/month studio apartments. The City has actually identified a 4,800 unit surplus of rentals
available to those who can afford $1000/month.
Rather than help create affordable and accessible housing that Eugene so desperately needs, this
development project is likely to accelerate gentrification and homelessness. The numbers don’t line
up. Eugene needs to subsidize actual and permanent affordable housing for our marginally-housed
and working-class community members. Granting public subsidies for general housing that doesn’t
meet the needs of working class, marginally-housed Eugenians is trickle-down economics, with a
negative return. We have decades of proof that this never works for those at the bottom.
Furthermore, Eugene is founded on Indigenous Dispossession, Black Exclusion, and Racialized Labor
Exploitation. To stop further perpetuation of these harms, the City must proactively seek means for
redress in all its dealings, most certainly where the transfer of public land is at stake. Nothing in the
City’s November 2020 request for proposals, nor in the deChase Miksis/Edlen proposal, addresses
Indigenous Dispossession and Black Exclusion. Rather, the proposal would donate publicly-held Real
Property to a for-profit corporation controlled by white men. This is unacceptable.
We urge you to use the resources at your disposal to address the needs that will create true public
safety in our city; to reallocate 90% of the CSI budget to housing, to reject the development proposal
for 1059 Willamette and instead use the property to support the development of Community Land
Trust (or otherwise community-owned) housing for our most exploited communities.
Sincerely,

Sent from my iPhone

1059 Willamette
Ashley Carr <ashleycarr89@icloud.com>
Fri 4/30/2021 10:40 PM
To: D'SOUZA Amanda M <ADSouza@eugene-or.gov>

[EXTERNAL ⚠]

To Amanda D'Souza,
I reject the current 1059 Willamette proposal. It epitomizes and perpetuates settler colonialism and
white supremacy, while accelerating gentrification.
The city should not give free land and subsidies in the name of so-called "affordable housing"
where the proposed units are not at all affordable (studios for nearly $1000 per month), in a city
with the highest per capita homeless population in the nation.
The city should reject this process and call a roundtable on projects that support equity and antiracism. Urban Renewal District Funds, MUPTE, free land, Trump Opportunity Zones, all of these
"incentives" should not be used for private development projects, but for the creation of innovative
projects with diffuse and lasting community benefit, such as a Community Land Trust with antiracist covenants.
Thank you,

Sincerely,
Ashley Carr
Mental Health Therapist
OAMCD - Black Communities Collective Board Chairperson
Willamette Racism Response Network - co-founder
P.S. No act of kindness, no matter how small, is ever wasted.

From: 350EUG Coordinator <coordinator@350eugene.org>
Sent: Sunday, May 09, 2021 5:53 PM
To: *Eugene Mayor, City Council, and City Manager <MayorCouncilandCityManager@eugene-or.gov>
Subject: Updated comment on 1059 Willame e Project
[EXTERNAL

]

May 7, 2021
Mayor and City Councilors, City Manager;
We are wri ng to clarify our posi on on the 1059 Willame e St. project.
We know that how we build our housing is an important piece of climate strategy that
increases density in our city center where public transport and resources can be within
walking distance, oﬀering a smaller carbon footprint for those who choose to live
there, or for those who cannot aﬀord a car and rely on public transport.
Choosing to focus on urban density also protects our Urban Growth Boundary and
thus our farmland and food security that will be crucial as California con nues to
experience long term drought.
Since signing onto the le er circulated in opposi on to the project at 1059 Willame e
St., we have had an opportunity to gather more speciﬁc informa on and
understanding of the project and now see that 51% of the units are put aside for
aﬀordable housing. This type of private/public partnership that includes requirements
for aﬀordable units is an important step in crea ng more equitable opportuni es for
the 42% of Eugene community members who could not aﬀord the 1,000.00/month
quoted in the le er as the proposed rate for a studio apartment.
In par cular we applaud the agreement to oﬀer 10 units to Womanspace to support
their clients in need of aﬀordable housing.
We support a project that will oﬀer 51% of units as either studio apartments for
$681.00 a month and units that can house more than one person for $778.00 a month,
the rate for qualiﬁca on for aﬀordable housing in Eugene per city website.
If our current understanding is correct, we do not oppose this project. It would be very
helpful if the city could publicize more speciﬁcs on major projects funded in part with
public monies on its website so that the informa on we need is available to the public.
Thank you all for your con nued challenging work to create a path forward where all
Eugene community members can live and thrive, no small task.
Sincerely,
350 Eugene

Technology Association of Oregon
2009 Elk Avenue
Eugene, OR 97403
City of Eugene
101 West 10th Avenue, 2nd Floor
Eugene, OR 97401
Dear Eugene City Councilors,
Technology Association of Oregon (TAO) is statewide a non profit membership organization
that supports a vast network of tech and tech-enabled companies across Oregon.
In Lane county the tech sector contributed $284 Million in payroll in 2019. In 2020, the tech
sector was one of the least impacted by COVID-19 and over the next ten years, the Oregon
Employment Department projects 20% tech sector growth in Lane County.
Without a substantial increase in workforce housing and a vibrant downtown, we will not be
able to meet the growing talent demands of our tech sector.
TAO strongly SUPPORTS the 1059 Willamette redevelopment proposal.
The proposed project would positively impact our community and downtown in a number of
ways:
●
●

●

Offer a rare opportunity for mixed income housing for market rate and affordable units
that are vital to meet the growing demands of the tech sector.
Establish a model for mixed income housing downtown that would pave the way for
future projects and attract future investors, companies relocating to the valley,
transplants from other Metro regions and support current population housing
affordability needs.
Offer innovative support service partnerships to elevate tenant quality of life.

On behalf of The Technology Association of Oregon, we urge you to support the 1059 Willamette
redevelopment project as a critical vote to invest and revitalize our community.
Sincerely,

Sally Bell, Vice President and Executive Director
Technology Association of Oregon, Southern Willamette Valley
503-929-3700

From: Morgan Mann (momann) <momann@cisco.com>
Sent: Sunday, May 23, 2021 5:24 PM
To: *Eugene Mayor, City Council, and City Manager <MayorCouncilandCityManager@eugene-or.gov>
Subject: In Support of the 1059 Willame e Street Project
[EXTERNAL

]

Hello City Leaders,
My name is Morgan Mann. I am a resident of Eugene, and the Chief Opera ng Oﬃcer of Cisco Systems
Security Business Group. Cisco employs thousands of technical and non-technical people in high wage jobs to
deliver world class informa on security products. I would love to see more residents of Eugene employed in
these types of high paying jobs working for small local companies and large global organiza ons. This will only
happen if there is a reason for aspiring young people to stay here and establish careers. As a resident of
Eugene, I feel we are le ng down our community and those less advantaged by ignoring the need for
aﬀordable housing in downtown and making it a center for job crea on and technology.
I support the project at 1059 Willame e. It’s the right thing to do for our community. Saying no – again – to
programs that make Eugene more compe ve and provide opportunity for those ge ng started in their
professional life is the wrong policy approach.
Thank you for considering my voice.
Regards,
Morgan Mann
Vice President / COO
Cisco, Security Business Group
(847) 778-4855
momann@cisco.com

From: Mike Staszak <mike@staszakpt.com>
Sent: Sunday, May 23, 2021 8:28 AM
To: *Eugene Mayor, City Council, and City Manager <MayorCouncilandCityManager@eugene-or.gov>
Subject: 1059 Willame e Project
[EXTERNAL

]

To the Mayor, City Manager and City council,
I am wri ng this email as a downtown business owner in support of the 1059 Willame e project. I have
decided to write this because most of the people who par cipate in opinions on downtown projects are the
small minority in opposi on. Housing, including subsidized housing is something greatly needed in our
downtown area.
I urge you to not weigh any decision heavily on the volume on le ers in opposi on, this does not represent
the majority of opinions of our community, they come from the vocal minority that should not decide the
future of our downtown development.
Thank you,
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Michael Staszak, PT
Staszak Physical Therapy & Wellness Center
Evolve Fitness Studios
488 E 11th Ave Ste 150A
Eugene, OR 97401
(541) 505-8180 phone
(541) 505-7134 fax

From: Michele Zimba <michelezimba@hotmail.com>
Sent: Friday, May 21, 2021 5:59 PM
To: *Eugene Mayor, City Council, and City Manager <MayorCouncilandCityManager@eugene-or.gov>
Subject: Redevelopment of 1059 Willame e
[EXTERNAL

]

To whom it may concern:
I would like to voice my support for the re-development of 1059 Willamette Street.
Over and over again, evidence-based research has shown that when people have
stable, decent, and accessible homes that they can afford, they are better able to
find employment, achieve economic mobility, perform better in school, and
maintain improved health. Access to affordable housing has wide ranging, positive
impacts.

It has been reported that building affordable rental homes generates sales and
other taxes, as well as additional local government revenues. Additionally, local
businesses benefit as demand for their products and services are necessary to
provide residents with needed resources, from food to fuel, restaurants to
recreation and so much more, spurring even more local development and job
creation.
Affordable housing like that proposed at 1059 Willamette, located near public
mass transit can help low-income residents without vehicles, access better jobs,
escape food deserts, and more easily reach critical community services.
I strongly support this re-development proposal since affordable housing
contributes to significant improvements for the individual residents, as well as
positive economic impacts, including increases in local purchasing power, job
creation and new tax revenues for our city.
Sincerely,
Michele Zimba

May 19, 2021
Adam Wendt, CEO
Trifoia
1203 Willamette St. Suite 100
Eugene OR 97401
adamw@trifoia.com
To: Eugene Mayor, City Council, and City Manager
RE: 1059 Willamette housing project letter of support
This letter expresses my support and confidence in the housing project and proposed developer for the
old LCC Downtown building at 1059 Willamette.
I have operated my business, Trifoia, in downtown Eugene for over 20 years. We have between 25 and
30 employees and bring about 4.5 million dollars of revenue to our local economy each year. I have seen many
changes in downtown Eugene over the past few years, from new businesses and upgraded storefronts to fiber
connectivity. Of all the changes, the old LCC property at 1059 Willamette has been a missed opportunity. It has
sat vacant for more years than I can remember, even though several good ideas have been floated to make use
of the space.
I have read the details about the proposed housing development at 1059, and I am familiar with the
developer, deChase Miksis. I moved my business into a property deChase Miksis developed at 1203 Willamette
about three years ago. My experience working with Mark Miksis and his partners during the negotiation of our
lease and leasehold improvements was pleasant and fair. I have come to appreciate Mr. Miksis as a civicminded fellow. He grew up in Eugene, he cares about this town, and he cares about the people who live and
work here. If he is involved in the project, I know he will keep the best interests of our community in mind as
decisions are made.
In addition to supporting the developer, I am also in support of affordable housing in the downtown
core. As a business owner, I am frequently recruiting talent from the UO and around the country. Affordable
housing is a significant concern, and we need to do more to make it a reality. I would prefer affordable housing
rather than people sleeping on the streets and in their cars. If 51% of the units will be affordable, then I am
100% in favor of the project.
In closing, rather than letting this vacant building continue to rot at the heart of our city, let’s make use
of it for our community. Housing is something we need. I understand that the rents may be in the $800 to
$1200 range, which is higher than what we are all used to but much lower than the cost of living in many other
cities like Eugene. The more we can do to develop this building and ensure it “pencils” out for everyone
involved, the better.
Sincerely,

Adam Wendt, CEO
adamw@trifoia.com

May 24, 2021
Mayor and City Councilors
City of Eugene
Eugene, OR

RE:

1059 Willamette Street
Support of Housing

Dear Mayor and City Councilors:
Please support this housing project. Sometimes it is that simple. We absolutely need these 129 new
housing units in our Downtown.

Decades of opposition to housing of any type (i.e., too big, too small, too tall, wrong occupants, wrong
neighborhood, not here, not there) has put us right where we are right now, with an incredible housing
shortage.

I am certain you do not need me to list the details of this project (i.e., 51% of the units meet the affordable
housing criteria, units for Womenspace, local jobs, property taxes, mixed income, a vacant building in our
Downtown revitalized, etc.). All any of us needs to know is that more doors are more doors. Eugene
needs housing, not more opposition to it, or negative consequences of the opposition.

You have all supported increased housing over the years through agreement on code amendments and
other mechanisms to clearing the way for development of residential units. Please let this be another of
your supportive vote for housing.

Thank you for considering these remarks.

Sincerely,
Schirmer Consulting, LLC

Carols Schirmer
Principal

Schirmer Consulting, LLC • PO Box 10424, Eugene, OR 97440 • (541) 234-5108
Landscape Architecture + Land Use Planning

From: Gina Dhom <coachgina@windermere.com>
Sent: Monday, May 24, 2021 1:15 PM
To: *Eugene Mayor, City Council, and City Manager <MayorCouncilandCityManager@eugene-or.gov>
Subject: 1059 Willame e
[EXTERNAL

]

Hello! I am wri ng in support of the proposed project at 1059 Willame e. I am a business owner and Eugene
resident.
Thank you for your considera on.
Gina
The City purchased the 1059 Willame e site with $500,000 in federal CDBG funds, which require the property
to be redeveloped as 51% aﬀordable housing.
· This redevelopment process must happen via a public, compe ve RFP process. The RFP outlining the
City’s goals for this project has been available since fall 2020.
· 51% of all units in the proposed 1059 Willame e project meet these aﬀordable housing requirements. The
project proposes 129 new housing units total.
· 66 units will be available at 80% Area Median Income or below. This is $894/month for a studio
apartment, serving a 1-person household earning $39,200/year. One local occupa on group earning this wage
is a preschool teacher.
· Other market-rate downtown studio apartments currently rent for $1,000 or $1,200. This reﬂects the highdemand and low availability of 1- and 2-person housing and the demand for housing near frequent transit and
ac ve transit corridors (which can eliminate the cost of owning a vehicle for transporta on).
· The development has 10 units set aside for Womenspace’s use to support survivors of domes c violence.
On-site support services are also being provided.
· The total City funds suppor ng the development of 127 housing units at 1059 Willame e is $1.1M. Of this
total, $700,000 is funding from the Downtown Urban Renewal fund, and $400,000 is from the Gordon Lo ’s
payment into the Downtown’s MUPTE aﬀordable housing fund. These funds can only be used for the
construc on of aﬀordable housing.
· Rents for this project were determined using the 2020 CDBG income calcula ons. To qualify as
“aﬀordable,” housing costs plus u li es must be under 30% of monthly income (i.e., not cost-burdened).

From: Jon Kubu <jon@nulia.com>
Sent: Monday, May 24, 2021 1:04 PM
To: *Eugene Mayor, City Council, and City Manager <MayorCouncilandCityManager@eugene-or.gov>
Subject: 1059 Willame e redevelopment
[EXTERNAL

]

Dear Mayor and Council members,
I am wri ng to express my support for the redevelopment of the 1059 Willame e property into mixed use
housing.
I believe this project is important for bringing addi onal housing, especially aﬀordable housing, to the
downtown area.
As a leader and co-founder of a business downtown, a vibrant downtown life is essen al to the well being of
Eugene. Providing housing is important to this eﬀort.
Please support this eﬀort.
Best regards,

Jon Kubu
VP | GM Nulia Solu ons
m: +1.541.513.7290
e: jon@nulia.com

-----Original Message----From: Philip Farrington <farringtoncpd@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, May 24, 2021 1:03 PM
To: *Eugene Mayor, City Council, and City Manager <MayorCouncilandCityManager@eugene-or.gov>
Subject: Support for 1059 Willamette affordable housing project
[EXTERNAL ⚠]
Dear Mayor, City Council and staff:

Please accept this letter as a note of support for the proposed redevelopment of the relic
Montgomery Ward/former LCC downtown building as proposed by deChase/Edlen team.
As a former member of the Downtown Eugene, Inc. board of directors, long-time worker downtown,
and resident of a near-downtown neighborhood, I well remember when downtown was marked by
“the pits.” With lots of hard work and heavy lifting by the public and private sectors, those pits are
now gone and have been replaced with more vibrant uses that serve the community.
The long-vacant property at 1059 Willamette serves as an above-ground version of the last remaining
pit downtown. If it were cheap and easy to renovate or remove and replace that building with more
beneficial uses, it would have been done by now. But that is not the case. The building has problems
with mold, asbestos, outdated wiring and building systems, and does not meet current seismic or
building codes.
The proposal before you may not be perfect, but it is certainly better than the alternative that has
marred downtown for a generation, and will meet numerous community objectives:
* providing much-needed housing downtown that couldn’t be more transit-supportive being across
the street from LTD’s downtown transit center;
* blending incomes in a single residential development;
* providing units set-aside for victims of domestic violence, and targeted services supporting this
vulnerable community of need;
* creating in-fill development that fits with the scale of other nearby downtown; and
* establishing ground-floor uses that will activate the streetscape.
The proposal was made by a very skilled development team - and the only ones that have been able
to respond to the RFP and put forth a coherent plan for redevelopment!
Opponents have mischaracterized rents for the workforce housing component of the project, not
mentioning that the numbers are both inflated and include the owner-provided utilities to
affordable housing units that comprise more than half of those in the project. Others have
disparaged the design as not having enough ornamentation or architectural flair.
Please don’t let an ideal of perfection be the enemy of the good. We saw that in the initial concepts
for city hall: something that meets every whim ends up being unaffordable, infeasible and we would
be left with something - or nothing - and thereby fail to achieve our community goals and
objectives. I urge you to support this project and do the heavy lifting it took to get downtown
Eugene out of the pits. Don’t leave us with one more.
Phil Farrington

housing units that comprise more than half of those in the project. Others have disparaged the
design as not having enough ornamentation or architectural flair.
Please don’t let an ideal of perfection be the enemy of the good. We saw that in the initial concepts
for city hall: something that meets every whim ends up being unaffordable, infeasible and we would
be left with something - or nothing - and thereby fail to achieve our community goals and objectives.
I urge you to support this project and do the heavy lifting it took to get downtown Eugene out of the
pits. Don’t leave us with one more.
Phil Farrington

From: La Perla Pizzeria <LaPerlapizzeria@live.com>
Sent: Monday, May 24, 2021 3:36 PM
To: *Eugene Mayor, City Council, and City Manager <MayorCouncilandCityManager@eugene-or.gov>
Cc: QUICK-WARNER Bri any (SMTP) <bri anyw@eugenechamber.com>; Sco Rogers
<sco r@eugenechamber.com>
Subject: 1059 Willame e
[EXTERNAL

]

Mayor and City Council,
My name is John Barofsky and I am contac ng you in regards to the proposed development at 1059
Willame e. As a planning commissioner as well as being a member of the CDBG and aﬀordable housing trust
fund advisory commi ees I have seen ﬁrsthand much of the process that has gone into developing the plan for
the 1059 site. The public input process has been robust and the need for housing in the downtown core is an
outcome that has been at the core of Envision Eugene as well as many other council goals. I urge you to
support the plan going forward and I would also like to commend staﬀ on their hard work in this process.
Thanks John Barofsky

From: Liz Cawood <liz@cawood.com>
Sent: Monday, May 24, 2021 2:38 PM
To: *Eugene Mayor, City Council, and City Manager <MayorCouncilandCityManager@eugene-or.gov>
Subject: Support for 1059 Willame e
[EXTERNAL

]

Mayor and Councilors,
We are in a housing crisis that makes it very, very diﬃcult for households earning up to 80 percent AMI to ﬁnd
something they can aﬀord. The project at 1059 Willame e will be a ﬁrst for the city: a mixed-income project
that oﬀers 51% of all units at 80% AMI or below. We should be embracing this project with open arms. Those
who oppose it likely don't have full informa on about the project. As you know, some in our community
regularly provide disinforma on about our housing situa on and encourage others to say “no.".
I ask you to do the right thing based upon the facts:
The City purchased the building with $500,000 in CDBG funds, requiring the redevelopment at 51%
aﬀordable housing.
A compe ve RFP happened through a public, compe ve process. Only one proposal was received. It
proposed 129 units with 66 being for households with incomes up to 80% AMI.
The development sets-aside 10 units for Womenspaces’ use to help people experiencing domes c
violence.
City funds to support the development can only be used to build aﬀordable housing.
The development team – deChase Miksis and Edlen & Co. – oﬀers extensive, relevant experience with projects
throughout the Northwest. Plus, their design ﬁts nicely into the scale of nearby historic buildings, and will
create a beau ful place for people to call home in a projected that will be LEED cer ﬁed. Our City is fortunate
that the developers responded to the RFP with a well-reasoned proposal to provide much needed housing,
improve our downtown and move our community forward.
The City has invested considerable staﬀ me in going through the RFP process to deﬁne parameters for the
project. This development meets them.
As a nearby property owner, I fully support this proposal.
Let’s move forward and provide much needed aﬀordable housing.
Thank you.

Liz Cawood, APR, President
541.484.7052, Ext. 1

1200 High Street, Suite 200
Eugene, OR 97401
Facebook | CAWOOD.com

May 24, 2021
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Dear Mayor and City Council Members:
We write to you today to ask you for your support for the proposed 105 Willamette Street
mixed-income housing project, a first of its kind opportunity for our community. The Chamber is actively
working to encourage and support our community’s efforts to create more affordable housing options
for every segment of our growing community and this project helps accomplish this goal.
The Eugene Area Chamber of Commerce represents over 1,200 businesses across the full spectrum of
business and industry. Our members know that a vibrant downtown with a mix of affordable and market
rate units is crucial in recruiting a high-quality workforce and for new business growth. This project
represents a thoughtful approach to redevelopment and supports our initiatives to expand housing and
employment in downtown.
Recently, there has been a lot of misinformation about this project spread through the community, and
that it is truly sad. It is our intent to counter this misinformation by presenting the facts regarding this
project to you and the public.
The project proposal before you from deChase Miksis and Edlen & Co with Cornerstone Community
Housing has been publicized to the community in one form or another since January 2020. Since that
time numerous public meetings have occurred in an open and transparent fashion outlining the city’s
desire for affordable downtown redevelopment and the expectations of the developer. The developer in
this instance has met or exceeded all the elements required in the Request for Proposals document
(RFP).
Additional facts regarding this project, include:
.

The City purchased the 105 Willamette site with $500,000 in federal CDBG funds, which require
the property to be redeveloped as 51 affordable housing. The RFP submitted by deChase
Miksis and Edlen & Co meets this requirement.
This redevelopment process was conducted through a public, competitive RFP process. The RFP
outlining the City’s goals for this project has been available since fall 2020.
The CDBG funding source dictates that at least 51 of the units must be affordable for and
leased to households earning 0 of the Area Median Income (AMI) or below. The remaining
4 of the units would be leased at market rate rents.
66 units will be available at 0 Area Median Income or below. This is $ 4/month for a studio
apartment, serving a 1-person household earning $3 ,200/year. One local occupation group
earning this wage is a preschool teacher. Other market rate units in downtown are renting
between $1,000.00 to $1,200.00 a month.

1401 Willame e S ee

P.O. B

1107 E ge e, OR 97440-1107

Tel: 541.484.1314 Fa : 541.484.4942 e ge echambe .c m

The development has 10 units set aside for Womanspace’s use to support survivors of domestic
violence. Critically needed on-site support services are also being provided.
The total City funds supporting the development of 12 housing units at 105 Willamette is
$1.1M, not the $10M as claimed. Of this total, $ 00,000 is funding from the Downtown Urban
Renewal fund, and $400,000 is from the Gordon Loft’s payment into the Downtown’s MUPTE
affordable housing fund.
This project is a great opportunity to utilize the CDBG funds we have available to increase the housing
supply for incomes between 60-100 of the AMI. In conversations with local housing experts, we have
learned that households making 0 AMI here in Eugene are having an increasingly difficult time find
affordable housing options and this project helps alleviate this segment of missing housing.
In closing, this project represents an incredible opportunity to build desperately needed affordable
housing coupled with market rate, and retail space. Further, this project aligns with City’s downtown
redevelopment plans. This project is in a prime location and is situated close to transportation and
employment with all the benefits city life has to offer. Please support the 105 Willamette Street project.
Sincerely,

Brittany Quick-Warner, President & CEO
Eugene Area Chamber of Commerce

1401 Willame e S ee

P.O. B

1107 E ge e, OR 97440-1107

Tel: 541.484.1314 Fa : 541.484.4942 e ge echambe .c m

From: Gary Wildish <gwildish@chambers-gc.com>
Sent: Monday, May 24, 2021 2:16 PM
To: *Eugene Mayor, City Council, and City Manager <MayorCouncilandCityManager@eugene-or.gov>
Subject: 1059 Willame e St.
[EXTERNAL

]

Good a ernoon all. I support the proposed redevelopment at 1059 Willame e St. We have done a lot down
town and we need to con nue our eﬀorts. This proposed project can provide for the housing demand in the
City’s Core. I like the idea of mixed use and Down Town is a perfect place for such a development. Its me to
help his property add to the revitaliza on in Down Town. The Ci es economic support is the only way this
project will happen. Thanks for all you folks do, Gary Wildish

May 24, 2021

May 24, 2021
Dear Mayor, City Manager, and City Council;
Downtown Eugene Inc. (“DEI”) is submitting this letter in support of the redevelopment of 1059
Willamette St. as proposed by deChase Miksas.
The mission of DEI is to help lead the long-term effort to ensure a prosperous and beautiful
downtown. We believe that downtown housing is key to this mission. It’s time to reinvest in our
downtown to foster an environment of safety, livability and to support a sense of vibrancy.
Downtown Eugene contains the largest employment density. Young professionals desire
walkable, urban, amenity-rich, and environmentally conscious housing options supported by
downtown living. A robust supply of downtown housing can have significant positive effects on
an employer’s ability to attract and retain talent. That talent retention and urban infill directly
benefit the entire community through increased property taxes and patronage of downtown
restaurants and retailers. Dense urban living is also a means of preventing urban sprawl and
supporting sustainable, environmentally friendly housing solutions.
The project proposal for 1059 Willamette is an excellent example of an effective mixed-income
housing option for our community. Projects of this nature, and indeed any project working within
the confines of the urban core, are highly complex and cost-prohibitive without supportive
funding through the City.
This project has been vetted with the community through a competitive RFP process. Please
honor that process and move forward with the project as it was originally intended.
Sincerely,
Claire Barnum
Executive Director, Downtown Eugene Inc.

From: John Doty <johndoty1@comcast.net>
Sent: Monday, May 24, 2021 2:13 PM
To: *Eugene Mayor, City Council, and City Manager <MayorCouncilandCityManager@eugene-or.gov>
Subject: 1059 Willame e Street
[EXTERNAL

]

Mayor and Council,
I encourage you to support the proposal for the redevelopment of 1059 Willame e by the development team
led by deChase Miksis and Edlen & Co.
This proposed project would provide a housing opportunity that is currently rare in our community, targeted
to households earning up to 80 percent AMI.
John Doty
Ward 8

Sent from Mail for Windows 10

From: Sco Rogers <sco rogerspnw@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, May 24, 2021 3:59 PM
To: *Eugene Mayor, City Council, and City Manager <MayorCouncilandCityManager@eugene-or.gov>
Subject: Please Support 1059 Willame e Street Project
[EXTERNAL

]

May 24, 2021
Dear Mayor Vinis and Members of City Council,
I write to you today and hope that you will con nue to support and move forward with
the 1059 Willame e Street Aﬀordable Housing project.
I am a long me housing advocate and I currently serve on the Aﬀordable Housing Trust
Fund Commi ee and the Eugene Springﬁeld NAACP Housing Commi ee. I am advoca ng
in support of this project as an individual and not for the above-men oned commi ees.
This project represents a step forward in downtown revitaliza on and will provide
desperately needed workforce and aﬀordable housing op ons. Further, this project calls
for street level ameni es which will improve the livability of downtown.
I was happy to hear that ten units will be dedicated to women who have suﬀered from
abuse and domes c violence with incorporated support services. This wonderful service is
unfortunately very much needed, and we know the incidence of domes c violence has
only increased during the social isola on of the pandemic.
We need new aﬀordable housing built now, if we con nue to wait, we will never build the
necessary housing units to give everyone in our community a safe place to sleep. Housing
is a human right, and we need to keep building aﬀordable units, star ng today.
Thank you for your service, your me, and your considera on.
Sincerely,
Sco Rogers
Resident, Ward 6

From: Amanda Walkup <awalkup@hershnerhunter.com>
Sent: Monday, May 24, 2021 4:01 PM
To: *Eugene Mayor, City Council, and City Manager <MayorCouncilandCityManager@eugene-or.gov>
Subject: The Montgomery - in support
[EXTERNAL

]

I am a local downtown business owner and am wri ng in support of The Montgomery development.
Eugene is in a housing crisis. As you know, The Montgomery is set up to have 66 rental units available at 80%
of Eugene’s median income, including ten units set aside for survivors of domes c and in mate partner
violence through Womenspace. In addi on, the development will include 63 units that will be available at
market rate.
There has been some cri cism that the en re development isn’t set up for low income housing and/or that
private developers are involved with the project. The reality is that this development is challenging, given the
speciﬁc restric ons and limits placed by the various sources of funding. Notably, the City only received one
response to a well-adver sed RFP, which given today’s construc on and real estate market is telling about how
a rac ve this type of arrangement is and the viability of other alterna ves. The development team is made
up of local and Oregon-based private businesses as well as a local non-proﬁt whose mission is focused on
providing aﬀordable housing.
Simply, Eugene is facing a housing crisis for both low income and those whose income can support
unsubsidized housing. The development of The Montgomery addresses both of these groups as well as
provides needed housing for survivors of IPV/DV associated with Womenspace. This is a great opportunity to
have for-proﬁt and non-proﬁt companies work together to address Eugene’s problems while also providing
housing in Eugene’s downtown that can support other downtown businesses such as restaurants, coﬀee shops
and gyms. To reject this development solely because its detractors claim that this project isn’t the complete
solu on is being short sighted about the immediate need for housing for all income levels in Eugene, including
those qualifying for the lower cost units.
Thank you for your considera on of this project.
Amanda Walkup

From: Rob E. Benne <rebenne @downtownac.com>
Sent: Monday, May 24, 2021 4:02 PM
To: *Eugene Mayor, City Council, and City Manager <MayorCouncilandCityManager@eugene-or.gov>
Subject: Support for downtown housing
[EXTERNAL

]

Dear Mayor, City Manager, and City Council;
Recently I was made aware that the redevelopment on 1059 Willamette St. may be at risk of
moving forward. This was extremely discouraging news. We are at a tipping point in our downtown
where livability and safety are at grave risk.
Saturday night, the Newberry Child Care Center on Willamette St. was severely vandalized. The
front window was smashed in with a sidewalk metal utility plate spewing shattered glass inside the
building where children play (pictures attached).
It is my firm belief that a densely populated downtown is a key component in helping deter crimes
such as the one suffered by the Newberry this past weekend. The creation of a more livable and
inviting downtown begins with housing. We need to create a neighborhood downtown. Space
where people live and foster an environment of natural accountability to dissuade acts of violence
and crime.
For Eugene to remain competitive economically, the City must invest in our downtown. Downtown
investment will ensure increased safety, sense of place, culture, and quality of life. Residential
density in the downtown core is a key component in creating vibrancy and sustaining amenities
and services such as restaurants and retail, not to mention the property tax value that benefits the
entire community.
Urban infill construction is prohibitively expensive and difficult. Due to construction costs and the
complexities of staging and building in an urban zone, building or redeveloping in the downtown
core is impossible without incentives. This is why I urge City Council to move forward with the
redevelopment plan as submitted by deChase Miksas. The $1.1M earmarked by the City to
support this project are conservative and reasonable as well as necessary to bring forth more
housing downtown.
Sincerely,
Rob E Bennett
Downtown Athletic Club

From: Sherry Schaefers <sherry.schaefers.jkhq@statefarm.com>
Sent: Monday, May 24, 2021 4:02 PM
To: *Eugene Mayor, City Council, and City Manager <MayorCouncilandCityManager@eugene-or.gov>
Subject: 1059 Willame e
[EXTERNAL

]

May 24, 2021
Honorable Mayor, City Council, and City Manager:
The Downtown Eugene Merchants (DEM) Board asks for your support of the proposed development project
for 1059 Willame e.
Providing more housing op ons, in the downtown core, helps both the public and businesses. All merchants
were impacted by the pandemic but food service were par cularly hard hit.
Of those remaining, long term stability is not guaranteed. More residents means more consumer ac vity.
The proposed project is well thought out and oﬀers op ons to a broad group of people. Of the total 129 units,
66 will be available at 80% Area Median Income or below. To date,
Eugene has not created a mixed incoming housing project for this segment of the popula on. Doing so
provides a path for those in subsidized aﬀordable housing, earning more
than 60% AMI, who can’t aﬀord market rate housing. Providing 10 units for Women’s Space is a bonus.
Thank you for your considera on of this important project.
Sincerely,
Jen Bell, Co-Chair DEM
Sherry Schaefers, CO-Chair DEM

Support for 1059 Willamette + Downtown Housing
Kaarin Knudson <kaarinknudson@gmail.com>
Mon 5/24/2021 4:31 PM
To: VINIS Lucy K <LVinis@eugene-or.gov>; YEH Jennifer K <JYeh@eugene-or.gov>; KEATING Matt <MKeating@eugeneor.gov>; ZELENKA Alan <AZelenka@eugene-or.gov>; CLARK Mike <MClark@eugene-or.gov>; EVANS Greg A
<GEvans@eugene-or.gov>; SYRETT Claire M <CSyrett@eugene-or.gov>; SEMPLE Emily <ESemple@eugene-or.gov>;
GROVES Randy B <RGroves@Eugene-or.gov>; MEDARY Sarah J <SMedary@eugene-or.gov>
Cc: D'SOUZA Amanda M <ADSouza@eugene-or.gov>; FIFIELD Anne E <AFifield@eugene-or.gov>

[EXTERNAL ⚠]
Dear City Councilors, Mayor and City Manager:
Better Housing Together supports the full continuum of housing solutions to meet community needs.
With this goal in mind: We would like to see dozens of new housing projects move forward in Downtown—projects of
all types and serving all income levels.
We support the 1059 Willamette project and we hope the City Council will take swift action to move it forward.
The 1059 Willamette project could be Eugene’s first example of a majority Affordable, mixed-income housing project in
Downtown. More Affordable and market-rate housing units are badly needed in Downtown, and we are thrilled that both
Womenspace and Cornerstone Community Housing are working with a local, experienced development team on this
proposal.
Who earns 80% AMI? A local preschool teacher. A couple earning minimum wage. A mom with a clerical degree. A young
EMT. Nonprofit staff and social service case workers.
Who needs smaller market-rate housing? The many one- and two-person household in our community with no
appropriate, available housing options. Anyone seeking to downsize and make their current home available to a different
household. Eugene already has more single-person households than families with kids at home—we need to increase our
small footprint housing options. Downtown is the perfect place for smaller, car-free, energy-efficient, higher-density housing
like what the 1059 project proposes.
We ask that you clearly communicate the strengths of the 1059 Willamette proposal, as well as the City’s role in supporting
it, and act to move this project forward immediately.
Kind regards,
Kaarin Knudson
—Kaarin Knudson, AIA
Founding Director, Better Housing Together

800 Willamette Street, Suite 400

Eugene, OR 97401

541.684.4902

kpff.com

May 24, 2021
Eugene Mayor, City Councilors, and City Manager
City of Eugene, City Manager’s Office
101 West 10th Avenue, 2nd Floor
Eugene, OR 97401
Via Email: mayorcouncilandcitymanager@eugene-or.gov
RE:

1059 Willamette Project

Dear Eugene Mayor, City Councilors, and City Manager:
I am writing to express my support for the proposed 1059 Willamette affordable housing project.
I am a Eugene native and am a civil engineer with KPFF, an esteemed engineering firm. Over the past
several decades, I have seen the challenges facing our residents due partly to the lack of supportive
permanent housing. The project at 1059 Willamette Street will fill a gap for the City of Eugene.
Our community households that earn slightly over 60% AMI (Area Median Income) have few rental
options. The majority of “affordable housing” units in Eugene are targeted at 60% AMI, or below. The
housing that would be available at 1059 Willamette would allow working people in our community, such
as preschool teachers, the chance to have the security to live without fear of being homeless. The
location of the 1059 Willamette project is also ideal for this income group. There is a proven demand for
housing near active transit corridors, reducing or eliminating the need to own a car.
The funding mechanism is currently in place, using CDBG funds, Downtown Urban Renewal funds, and
the MUPTE Affordable Housing funds. The $1.1 million budget has been allocated and resourced to
support the 127 housing units via a competitive RFP process. Rarely do funding mechanisms and budgets
align and I urge the City of Eugene to seize this opportunity to provide this specific type of housing so
needed in our community.
I encourage you to move forward with the proposed development and help create a better downtown
and greater Eugene.
Sincerely,
KPFF Consulting Engineers

Matt Keenan, PE
Associate and Civil Engineer
Matt.keenan@kpff.com
541-510-9322

From: Jenny Ulum <julum@ulum.com>
Sent: Monday, May 24, 2021 4:22 PM
To: *Eugene Mayor, City Council, and City Manager <MayorCouncilandCityManager@eugene-or.gov>
Subject: 1059 Willame e Project
[EXTERNAL

]

Dear Mayor Vinis, City Councilors and City Manager Medary:
I am excited to see the proposal for redeveloping the property at 1059 Willame e St.
As a downtown property owner, I know how important it is to have occupied buildings
contribu ng to the health and safety of our downtown. To convert that long-vacant
building into housing is a win-win. Downtown advocates have long maintained that
bringing more residents downtown is key to a vibrant, successful city center. In
par cular I appreciate the mix of aﬀordable and market-rate housing and the set-aside
for survivors of domes c violence. I hope this project receives your support to move
forward. Thank you!
Jenny Ulum
Ward 3

